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Interactive information retrieval (IIR) is a user-centered approach to information seeking and retrieval. In this paradigm, the search process is not confined to a single query and a static set of results. Instead, it emphasises the active involvement of users in refining their information needs, iteratively modifying queries, and exploring retrieved content. IIR studies research how to facilitate a more tailored and practical search experience, adapting to the evolving requirements and preferences of users. In this thesis, we focus on four distinct yet interrelated areas in the domain of IIR to have a better understanding of the interaction between the user and the information retrieval system.

How users interact with a search system depends on several things, including, but not limited to, the device on which they search, the interface, the task at hand, their prior expertise and so on. In Chapter 2, we explore the role of search interface layout and task complexity on user search behaviour and their task effectiveness. We aim to reproduce the setup of two IIR studies conducted a decade back that explored the effect of the search interface and task complexity on user behaviour. As search interfaces have kept on evolving, we ask the question of whether user search behaviour has remained the same. Our goal is to observe to what extent the findings from those two studies still hold today.

Next, we focus on a specific aspect of IIR, called Search as Learning (SAL), where users participate in learning-oriented search tasks. These search tasks are exploratory, involving multiple iterations that require cognitive processing and sensemaking. It often requires the searchers to spend time scanning, viewing, comparing and understanding documents. Prior studies have shown that, in offline classroom learning scenarios, active reading tools like highlighting and note-taking tools help learners better process what they read and consequently help their learning outcomes. In Chapter 3, we explore to what extent highlighting and note-taking tools, when we implement and incorporate them into the interface of a standard search engine, affect search behaviour and users’ learning outcomes. We intend to explore if they are also beneficial in the online SAL scenario.

While designing and incorporating widgets (e.g. a note-taking tool) in a search interface, researchers face numerous design decisions regarding where to place the widgets, what they should look like, what functionalities they must have and so on. Due to budget constraints, it is not feasible to run A/B tests on all possible options. Thus, next in Chapter 4, we build a user model leveraging Search Economic Theory (SET), where we, for the first time, incorporate positional information of widgets. SET is based on micro-economic theory that assumes that users are rational agents—they aim to maximise profit and minimise cost. Previous work has utilised SET to develop models for predicting user interaction under various circumstances where widgets on the SERP are typically considered fixed, and their position is not part of the user model definition. Thus, in this thesis, we explore if we can derive a sensible hypothesis of user behaviour using our user model that incorporates positional information of widgets.
Finally, having so far dealt with documents in text modality of presentation, in Chapter 5 we look into the voice modality of presentation in the context of collecting relevance judgments for building test collections by employing crowdworkers. Previous studies have explored to what extent various factors like document length, topic difficulty, cognitive aspects of crowdworkers, etc., affect their relevance judgement effectiveness. However, none of them considered the presentation modality of the documents to be judged. Audio-only devices are getting popular, and leveraging these devices can increase the scope of collecting relevance judgements. For example, crowdworkers can judge document on-the-go, those with visual disabilities can also participate in the judgement task and so on. Thus, we observe how the presentation modality of documents, that is, representing them as text or voice, affects the relevance judgement effectiveness of crowdworkers. We also explore to what extent there is an interplay of document length and cognitive aspects of crowdworkers with the presentation modality.

With the studies conducted in this thesis, we make scientific contributions to the field by providing novel insights covering a breadth of topics and advancing our understanding of the field. We hope our contributions pave the way for further research and exploration in the field of IIR with the ultimate goal of enhancing the web search experience and performance of users.
Interactive Information Retrieval (IIR) is een op de gebruiker gerichte benadering van het zoeken en verkrijgen van informatie. In dit paradigma is het zoekproces niet beperkt tot een enkele zoekopdracht en een statische set resultaten. In plaats daarvan benadrukt het de actieve betrokkenheid van gebruikers bij het verfijnen van hun informatiebehoeften, iteratief aanpassen van zoekopdrachten en verkennen van opgehaalde inhoud. IIR-onderzoeken richten zich op hoe een meer op maat gemaakte en praktische zoekervaring kan worden gefaciliteerd, aangepast aan de evoluerende eisen en voorkeuren van gebruikers. In deze scriptie richten we ons op vier afzonderlijke maar onderling verbonden gebieden binnen het domein van IIR om een beter begrip te krijgen van de interactie tussen de gebruiker en het informatieretrievalssysteem.

Hoe gebruikers omgaan met een zoeksysteem hangt af van verschillende factoren, waaronder, maar niet beperkt tot, het apparaat waarop ze zoeken, de interface, de taak die ze uitvoeren, hun eerdere expertise enzovoort. In Hoofdstuk 2, onderzoeken we de rol van de lay-out van de zoekinterface en de complexiteit van de taak op het zoekgedrag van de gebruiker en hun taakeffectiviteit. We streven ernaar de opstelling van twee IIR-onderzoeken die tien jaar geleden zijn uitgevoerd en die het effect van de zoekinterface en de complexiteit van de taak op het gebruikersgedrag hebben onderzocht, te reproduceren. Omdat zoekinterfaces blijven evolueren, stellen we de vraag of het zoekgedrag van gebruikers nog steeds hetzelfde is. Ons doel is om te observeren in hoeverre de bevindingen van die twee studies vandaag de dag nog steeds geldig zijn.

Vervolgens richten we ons op een specifiek aspect van IIR, genaamd ‘Search As Learning’ (SAL), waar gebruikers deelnemen aan op leren gerichte zoektaken. Deze zoektaken zijn verkennend, omvatten meerdere iteraties die cognitieve verwerking en betekenisgeving vereisen. Het vereist vaak van de zoekers dat ze tijd besteden aan scannen, bekijken, vergelijken en begrijpen van documenten. Eerdere studies hebben aangetoond dat actieve leesinstrumenten zoals markeren en notities maken leerlingen in offline klaslokaalscenario’s helpen om beter te verwerken wat ze lezen en bijgevolg hun leerresultaten verbeteren. In Hoofdstuk 3, onderzoeken we in hoeverre markeren en notities maken, wanneer we ze implementeren en opnemen in de interface van een standaard zoekmachine, van invloed zijn op het zoekgedrag van gebruikers en de leerresultaten van gebruikers. We willen verkennen of ze ook gunstig zijn in de online SAL-scenario’s.

Bij het ontwerpen en opnemen van widgets (bijv. een notitietool) in een zoekinterface staan onderzoekers voor tal van ontwerpbeslissingen over waar ze de widgets moeten plaatsen, hoe ze eruit moeien zien, welke functionaliteiten ze moeten hebben, enzovoort. Vanwege budgetbeperkingen is het niet haalbaar om A/B-tests uit te voeren voor alle mogelijke opties. Daarom bouwen we in Hoofdstuk 4, een gebruikersmodel op basis van de Search Economic Theory (SET), waarin we voor het eerst positionele informatie van widgets opnemen. SET is gebaseerd op micro-economische theorie die ervan uitgaat dat gebruikers rationele agenten zijn - ze streven naar het maximaliseren van winst en het
minimaliseren van kosten. Eerdere werk heeft SET gebruikt om modellen te ontwikkelen voor het voorspellen van gebruikersinteractie onder verschillende omstandigheden waarbij widgets op de SERP doorgaans als vast worden beschouwd en hun positie geen deel uitmaakt van de definitie van het gebruikersmodel. In deze scriptie onderzoeken we dus of we een zinvolle hypothese van gebruikersgedrag kunnen afleiden met ons gebruikersmodel dat positionele informatie van widgets opneemt.

Tot slot, nadat we tot nu toe met documenten in de text modaliteit van presentatie hebben gewerkt, kijken we in Hoofdstuk 5, naar de voice modaliteit van presentatie in de context van het verzamelen van relevantieoordelen voor het bouwen van testverzamelingen door gebruik te maken van crowdworkers. Eerdere studies hebben onderzocht in hoeverre verschillende factoren zoals documentlengte, onderwerpsmoeilijkheid, cognitieve aspecten van crowdworkers, enzovoort, van invloed zijn op hun effectiviteit in het beoordelen van relevantie. Echter, geen van hen overwoog de presentatiemodaliteit van de te beoordelen documenten. Audio-only apparaten worden steeds populairder, en het benutten van deze apparaten kan de mogelijkheden voor het verzamelen van relevantieoordelen vergroten. Bijvoorbeeld, crowdworkers kunnen documenten beoordelen terwijl ze onderweg zijn, mensen met visuele beperkingen kunnen ook deelnemen aan de beoordelingstaak, enzovoort. Daarom observeren we hoe de presentatiemodaliteit van documenten, dat wil zeggen, ze voorstellen als tekst of stem, van invloed is op de effectiviteit van crowdworkers bij het beoordelen van relevantie. We onderzoeken ook in hoeverre er een wisselwerking is tussen de lengte van het document en de cognitieve aspecten van crowdworkers met de presentatiemodaliteit.

Met de studies die in deze scriptie zijn uitgevoerd, leveren we wetenschappelijke bijdragen aan het vakgebied door nieuwe inzichten te bieden die een breed scala van onderwerpen beslaan en ons begrip van het vakgebied bevorderen. We hopen dat onze bijdragen de weg effenen voor verder onderzoek en verkenning op het gebied van IIR, met als uiteindelijk doel de webzoekervaring en prestaties.
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Searching for information on computers is an everyday thing. When users have an information need, they turn to contemporary commercial Information Retrieval (IR) systems such as Google and Bing. The users expect these IR systems to return results relevant to their information needs. Typically, these results are ranked by decreasing order of relevance. When a user searches for information using an IR system, several interactions occur between the user and the IR system, where the user’s goal is to satisfy their information need. The study of Interactive Information Retrieval (IIR), a sub-field of the broader study of IR, is primarily devoted to considering the interactions between the searcher and retrieval system [44]. In this thesis, we aim to deepen our understanding of the interactions between the user and retrieval system by conducting four studies in the space of IIR.

The need to access information effectively has been present throughout human history. Prior to the age of computers, libraries typically housed extensive collections of books and papers. In addition to using these catalogues, an individual seeking out information could also interact with trained librarians, a process commonly known as reference interview [48]. The librarians who maintained such collections had a good overview of the inventory and were trained to assist the searchers in expressing their needs and help them find relevant information. The development of the Internet and World Wide Web (WWW) [38] enabled a massive surge of information to be present online and accessible for users looking to satisfy their information needs. How users explore and access this knowledge also differs from how they access information offline (e.g., in libraries).

The development of IR systems like commercial web search engines enables information seekers to search the ever-growing space of information available via the internet with minimal effort. Given a query that represents the information need of a user, an IR system searches through a collection of unstructured or semi-structured data (such as a collection of web pages or other text documents, or even images or videos, representing multimedia retrieval) before returning potential matches to the searcher. The matching process (of documents in a collection and the user query) can be performed using different methodologies. The broader field of IR primarily deals with evaluating system-sided aspects
Figure 1.1: Model of how users interact according to the Cranfield paradigm

concerning the methodologies and quality of returned rankings, how efficient the retrieval engine is, etc.

At the core of much of the research conducted in the field of IR lies the Cranfield paradigm, a term that signifies a standardized approach to evaluating IR systems [65]. This paradigm is primarily attributed to Cyril Cleverdon of Cranfield University. It revolves around the concept of standardized test collections – structured sets of documents that can be utilized by various researchers, thereby establishing a consistent foundation for experimenting with IR methodologies. Through the utilization of the Cranfield paradigm, we have achieved notable strides in the realm of evaluating IR systems. Nonetheless, there is an argument that this approach may possess certain limitations when viewed from the perspective of IIR as it oversimplifies the intricate interactions occurring between a searcher and a retrieval system [43, 120]. The experimental frameworks that have emerged from the Cranfield paradigm are built upon a set of assumptions of simple interactions between the user and the IR systems that often diverge significantly from the actual dynamics of how they engage with such a system (Figure 1.1). These assumptions can be summarized as follows:

- The searcher will submit a single query throughout a search session.
- They will examine documents up to a predetermined depth (typically set at around 100 in TREC experiments).
- They will assess all documents to that fixed depth.

In other words, the paradigm broadly needs to consider the complexities that arise from the user-sided aspects core to IIR. Inspired by an event in their daily lives (perhaps by observation, reading a book, or through conversation with another human), a searcher will have an information need. This information need can arise from a knowledge gap in the searcher’s mind, an internal inconsistency in what they are experiencing, or a conflict of evidence. The searcher will then begin the IIR process to satisfy their (perhaps vague) information need. Upon bringing up the interface of a retrieval system, the searcher starts their so-called search session, which begins with formulating the information need as a query. Once the query has been submitted, a series of interactions occur between the system and the searcher [120] as depicted in Figure 1.2. Results will be retrieved by the underlying retrieval system and presented to the searcher in the form of a Search Engine Results Page (SERP). Depending on the features available on the corresponding SERP, the searcher may decide to examine snippets click and read returned results, explore images, videos or other verticals, scan direct answers or entity cards, etc. These interactions, occurring on the SERP, are essential to those studying IIR.
Searchers could also issue multiple queries during a search session. Subsequently, they would adapt their interactions based on the perceived quality of presented ranked result lists [188]. The interactions will also depend on the complexity of the task at hand—searchers would expect the first result to be relevant for navigational tasks (e.g., finding the homepage of Burton).\(^1\) In contrast, they would be willing to spend more time and effort searching for more complex tasks (e.g., comparing different climbing shoes to buy).

Moreover, in the ever-changing landscape of web search, not only how the results being presented have gone through multiple transformations (from 'ten blue links' to Bing Chat), but numerous widgets and functionalities tailored to specific search goals (e.g., answer cards, query suggestions, entity cards etc.) have been added (and sometimes removed) from the web search interfaces. The presentation of results, including their order, formatting, and visual elements, plays a crucial role in determining how searchers engage with the information presented [13, 15, 45, 81, 165, 194, 240, 304]. For example, top results and those with rich features like featured snippets or image carousels tend to attract more attention due to their prominence [219].

The study of IIR attempts to understand searcher’s interactions with an IR system and incorporate new findings into the development of retrieval systems [51]. IIR studies can include aspects from both user-sided and retrieval system-sided research. For example, one might present the results of a user study examining a particular phenomenon of a searcher’s behaviour and provide details of a system-sided evaluation. As discussed by Kelly et al.

\(^1\)https://www.burton.com/
1. Introduction

IIR can trace its roots back to a variety of different disciplines, including traditional IR (i.e. exclusively system-sided research); library and information sciences; psychology; and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). Typically presented as a branch of IR and HCI, arguments also exist to consider IIR as a distinct area of research.

Work to improve our understanding of the user-IR system interaction has been undertaken in various aspects of the study of IIR, including (but not limited to) interaction in the presence (or absence) of various SERP components, or while undertaking search goals of varying levels of complexity, modelling of user interactions, etc. These prior researchers have aided in uncovering critical insights related to user interaction during their information-seeking process. For example, searchers have been observed to follow an F-shaped pattern while navigating a SERP. Behavioural metrics like document reading time or number of clicks on SERP have been shown to correlate with the amount of knowledge searchers gain during a search session tailored towards learning.

In this thesis, we aim to deepen our understanding of four such aspects of IIR—(i) effect of SERP layout and task complexity on user interactions; (ii) influence of learning tools on user interaction and learning outcomes during a learning-oriented search process; (iii) modelling user interaction; and (iv) effect of document modality on collection of relevance judgements. In the following sections, we describe in detail each of these aspects, together with our main research questions and key findings.

1.1. (Re)-Examining User Interactions

Prior work in IIR have shown how (and where) content is displayed in a SERP affects user interaction. The incorporation of heterogeneous content like images, videos etc. also affects user interaction. In addition, past research has shown that user behaviour on the SERP does not only depend on the presentation of information, but also on the search task at hand. For a navigational task such as ‘finding the homepage of Burton’, a user—in the ideal case—requires a single query and a single click. Contrast this to an informational task, such as ‘good and affordable ski-resorts in Europe’. Such tasks require the scanning of multiple results and likely result in further query reformulations to learn more about specific suggestions. While contemporary web SERPs maintain the original idea of a list of items that are ranked in decreasing order of relevance, alternative presentations such as a grid layout—as also recently (again) popularised by You.com—have also been explored. Moreover, as the layout of SERPs of commercial web search engines has evolved, users have become accustomed to different types of SERPs (Figure 1.3). From an IIR reproducibility perspective, this begs the question—do users exhibit similar web search behaviour today compared to 10 years ago?

Despite numerous research in IIR, there needs to be more effort to reproduce findings from past research. IIR research often involves a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods, and the complexity of studying user interaction can sometimes make it challenging to ensure full reproducibility. Factors such as variations in study participants, differences in experimental setups (e.g., the search system deployed, interfaces of the search system, retrieval algorithms, corpus, etc.), and ethical concerns regarding the release of experimental logs contribute to difficulties in replicating IIR studies. To this extent, in this
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Figure 1.3: Evolution of SERP over time (for the query snowboarding). **Top-left:** In early 2002, search engines presented results in the *ten blue links* format. **Top-right:** Earlier in the last decade, results from different verticals like images, videos, news etc. started to be interleaved with the web results. The SERP renderings of 2002 and 2012 are obtained from [www.theoldweb.com](http://www.theoldweb.com). **Bottom-left:** Widgets like entity cards, direct answers, maps etc., were introduced towards the second half of the last decade. **Bottom-right:** An example from Bing-Chat, LLM-powered conversational agents are considered to be the future of web search. 2020 and 2023 SERPs are screenshots taken from Google and Bing chat in November 2023.
thesis, we focus our attention on reproducing the experimental setup of two prior studies: Arguello et al. [16] (published in 2012) as well as Siu and Chaparro [256] (published in 2014)—these both investigated how user interactions on the SERP are influenced by the presence or absence of heterogeneous content, the layout of the SERP (list vs. grid), and task complexity.

The process of reproducing prior user studies will further enable us to identify potential challenges in reproducibility in an IIR context. Our goal is to pinpoint important factors that future researchers should be aware of while setting up their IIR studies to ensure better reproducibility of their findings. Reproducibility in science ensures that the findings, methods, and conclusions of scientific studies can be independently verified and validated by other researchers. When research results can be replicated by different individuals or groups using the same methods and data, it strengthens the reliability and robustness of scientific knowledge. In the other areas of computer science, there has been a growing recognition of the significance of reproducibility, leading to various initiatives aimed at replicating and validating research outcomes. Efforts like the ‘ACM Artifact Review and Badging’ initiative encourage authors to provide the necessary materials for others to reproduce their results, fostering transparency and accountability. Platforms like GitHub have enabled researchers to openly share their code and data, facilitating the validation of computational findings. Additionally, conferences like SIGIR, NeurIPS, ICML, and others have introduced reproducibility tracks, where researchers can submit papers focusing on reproducing and validating previously published work.

Inspired by the two papers we reproduced, the following broad research questions (B-RQ) guide our chapter 2.

**B-RQ1**: How do the layout of the SERP and the complexity of the task at hand affect user interaction? To what extent has user interaction with web search engines changed in the last ten years?

**Findings and Contribution:** To answer B-RQ1, in Chapter 2, we conduct a user study with 41 participants where the layout of search results on the SERP and task complexity are the primary dependent variables. We experiment with four different SERP layouts and tasks belonging to 4 different levels of task complexity. Specifically, we explore whether eight observations from [16, 256] about users and their interactions with list vs. grid layouts across different task complexities hold today. We find that both results layouts on SERP and task complexity significantly affect various aspects of user interaction with web search results. Regarding reproducibility, we find evidence to confirm two, with partial evidence for four further hypotheses.

### 1.2. Search As Learning

The seminal paper of Marchionini [174] defines, what is known as **Search As Learning** (SAL) [67] as search activities whose ultimate goal is human learning. Over the last decades, people have turned to web search engines not only to access information quickly but also to learn, discover and ingest information on topics of interest and gain knowledge on those topics [42, 197, 229]. Searching for information to learn about how to get better at snowboarding is an inherently different process than searching for the homepage of Burton.
The former is a more complex process dependent on the searcher’s prior knowledge of the topic. In this example, information relevant to a beginner snowboarding enthusiast might not be relevant to someone more advanced. For the latter scenario, we can safely assume that most searchers are looking for one specific website irrespective of the context from where their information needs originated. Second, the former is a more complex and iterative process where the searcher must read multiple documents, issue multiple queries and spend more cognitive resources to process the information and gain knowledge on the topic. In contrast, the latter is a more straightforward process where the searchers expect to find the homepage of Burton as the first result returned by their search engine. However, modern web search engines are tailored more towards the latter kind of search goal (quick access to information) as compared to the former—there is not much support built to help searchers scan, compare, evaluate and analyse the information they find [18, 99].

Previous research within the SAL domain has focused on: (i) understanding user behaviours when undertaking a learning-oriented search task; [47, 84, 127, 160, 163, 189]; (ii) exploring different types of users and their behaviours (e.g., novices vs experts) [40, 84, 202, 233]; and (iii) the optimisation of retrieval systems for learning [267–269]. These studies have shown that search behaviour and user characteristics affect learning outcomes during the SAL process. In terms of scalable behavioural metrics as proxies for measuring knowledge gained across a search session, the document dwell time is a good indicator for learning [68, 84] as well as the number of SERP clicks [68] and the number of unique domains present among the top-ranked search results [84]. In terms of user characteristics, there have been contrasting findings on how their prior knowledge on a topic affects their learning outcomes—while some found users with low prior knowledge achieved higher learning gains than learners with at least some knowledge a priori [95], others did not find a difference in learning outcomes between the two cohorts [162, 202].

Outside of the web search scenario, active reading strategies such as annotating content (highlighting, note-taking, etc.) have been shown to have multiple benefits when engaging in long and complex learning tasks [175, 214, 297, 314]. These tools enable learners to limit their working memory load, as well as articulate and reformulate their thoughts. In turn, this can lead to substantial improvements in the understanding and retention of knowledge [140, 175]. Despite the apparent benefits of active reading tools within a learning context, highlighting and note-taking tools are not found in contemporary web search engines. Efforts have, however, been made to develop information organisational tools (e.g., a note-taking interface allowing users to keep track of their search context) [39, 80]. However, none of these studies explicitly measured the effect these tools had on learning. Therefore, in this thesis, we explore the impact of users’ searching behaviour and their learning process if, during a learning-oriented search process, they had access to highlighting and note-taking affordances—tools that have been shown to aid in traditional classroom learning. This research gap motivates our second research question:

**B-RQ2**: How do active reading tools affect user interactions and learning outcomes during a learning-oriented search (SAL) process?

**Findings and Contribution**: To answer B-RQ2, in Chapter 3, we conduct another user study with 115 participants observing the effect of two active reading tools (highlighting and note-taking) on their learning outcomes and search behaviour. We measure their learning
over two tasks: a recall-oriented vocabulary learning task \cite{189, 233}; and a cognitively demanding essay writing task \cite{162, 260}. We observe that neither the highlighting nor the note-taking tool helped participants in the vocabulary learning tasks. However, access to only the highlighting or note-taking tool allows them to write better essays than participants without the tools. We also observe that access to the highlighting tool leads participants to submit fewer queries and spend more time examining documents. On the other hand, note-taking leads to participants spending less time reading documents and taking more notes. We also explore how different highlighting and note-taking strategies help with their learning outcomes by investigating whether five hypotheses, inspired by the education literature, hold up in our SAL setup, too. We confirmed three of those hypotheses and showed that while engaging in complex learning-oriented search tasks on the web, merely highlighting and note-taking may not benefit learners. Instead, how these tools change the way the learners scan and process text is more important for learning while searching.

1.3. Modeling User Interaction

One challenge of conducting user studies is that the experiment conditions must be determined. An IIR practitioner or a designer of a retrieval system/SERP has to make numerous design decisions regarding positioning a particular widget (e.g., a note-taking tool) on the SERP. In theory, there are innumerable design choices, as the widget in question can be positioned anywhere on the SERP. The number of design choices keeps growing exponentially as we include more than one design feature of the widget (e.g., location and size of the note-taking widget, offered functionalities like text formatting, etc.). As it is not possible to test all possible experimental conditions, they are usually decided based on best guesses. In the previous study, we positioned the note-taking widget on the right side of the SERP as that area is typically empty. However, one can argue about positioning it at a different position. One way of overcoming this limitation is by the use of simulation.

Simulation is defined as the imitation of the operation of a real-world process or system over time \cite{32}. Such an approach allows one to gain insight into the functioning of some real-world phenomenon, such as the interactions that take place during the IIR process. Running simulations by modelling user interactions can help us rapidly explore different scenarios (e.g., where to position the note-taking widget on the SERP), all at a low cost and without needing to consider issues such as subject fatigue (within a user study, for example). Ultimately, the goal is to only run user studies or A/B tests on interface designs that have shown promise from prior simulations. Many models of user interaction in the context of IIR have been defined in the past and can generally be categorised into two groups: descriptive models \cite{34, 36, 85, 120, 143, 302} and formal (mathematical) models \cite{19, 92, 217}. The former provides us with intuitions and a holistic view of a user’s search behaviour (e.g., with the Berrypicking model \cite{34}, users pick through information patches—analogous to people collecting berries). While they provide us with explanations of why searchers behave in a particular manner, they do not allow us to predict how a user’s search behaviour will change in response to changes to the SERP, the quality of the results, etc. For this step, formal models such as Search Economic Theory (SET) \cite{19, 20}, Information Foraging Theory (IFT) \cite{216} or the Interactive Probability Ranking Principle (iPRP) \cite{92} are required. Of particular interest in this thesis is the SET proposed by Azzopardi \cite{19}.
SET is a theory explaining the search process in terms of economics – in particular, microeconomic theory. Microeconomic theory assumes that individuals aim to optimise their profits within the confines of budgetary or other limitations [288]. This framework can also be an intuitive method for modelling interactions between humans and computers. When presented with a demand (which might arise due to factors like contextual elements, the core task, or the utilised system), individuals will invest effort in engaging with the system, utilising internal resources like cognitive capacity, attention, and energy. Moreover, users will face a cost incurred by expending external resources such as time, money, or physical exertion (such as manipulating a mouse or typing on a keyboard) [184]. In the sphere of IR, the interactions between users and systems can yield benefits in terms of acquired information or the fulfilment of information requirements [26, 28]. Rational users who seek to optimise the benefits from their interactions have two options: they can either maximise the benefits they receive or minimise the costs and efforts they expend. In this way, they align with the Principle of Least Effort [317].

Thus, with SET, we can relate changing costs (e.g., the cost of querying or the cost of examining a search result snippet) to changing search behaviours. Prior work in this area have focused on how users interact with ranked list [57, 187], their stopping behaviours [180, 303], the trade-off between querying and assessing [19, 20, 22], and browsing costs [27, 133]. However, in terms of the layout of the SERP, all these models typically assume simplicity where interface components or widgets are usually fixed and not part of the formal model. However, contemporary SERPs are complex, and widgets can appear at various positions on the SERP. While prior work [177, 204, 291] have successfully employed formal models to derive testable hypotheses of search behaviours, to the best of our knowledge, none of them have, however, considered the position of a user interface widget as important enough to include in the derived model. Hence, in this thesis, we employ the formal model of Search Economic Theory to predict via simulation how the positioning of a search interface widget impacts the search behaviour of users. With this focus, we selected one specific SERP widget, a Query History Widget (QHW) to provide an initial exploration of how to incorporate widget positioning into a SET-based model. It allows a user to view and thus reflect upon their recently issued queries during a search session. The widget is easy to understand for users. It involves only a small number of interactions—making it ideal as the first widget to employ for our exploration and formulate our third broad research question:

B-RQ3: How can we utilise the Search Economic Theory model of user interaction to refine the design hypothesis space for widget positioning?

Findings and Contribution: To this end, in Chapter 4, we derive a position-aware interaction model of search behaviour. We focus on the QHW and formulate a model that can predict search behaviour related to the reissuing of queries from the same search session. We use Fitts’ Law to approximate the cost of finding the widget based on its five different positions on the screen. Based on our model and prior work, we develop five testable hypotheses. We conduct a between-subjects user study with n = 120 participants. We evaluate the impact of the position of QHW on search behaviour. We find partial support for three out of the five hypotheses based on our study. We did find that widget positioning
plays a role and changes a user’s search behaviour, and thus, position matters—and should be incorporated into formal interaction models.

1.4. Relevance Judgement Collection

So far in our thesis, we have primarily dealt with user interactions with text documents. We focus on a different modality—audio. Thanks to the development of voice-based conversational search systems, users have become accustomed to being presented with search results that are read out to them, an approach that is very different from the presentation of text on-screen. In this thesis, we observe the effect of representing documents in audio clips on an essential aspect of IR—relevance judgment collection.

The methodology behind most classical IR research has focused on the Cranfield paradigm. The goal of the paradigm is to measure a given retrieval system’s effectiveness using a set of documents, information needs or queries and standard IR measures, precision and recall. At the core of the experiments lie the concept of test collections consisting of three components—(i) the corpus (collection of documents) to be used; (ii) the statements of different information needs hereafter referred to as topics; and (iii) a set of relevance judgements—a list of relevant documents that the retrieval system should retrieve in evaluating each topic.

Several different evaluation forums have been derived from the Cranfield experimental paradigm to develop improvements in the various retrieval models and other retrieval system components. One of the most well-known evaluation forums is the U.S. government-funded, NIST-sponsored Text REtrieval Conference (TREC). Each year, a series of TREC tracks are defined, with each consisting of a test collection, in turn consisting of the three components defined above. These tasks are used in conjunction with the relevance judgements provided by assessors. Assessors are usually employees of NIST [225], who were, in turn, previously employed as news analysts by various U.S. security agencies. A series of documents (top-\(k\)) are extracted from the document collection using a simple query (a process called pooling). Due to the potentially large document collections, pooling is an acceptable solution to reducing the number of documents to be examined. As an example, given the topic of wildlife extinction, the query \textit{wildlife extinction} is issued over several different retrieval systems. Documents returned are pooled together and then judged by the assessors. For many TREC tracks, judgements are binary, with 0 denoting non-relevance and 1 denoting relevance. Graded relevance judgements can also be used.

The traditional method of employing assessors is typically costly and does not scale up once the number of information needs or \(k\) increases. In the last decade, creating test collections using crowdsourcing via platforms like Prolific or Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) is a less costly yet reliable alternative [144, 318]. Nevertheless, how accurate are crowdworkers in their relevance judgement, this question has been explored by many studies where they have found that the relevance judgement effectiveness of crowdworkers is dependent on several factors including (and not limited to) difficulty of the topic [74], document length [58], their cognitive abilities [245] etc. In this thesis, we focus on an aspect that has received little attention so far: the presentation modality of the documents during the judging process. In this thesis, we posit that by utilising such audio-based devices, we can increase the scope for collecting relevance judgements for text documents in many ways. For example, crowdworkers can contribute by judging documents on their
smartphones [7, 287], if they have visual impairments [224, 290, 319], or if they come from a low-resource background [9, 224]. Although prior work have investigated crowdworker quality and behaviour for the relevance judgement task [74, 106], and tooling to support them in their task, we have few insights into the impact of a document’s presentation modality on assessment efficiency and effectiveness. Hence, in this thesis, we investigate whether it is feasible for crowdworkers to judge the relevance of text documents via a voice-based interface as compared to the traditional way of reading them on a screen.

**B-RQ4:** How does the presentation modality of documents, text (reading on screen) vs. voice (listening to audio clips) affect the relevance judgement process of assessors? How do the cognitive abilities of assessors and their interplay with presentation modality affect the effectiveness of relevance judgment?

**Findings and Contribution:** To answer B-RQ4, we conduct our last user study (Chapter 5) with 49 crowdworkers where we measure their relevance judgements effectiveness in terms of accuracy, time taken and perceived workload. We also explore the effect of assessors’ cognitive abilities on their judgement effectiveness. Each crowdworker had to judge the relevance of query-passage pairs either by reading the passages on-screen or listening to audio clips. Relevance judgement accuracy was equivalent between crowdworkers reading the passages and those listening. However, as passage length increases, it takes participants significantly longer to make relevance judgements when they listen to them than those reading the passages. Our results suggest that we can leverage the voice modality for this task and the possibility of designing hybrid tasks, where we can use the voice modality for judging shorter passages and text for longer passages.

Our research encompasses four distinct yet interrelated studies, presented in the four chapters of our thesis. We delve into various aspects of user behavior, system design, and the interactions between them. The chapters of this thesis collectively aim to enhance the effectiveness, efficiency, and user experience in information retrieval scenarios.

### 1.5. Thesis Origins

We now list the publications on which the research chapters are based on.

**Chapter 2** is based on the conference paper:


**Chapter 3** is based on the conference papers:


**Chapter 4** is based on the conference paper:
Chapter 5 is based on the conference paper:

The Search Engine Results Page (SERP) has evolved significantly over the last two decades, moving away from the simple ten blue links paradigm to considerably more complex presentations that contain results from multiple verticals and granularities of textual information. Prior work investigated how the presence or absence of heterogeneous content (e.g., images, videos, or news content), the layout of the SERP (list vs. grid layout), and task complexity influenced user interactions on the SERP. In this chapter, we reproduced the user studies conducted in prior work—specifically those of Arguello et al. [16] and Siu and Chaparro [256]—to explore to what extent the findings from research conducted in 2012 and 2014 still hold today as the average web user has become accustomed to SERPs with ever-increasing presentational complexity. To this end, we designed and ran a user study with four different SERP interfaces: (i) a heterogeneous grid; (ii) a heterogeneous list; (iii) a simple grid; and (iv) a simple list. We collected the interactions of 41 study participants over 12 search tasks for our analyses. SERP types and task complexity affected user interactions with search results. We also found evidence to support most (6 out of 8) observations from [16, 256] indicating that user interactions with different interfaces and solving tasks of varying complexity have remained mostly similar over time.

This chapter is based on the following paper:

2.1. Introduction

The SERP has evolved significantly over the last two decades, moving away from the ten blue links paradigm, to considerably more complex presentations that contain results from multiple verticals and multiple granularities of textual information (snippets, direct answers, entity cards, etc.)—all interleaved within one page. The incorporation of heterogeneous content in a SERP has been shown to change how users interact with web results [13, 15, 45, 81, 165, 194, 240, 304]. How (and where) content is displayed in a SERP has been shown to change how users interact with web results [15, 249, 265]. While contemporary web SERPs maintain the original idea of a list of items that are ranked in decreasing order of relevance, alternative presentations such as a grid layout—as also recently (again) popularised by You.com—have also been explored [128, 193, 256, 305].

In addition, past research [16, 256, 265, 304] has shown that user behaviour on the SERP does not only depend on the presentation of information, but also on the search task at hand. For a navigational task such as ‘find and access the homepage of SIGIR 2022’, a user—in the ideal case—requires a single query and a single click. Contrast this to an informational task, such as ‘good restaurants near the venue of SIGIR 2022’. This requires the scanning of multiple results, and likely results in further query reformulations to learn more about specific suggestions.

As commercial web search engine SERPs have evolved over time (and thus end users have become accustomed to different types of SERPs), we explore in this chapter to what extent user study findings from 2012 and 2014 still hold today. Specifically, we focus our attention on reproducing the experimental setup of two prior studies: Arguello et al. [16] (published in 2012) as well as Siu and Chaparro [256] (published in 2014)—these both investigated how user interactions on the SERP are influenced by the presence or absence of heterogeneous content, the layout of the SERP (list vs. grid), and task complexity. Inspired by the two papers we reproduce, our study is guided by the following research questions.

RQ1 How does a user’s interactions with a SERP differ when results are presented in a list and grid layout?

RQ2 How does task complexity affect user interactions with a SERP?

RQ3 What is the interplay between task complexity and SERP layout on user interactions?

RQ4 How do users perceive the different SERP layouts?

To this end, we conduct a user study with \( n = 41 \) participants that each were given 12 search tasks of varying complexity (ranging from search tasks of type Remember to Analyse) to solve with one of four different SERP interfaces: (i) heterogeneous grid; (ii) heterogeneous list; (iii) simple grid; and (iv) simple list. We explore whether the following eight observations from [16, 256] about users and their interactions with list vs. grid layouts (and heterogeneous vs. simple results) across different task complexities hold today.

O1 Users fixated significantly more on the grid layout SERP compared to the list layout SERP for completing more complex tasks [256].
2.2. Related Work

**O2** On the grid layout SERP, users fixated on search results significantly more for completing more complex tasks compared to simple tasks. A similar observation was found for the list layout SERP [256].

**O3** On the list layout SERP, users fixated significantly longer for completing more complex tasks compared to simple tasks. For the grid SERP, there were no significant differences in fixation duration between varying task complexities [256].

**O4** In the list layout SERP, more complex tasks required significantly greater levels of search interaction: longer search sessions, more clicks on SERP, and more web pages visited [16].

**O5** In a SERP where web results are arranged in a list layout, users clicked on significantly more vertical results when they were present on the main page of the SERP (blended, heterogeneous display) compared to when they were only present as tabs (non-blended, simple display) [16].

**O6** Task complexity did not have a significant effect on user interaction with vertical results in the list layout SERP [16].

**O7** The interplay between task complexity and display of verticals (blended, heterogeneous display vs. non-blended, simple display) did not have a significant effect on user interaction with vertical results in the list layout SERP [16].

**O8** Neither study [16, 256] found significant differences in user evaluation of the different SERP types, list vs grid layout for the former and blended vs non-blended display for the latter, in their experiments.

In our user study, we observe that SERP types and task complexity affect user interactions with search results. We also find evidence to support most—6 out of 8—observations from [16, 256].

2.2. Related Work

2.2.1. Task Complexity and User Interactions

A number of work have focused on the effect of task types on user interactions on SERPs. Buscher et al. [50] performed a large-scale analysis using query logs to understand how individual and task differences might affect search behaviour. Their findings show that there are cohorts of users who examine search results in a similar way. They also showed that the type of task has a pronounced impact on how users engage with the SERP. Arguello et al. [16] observed that the more complex the task, the more users would interact with various components on the SERP whereas Thomas et al. [274] found that users tended to examine the result list deeper and more quickly when facing complex tasks. Jiang et al. [122] compared user interactions in relatively long search sessions (10 minutes; about 5 queries) for search tasks of four different types. Wu et al. [304] also observed differences in user interactions with the SERP based on whether they had to look for answers to a factoid question or a non-factoid question. In these studies, the SERPs were composed of web search results in the *de facto* list format.
2.2.2. SERP Presentation and User Interactions

Sushmita et al. [265] observed that positioning (top, middle, bottom) of different verticals on a SERP affects clickthrough rates of users when the verticals (news, image and video) were presented in a blended manner with the web search results. Arguello et al. [16] also looked into how task complexity affects user interactions and usage of aggregated vertical results when they are interleaved with web results, versus when they are presented as tabs. On a similar note, they observed that for more complex tasks, users clicked on more vertical results when they were interleaved with web search results. Bota et al. [45] conducted a crowdsourced online user study to investigate the effects of entity cards given ambiguous search topics. They found that the presence of entity cards has a strong effect on both the way users interact with search results and their perceived task workload. Furthermore, Levi et al. [157] performed a comprehensive analysis of the presentation of results from seven different verticals (including a community question answering vertical) based on the logs of a commercial web search engine. They observed that the community question answering vertical receives on average the highest number of clicks compared to other verticals. Wu et al. [304] studied how the presence of answer modules on SERPs affect user behaviour and whether that varies with question types (factoid vs. non-factoid). They found that the answer module helps users complete search tasks more quickly, and reduces user effort. In the presence of answer modules, users’ clicks on web search results were significantly reduced while answering factoid questions. Shao et al. [249] conducted a user study to understand how user interaction is affected by the presence of results in the right rail of a heterogeneous SERP in addition to the traditional web results in the left-rail. They found that users have more interactions with the SERPs, appear to struggle more, and feel less satisfied if they examine the right-rail results. Overall, findings observed that the presence of verticals and other heterogeneous modalities of results and their position on the SERP affect user interactions. In these studies, results were also presented in the list format.

Kammerer and Gerjets [128] observed that when web search results are presented in a grid layout, the impact of search result positioning on selecting trustworthy sources is drastically reduced in comparison to the more traditional list approach. Users typically follow a top-down approach when scanning lists, and are more susceptible to select untrustworthy sources if they appear high up in the list. This effect is reduced for a grid-based presentation. However, the authors do not compare different types of tasks, nor do they explore user behaviours when results from various vertical features of the search engines are present on the SERP. Siu and Chaparro [256] compared the eye-tracking data of grid and list SERP layouts with two types of tasks (informational vs. navigational), and investigated potential differences in gaze patterns. The ‘F-shaped’ pattern was less prominent on the grid in comparison to the list layout. These two studies explore how user interactions change when web results are presented in a grid vs. a list layout. They do not, however, include vertical results in their study.
2.3. Methodology

To address our four overarching research questions as outlined in §2.1, we conducted a user study with \( n = 41 \) participants. Each participant was assigned to one of four experimental search interface conditions (interfaces: between-subjects), and completed 12 search tasks (tasks: within-subjects).

Our four experimental search interface conditions considered the layout type (list-vs. grid-based layout) and the verticals present on the SERP (heterogeneous content vs. homogeneous content). These combinations result in the interface conditions outlined below, with examples of the two layout types presented in Figure 2.1, with further details provided in §2.3.1.

**SL. Simple List** Considered as our baseline interface condition (the standard and widely used ten blue links \([110]\)), this interface presents results in a list, with each result presented one under the other. All results are web results, and as such are homogeneous in terms of presented content.

**SG. Simple Grid** The same homogeneous approach to content is taken as for SL, but with results presented in a grid-based approach. Instead of scrolling along the vertical, participants subjected to this interface scroll along the horizontal.

**HL. Heterogeneous List** Similar in approach to SL, HL presents results in a list. However, different verticals are mixed in with the standard web results. Beyond web results, heterogeneous content used in this study includes image and video results.

**HG. Heterogeneous Grid** Similar to HL but now the content is displayed in grid form, with web-based results appearing in a grid, before additional image and video content.

### 2.3.1. Search Interface Design and System

Given the above, our goal is to find out to what extent the observations from prior studies by both Arguello et al. \([16]\) and Siu and Chaparro \([256]\) are valid after almost a decade of SERP design evolutions (and additions). To operationalise our four experimental interface conditions, we first needed to create a SERP template design that closely mirrors the design of a contemporary web search engine.

For this study, we selected the Google SERP as it presents information recognisably, and commands approximately 92% market share.\(^1\) A replica template was created with particular attention paid to the colour schemes, fonts, width and height of components—as well as the spacing between them. The end result was a highly realistic template of a contemporary SERP, on which we based all of our study’s results pages.\(^2\)

**SERP Template Overview** Figure 2.1 presents the SERP template used, presenting results for the query ‘how do dams generate electricity?’\(^3\). Present are examples for both list-based (Figure 2.1(a)) and grid-based (Figure 2.1(b)) interfaces.

---

\(^1\)https://gs.statcounter.com/search-engine-market-share. All URLs in this chapter were last checked on 2022-02-14.

\(^2\)Templates are released for future user studies, available at https://github.com/roynirmal/sigir2022-serp-reproducibility.
A query box is provided 1. However, this is disabled and provides no functionality for this study. It does however display the query terms that were used to derive the presented results \textit{a priori} (see §2.3.2). This is presented next to the \textit{information need} for a given task 2, alongside which there is a button to take the participant to the next stage of the experiment. The SERP template also provides links to additional results pages, namely \textit{Images} and \textit{Videos} 3, emulating the setup of the study by Arguello et al. [16]. As shown at 4, a grid-based layout is shown for both image and video pages, as is the norm in commercial web search engines such as Google and Bing. For images, a total of 16 were displayed (in a 4×4 grid); for videos, a total of nine were shown (in a 3×3 grid).

On the SERP, standard web results are presented 5, with the 10 \textit{results per page (RPP)} provided. For list-based interfaces 5 (SL and HL), web results are displayed in the standard way, with one result following the other down the left rail of the SERP. Grid-based interfaces 5 (SG and HG) present the results in a \textit{carousel} user interface component (emulating the setup of Siu and Chaparro [256]), where the 10 results are arranged in the form of a 5×2 grid. A total of six (3×2) results were visible \textit{above-the-(vertical)-fold}; access to the remaining four results (2×2) was made available through use of a button to scroll across.

As denoted by the red dashed boxes in Figure 2.1 6, heterogeneous content is also added to the SERP template. Present only in experimental search interface conditions HL and HG, these components provided inline image and video results to the participants. Like web results in the grid-based interfaces, these were also scrollable, mimicking the behaviour of contemporary web search engine SERPs. Sufficient content was placed within
these components to ensure two complete scrolls could be completed; the number of images displayed varied as their widths were variable. On interface condition SG, image and video components were placed under the third web result; on interface condition HG, they were placed directly underneath the web results grid.

The SERP template was also fully interactive—participants could click on links of web results with a new browser tab then opening to present the page at the linked URL. In addition, images and videos within the SERP could also be interacted with. Clicking on an image took the participant to the webpage containing the image (again, in a new tab). Videos, all sourced from YouTube, could be played on the SERP itself, with the necessary infrastructure in place to enable such functionality. If the participant wished to view the video on the YouTube website itself, they could click the link underneath to do so. Again, YouTube links opened a new tab in the participant’s browser.

**SERP Definition** Note that for each query, there are three unique results pages to replicate the study of Arguello et al. [16]. These are the results ‘landing’, or All page, containing the web results (and additional components, for interface conditions HL and HG)—as shown in Figure 2.1, as well as the Images and Videos pages. From hereon in, we refer to a SERP as the ‘landing’ page, containing web results. To replicate the study of Siu and Chaparro [256], the ‘landing’ page itself is sufficient.

**Capturing Interactions and Experiences** Integrated with the SERP template was LogUI [182], a framework-agnostic JavaScript library for capturing different interactions and other events within a web-based environment. LogUI was configured to capture a series of mouse events (including hovers, clicks, and scrolls) over the various components of the SERP. Interactions on components included (but were not limited to) web results, images and video contents (including the capturing of the playback, pausing, and completion of YouTube videos). We also recorded interactions to (and on) the supplementary Images and Videos pages. Browser-wide events were also captured, and included the ability for us to compute the time spent away from the SERP—when participants would click on a document/image/video link, which would open a new tab.

Experience data was captured via a number of Qualtrics surveys; a pre- and post-experiment survey were completed by each participant, in addition to the small post-task summary the participants had to write. More details on these questions and the flow of the experiment can be found in §2.3.4. Our setup ensured that participants would jump between the Qualtrics surveys and SERPs as and when required.

**Static SERPs** As alluded to with the disabled query box, our experimental setup featured no programmable backend or search functionality. This meant that there was no additional querying functionality. We served manually curated SERPs that we produced *a priori* for each of the 12 search tasks we asked participants to undertake. This setup ensured that all study participants viewed the same results (a setup also chosen in prior studies, such as those by Sushmita et al. [265] and Wu et al. [304]). While making the search experience somewhat less realistic, it did provide us with the benefit of not having to deal with participants submitting diverse queries. The design also removed a confounding variable, the query proficiency of the user, and allowed us to address our four RQs by calculating the user interaction measures on a fixed set of web results, images, and videos.

3https://www.qualtrics.com/
2.3.2. Search Tasks
For this study, we used four different types of information need:

- Navigation, where individuals seek to find particular websites,
- Remember, involving the retrieval, recognition, and recalling of relevant knowledge,
- Understand, constructing meaning from information sources, and
- Analyse, involving the breakdown of information into constituent parts, and determining how they related to one another.

For each category, we produced three unique information needs. This led to a total of 12 information needs which are listed in Table 2.1. Particular attention was paid to designing tasks that enticed participants to not only look at web results but also at image and video search results as well.

The choice of our information needs is based on the study designs used by both Arguello et al. [16] and Siu and Chaparro [256]. More specifically, Arguello et al. [16] designed a series of tasks that required different levels of diversity of information to complete—as well as different amounts of search effort. Tasks were grounded in the revised Bloom taxonomy, as outlined by Anderson and Krathwohl [10]. Search tasks were informational and belong to the Remember, Understand, and Analyse categories. In addition, Siu and Chaparro [256] employed just two categories of tasks for their study—navigational and informational. Our design thus combines the setups of both prior work that we wish to examine.

2.3.3. Query Selection and SERP Curation
To ensure that participants received helpful search results, we required a common search query for each. To this end, we ran a small crowdsourced pilot study on the Prolific platform. This pilot had n = 25 workers, with the design largely inspired by the study reported by Bailey et al. [30]. Workers took approximately 10 minutes to complete the task and were paid at the hourly rate of GBP8.00 for their time. All 12 information needs were presented to the workers. They were instructed to type the query terms that they would issue to their web search engine of choice if they were seeking information to address the information need. Collected queries were then normalised (case normalisation, stripped punctuation, whitespace cleanup) and passed through the Bing Spell Check API to generate a final canonical form of each submitted query. Subsequently, we determined the most frequently occurring query variation for the 12 tasks, taking this query forward as the one to use for the next stage of our study. These are listed in the parentheses in Table 2.1.

Curating SERPs We then used a combination of the Bing Web Search API, Bing Image Search API, and Bing Video Search API to curate a collection of: web (title, snippet text, and target URL); image (source image and document URL); and video (video source URL) results for each of the 12 queries. Snippet text was truncated to the equivalent of two

---

4The Bloom taxonomy is typically used to create educational materials.
5https://www.prolific.co/
6All query variations belonging to solar panels installation information need of Analyse tasks were slightly different from each other, as crowdworkers tended to submit natural language queries for this information need. We manually picked the query that we deemed to be the best one for this particular information need.
Table 2.1: Overview of information needs and their type. The rightmost column shows the most popular query obtained from our query selection pilot study, outlined in Section 2.3.3. Numbers in parentheses indicate how many crowdworkers (n = 25) submitted the most popular query variation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Information Need</th>
<th>Most Popular Query Variation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td>You want to find the homepage of Andrew Zimmern, the chef.</td>
<td>andrew zimmern chef (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>You want to find the page of Air Jordan on the Nike website.</td>
<td>nike air jordan (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>You want to find the page displaying the Flixbus route map in Europe.</td>
<td>flixbus europe route map (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remember</td>
<td>You want to know where is the pituitary gland located in the body.</td>
<td>where is the pituitary gland (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>You want to find out what clothes the famous cartoon character Mickey Mouse typically wears.</td>
<td>what clothes does mickey mouse wear (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>You want to find out how to calculate the volume of an ellipsoid.</td>
<td>ellipsoid volume formula (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>You want to find out the steps required to make a paper airplane.</td>
<td>how to make a paper airplane (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>You want to briefly explain how dams generate electricity.</td>
<td>how do dams generate electricity (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>You want to find out how to prevent shower mirrors from fogging.</td>
<td>stop shower mirror fogging (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyse</td>
<td>You want to get into martial arts, but you have no fighting experience. Which form of martial arts is more suitable for beginners?</td>
<td>best martial arts for beginners (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>You want to find out the main things to look for while installing solar panels on the roof of a house.</td>
<td>things to consider before installing rooftop solar panels (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>You want to buy a new camera lens for taking professional pictures of your friend. Which camera lenses are best for portrait photography?</td>
<td>best camera lenses for portrait photography (3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sentences/lines, as this has been previously shown to be a good trade-off in terms of providing a sufficient information scent and encouraging interaction (i.e., clicks) [181]. Video links were filtered to YouTube only, as utilising only one video content provider reduced complexity for playback on our SERPs. Any URLs that proved non-functional or redirected to a 404 page were also removed. The content was then placed on our SERP templates, allowing us to construct SERPs, an image results page, and a video results page for each query. SERP variations for all four search interface conditions were produced.
2.3.4. Experimental Procedure
The 12 search tasks undertaken by each participant were preceded and followed by pre- and post-experiment surveys. We first performed screen and browser viewport resolution checks, requiring that all participants use a maximised browser window with a resolution of $1920 \times 1080$ or greater. This ensured that we could guarantee the SERPs displayed to the participants could be viewed without scrollbars along the horizontal. If the checks were successful, participants began the experiment by providing basic demographic information and were also asked minor questions on their search engine usage, specifically on what components on a contemporary SERP they often make use of. In addition, we asked what their preferred search engine is. They were then randomly assigned to one of the four search interface conditions (SL, SG, HL, or HG).

Participants were primed to summarise their findings after each search task (in no more than 50 words). Upon acceptance of this instruction, the first search task began, with a SERP similar to the one presented in Figure 2.1(a) or Figure 2.1(b). With the selected query and information need present, participants then began to examine the content. Participants were not given a minimum or maximum amount of time to search. We reiterate that they were also not given the opportunity to issue their queries. Once they were satisfied with what they had found, they clicked the Answer button at the top of the SERP, and entered their summary. Once complete, the next task began. This process was repeated for the remaining 11 tasks which were displayed to them in random order. Other researchers have also employed randomisation for condition allocation to minimise topic ordering effects [145, 304].

After the search tasks had been completed, participants then moved on to the post-experiment survey. We used the sub-scales from O’Brien’s Engagement Scale [203, 208] as was done by Arguello et al. [16]. These are aimed at eliciting their evaluation of the interface they used on the following aspects of engagement: focused attention; perceived usability; experience; aesthetics; and felt involvement. The engagement scale was originally designed to evaluate shopping websites, and hence we modified/removed the statements pertaining to shopping to suit our needs. For example, we changed the original statement (belonging to aesthetics sub-scale) “This shopping website was aesthetically appealing” to “The layout of the results page is aesthetically appealing”. For all statements in the sub-scales, participants indicated their level of agreement (1=strongly agree; 5=strongly agree). We also used the search effectiveness sub-scale used by Arguello et al. [16] to evaluate how effective the interfaces were in helping participants find information. In total, we used 26 statements from the six sub-scales to elicit user evaluation of the search interfaces. The reliability scores (Cronbach’s Alpha) for the sub-scales are reported in Table 2.3. They were also asked to rate the perceived usefulness of web, image and video results.

2.3.5. Study Participants
Like our pilot, we recruited participants from the Prolific platform. Our $n = 41$ participants were native English speakers from the United Kingdom, with a 95% approval rate on the platform, and had a minimum of 250 prior successful task submissions. From our participants, 32.5% identified as female, and 67.5% as male. The mean age of our participants was $36.5 \pm 9.7$, with a minimum age of 22 and a maximum of 68. 92% of participants listed Google as their preferred search engine, with the remaining 8% identified as DuckDuckGo users. With respect to the highest completed education level, 51.2% possess a Bachelors
(or equivalent), 24.4% have a Masters (or equivalent), 19.5% have a high school degree, and 4.9% have an Associate (or equivalent). 95% of participants cited using web results on a contemporary SERP, 78% made use of image results, and 37% used video results.

In our random assignment, 11 participants were assigned to HG, with ten participants each assigned to HL, SL, and SG. The experiment lasted on average 40 minutes for the 41 participants. Like our pilot participants, they were compensated at the rate of GBP 8.00 per hour. All participants who registered completed the study; post-hoc checks confirmed that they had provided sensible answers for each task, and as such we approved all who took part for payment. As such, our base analyses are reported over 41 * 12 = 492 search sessions and their corresponding interaction logs.

2.4. Results and Discussion

We evaluate if observations O4-O7 also hold in grid SERPs, HG and SG.

2.4.1. RQ1: SERP Type and User Interactions

Table 2.2 presents results that are relevant to our first three research questions. Here, a ✓ indicates a significant effect (p < 0.05) on the particular user interaction, and a ✗ indicates no significant effect.

As seen in Tables 2.2 and 2.3, different SERP types do not have a significant effect on user interactions except for: (i) the number of web results clicked (row I, Table 2.3); and (ii) the number of hovers on videos present in the video results page (XV, Table 2.3). Post-hoc tests reveal that participants in the HL condition have significantly more web result clicks than their HG and SG counterparts (I, Table 2.3). HL participants also have longer web result reading times compared to participants in any of the other SERP conditions (II, Table 2.3)—albeit not significant. Furthermore, participants with the list interfaces (HL and SL) have a greater number of hovers over web results compared to HG and SG. As a result, we cannot confirm O1 where Siu and Chaparro [256] found significantly more fixation counts on the grid interface than on the list interface. We note that, since we did not record eye gaze data, we are approximating fixation counts by user interactions such as web result clicks and snippet text hovers, as mouse position has been shown to correlate with gaze positions in prior studies [194, 226, 227]. One of the possible reasons for the difference in observation with O1 can be that our participants are more familiar with the standard list layout of web results, as a majority use Google as their main search engine.

Arguello et al. [16] do not compare user interactions with web results on heterogeneous SERPs vs. simple SERPs. However, we observe that participants using the simple SERP interfaces (SG and SL) scan web search results to lower depths than those of their heterogeneous interface counterparts (IV, Table 2.3). The lack of information (i.e., fewer verticals) on the SERP requires participants to scan web results to a greater depth in the ranked list.

Based on Table 2.3 (VII-X), we find that on average HL participants interact more with image and video results that are present on the SERP compared to their HG counterparts. SG and SL participants interact more with vertical results present in the image and video results page than those of their heterogeneous counterparts (XI-XIV, Table 2.3). Post-hoc tests also reveal that SL participants have significantly more hovers on video results on the video results page than participants in the other SERP conditions (XIV, Table 2.3). The lack
Table 2.2: Results of a factorial mixed ANOVA, where interface is between-subjects, and task is within-subjects variable. A ✓ indicates significant effect ($p < 0.05$) on the particular user interaction and ✗ indicates no significance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Interactions</th>
<th>SERP Main Effect</th>
<th>Task Main Effect</th>
<th>B/W SERP &amp; Task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Web results clicks</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F = 4.27, $p = 0.01$)</td>
<td>(F = 4.18, $p = 0.01$)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean web result reading time (s)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F = 3.97, $p = 0.01$)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean session duration (s)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F = 12.72, $p &lt; 0.0001$)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean web result hover duration (s)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image clicks (SERP)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F = 7.24, $p = 0.004$)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video clicks (SERP)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image hovers (SERP)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F = 6.98, $p = 0.009$)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video hovers (SERP)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image clicks (image results page)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F = 4.66, $p = 0.01$)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video clicks (video results page)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image hovers (image results page)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F = 5.39, $p = 0.01$)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video hovers (video results page)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F = 3.36, $p = 0.02$)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of vertical results on the SERP makes the participants interact with them in the respective vertical results pages which shows that our informational needs indeed require participants to seek out image and video search results as well. HG and HL participants seem to be satisfied with vertical results present on the SERP and the former barely interacted with vertical results present in the respective results pages (XI-XIV, Table 2.3). Looking at overall interactions with vertical results (adding interactions with vertical results present on the SERP and the vertical results pages for HG and HL), we see that HG and HL have slightly more interactions than SG and SL respectively. This difference is not significant, but we do see a trend in the line of O5 where Arguello et al. [16] observed a higher number of vertical result clicks when they were blended with the web results in the SERP. This is compared to when they were only present on the respective vertical results page. On a side note, the higher interactions with vertical results present on the SERP by HL participants compared
2.4. Results and Discussion

To HG participants (VII–X, Table 2.3, also depicted in Figure 2.2(c)) can be attributed to the fact that images and videos in HL SERPs appear in the middle of the web results (between rank 3 and 4) whereas they appear below the web results in HG SERPs. Participants in the latter interface expend comparatively more effort to access the vertical results, thereby reducing their interaction. We leave further analysis on the effect of positioning of vertical results on user interaction for future work.

Addressing RQ1, we found that the interface has a significant main effect on the clicks on web results and hovers on videos on the video results page but not on other user interactions.

2.4.2. RQ2: Task Complexity and User Interactions

Table 2.4 shows that the information needs of the Analyse type, which are the most complex among our information needs, warrant most web result clicks (I), web result dwell time (II) and session duration from participants (III). Table 2.2 shows that the main effect of task complexity on these interactions is significant. Participants reach greater web result click depth (IV, Table 2.4) for Analyse tasks, albeit not significant. Post-hoc tests reveal that (i) Analyse tasks receive significantly more web result clicks than Remember tasks; (ii) Analyse and Understand tasks lead to significantly higher web result dwell times than Navigation tasks; and (iii) the session duration for Analyse and Understand tasks are significantly higher than for Navigational tasks, while the session duration for Analyse tasks is also significantly greater than that for Remember tasks. Overall, we find that user interactions on web search results increase as the complexity of information needs increase which is inline with the observations of Arguello et al. [16] and we can partially confirm O4.

Arguello et al. [16] did not include Navigational tasks in their experiments. We argue that they can be considered as tasks requiring the lowest level of cognition, and as such follow the trend of O4—they receive the least interaction among all task categories. The only exception to this was web result clicks—the nature of the task requires participants to click web result links to ascertain that they found the correct page.

We approximate fixation duration in O3 by observing hover duration over the web results, akin to fixation count in §2.4.1. Although participants hover longer over web results (V, Table 2.4) and snippet text (VI) for Remember tasks compared to other tasks, the difference across tasks is not significant. Moreover, the mean hover duration on web results (snippet and title) for participants belonging to the grid SERP types (HG and SG) is longer than for those belonging to the list SERP types (VI, Table 2.3). As seen from Table 2.2, the interplay between SERP type and task complexity do not have a significant effect on hover duration over web results. As a result, we can only partially confirm O3 where Siu and Chaparro [256] also do not find significant differences in fixation duration for grid layout for the tasks but they did find significantly longer fixation duration on the list layout for more complex tasks.

Among interactions with vertical results present on the SERP (VII–X, Table 2.4), we observe that Remember tasks receive the most interactions on average. Post-hoc tests reveal that: (i) participants click significantly more on images present on the SERP (VIII, Table 2.4) for Remember and Navigational tasks compared to Analyse; and (ii) they hover significantly more on images present on the SERP (X, Table 2.4) for Remember tasks compared to all other task categories. For images present on image results page, we again
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>SL</th>
<th>HL</th>
<th>HG</th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>SL</th>
<th>HL</th>
<th>HG</th>
<th>SG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. session duration (s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. web result read time (s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. web result hover duration (s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. web result click depth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. web result click (s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. video result hover (video r.p.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. image result hover (image r.p.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. image click (image r.p.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: User interactions for different interfaces across all tasks.

Note: P-values indicated in bold font highlight significant differences between interfaces. SL, SG, HL, HG were used to indicate the specific comparison. An asterisk (*) indicates a significant main effect of SERP layout on that particular user interaction.
observe significantly more image clicks (XII, Table 2.4) and hovers (XIV, Table 2.4) for \textbf{Remember} tasks compared to the more complex \textbf{Understand} or \textbf{Analyse} tasks. Findings regarding user interactions with vertical results (present on the SERP and the vertical results pages) and their relationship with task complexity is contrary to the observations of Arguello et al. [16], and hence we cannot confirm O6. The high interaction with vertical results for \textbf{Remember} tasks together with the fact that participants hover over web results and snippet text longer (on average) for the same task (V & VI, Table 2.4) shows that participants prefer to address information needs of the \textbf{Remember} type by either hovering over web results and interacting with verticals rather than clicking the link. Arguello et al. [16] do not observe hover duration in their analysis.

To answer RQ2, we find that task complexity does have a significant effect on several user interactions. With participants interacting more with web results as tasks get more complex, we observe significantly more interactions with image results for \textbf{Remember} tasks compared to more complex \textbf{Analyse}/\textbf{Understand} tasks.

\section*{2.4.3. RQ3: Task Complexity, SERP Type and User Interactions}
As seen in Table 2.2, we do not observe a significant effect of the interplay between SERP types and task complexity on user interaction with web results or verticals which is similar to what Arguello et al. [16] found. Hence, we can confirm O7.

From Figure 2.2(a), we observe that participants across all SERP types click the most web results for \textbf{Analyse} tasks (in line with O4). For each task type, HG participants click the least number of web results and for most tasks participants with grid SERPs click lower ranked web results than those with list SERPs (in contrary to O1). Approximating fixation count by web result clicks, as done in §2.4.2, we see for each SERP type, the complex \textbf{Analyse} tasks receive more interaction than the less complex \textbf{Remember} or \textbf{Understand} tasks. Although pairwise comparisons do not show a significant difference in web result clicks between different tasks for each SERP, we observe a trend similar to O2—more complex tasks requiring higher document clicks. From Figure 2.2(b), we see that participants across all SERP types take longest to finish \textbf{Analyse} tasks and least amount of

\footnote{Figure 2.2 in the SIGIR proceedings version has a mistake—the legends of \textit{Remember} and \textit{Navigation} are flipped. This is the correct version of the plot.}
Table 2.4: User interactions for different task complexity across all search interfaces. † indicates that there is a significant main effect of task complexity on that particular user interaction. $^N$, $^R$, $^U$, $^A$ indicate significant difference with navigational, remember, understand and analyse tasks. Maximum values for each interaction is highlighted in **bold**. Rows VII-X indicate interactions on SERP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interactions</th>
<th>Navigational</th>
<th>Remember</th>
<th>Understand</th>
<th>Analyze</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I Web result clicks †</td>
<td>4.00(±2.6)</td>
<td>3.76$^A$(±3.2)</td>
<td>4.12(±2.5)</td>
<td>5.34$^R$(±4.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Mean web result reading time (s)†</td>
<td>14.99$^A$,$^U$(±11.6)</td>
<td>20.57(±21.2)</td>
<td>24.05$^N$ (±22.6)</td>
<td>26.91$^N$ (±29.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III Mean session duration (s)†</td>
<td>69.95$^A$,$^U$(±52.7)</td>
<td>97.11$^A$ (±76.0)</td>
<td>106.90$^N$ (±62.2)</td>
<td>134.75$^N$,$^R$ (±74.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV Maximum web result click depth</td>
<td>3.32(±2.6)</td>
<td>3.88(±2.3)</td>
<td>3.85(±2.4)</td>
<td>4.27(±2.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V Mean web result hover duration (s)</td>
<td>0.86(±2.0)</td>
<td>3.26(±14.4)</td>
<td>2.05(±8.3)</td>
<td>2.31(±9.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI Mean snippet hover duration (s)</td>
<td>0.08(±0.2)</td>
<td><strong>0.12</strong>(±0.2)</td>
<td>0.07(±0.1)</td>
<td>0.08(±0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII Image clicks †</td>
<td>0.17$^A$(±0.4)</td>
<td><strong>0.44</strong>$^A$(±1.0)</td>
<td>0.12(±0.4)</td>
<td>0.00$^N$,$^R$ (±0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII Video clicks</td>
<td>0.00(±0.0)</td>
<td>1.15(±5.6)</td>
<td>0.12(±0.6)</td>
<td><strong>1.88</strong>(±11.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX Image hovers†</td>
<td>1.10$^R$(±2.4)</td>
<td><strong>4.83</strong>$^N$,$^U$,$^A$ (±10.2)</td>
<td>1.07$^R$ (±2.5)</td>
<td>0.54$^R$(±1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Video hovers</td>
<td>0.88(±2.6)</td>
<td><strong>4.49</strong>(±15.7)</td>
<td>1.90(±5.5)</td>
<td>1.29(±4.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI Image clicks (image results page) †</td>
<td>0.07(±0.3)</td>
<td><strong>0.32</strong>$^U$,$^A$ (±0.6)</td>
<td>0.12$^R$(±0.4)</td>
<td>0.02$^R$(±0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XII Video clicks (video results page)</td>
<td>0.00(±0.0)</td>
<td>0.00(±0.0)</td>
<td><strong>0.15</strong>(±0.7)</td>
<td>0.02(±0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIII Image hovers (image results page)†</td>
<td>1.15(±4.1)</td>
<td><strong>4.37</strong>$^A$(±10.9)</td>
<td>0.73(±2.5)</td>
<td>0.07$^R$(±0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIV Video hovers (video results page)</td>
<td>0.02(±0.2)</td>
<td>0.00(±0.0)</td>
<td><strong>0.56</strong>(±2.2)</td>
<td>0.12(±0.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4. Results and discussion

Figure 2.3: Distribution of ranks of the first clicked web results for participants over both grid-based interfaces SL and HL (a), and list-based interfaces SG and HG (b).

time to finish *Navigational* tasks (also in line with O4). Finally, Figure 2.2(c) corroborates our findings from §2.4.2, as we see that participants across both SERP types interact most with image results for *Remember* tasks compared to other tasks. As mentioned earlier, this observation is contrary to what Arguello et al. [16] observed in their study (O6).

In Figure 2.3, we plot the distribution of where (which rank) participants made their first click of web results for *Navigation* and *Analyse* tasks. The HL SERP is the only one where the web results are “broken” by vertical results at rank three, and as a result, we observe that most of the first clicks for both tasks appear before rank four (subplot (b) of Figure 2.3). For the other SERPs, the first click distribution for the tasks is more uniform. This is especially prominent for *Analyse* tasks, where we see due to the absence of verticals on SL SERP (comparing Analyse HL and Analyse SL in subplot (b) of Figure 2.3) participants are willing to go further down the list before their first click. We also expect a peak around the first result for *Navigation* tasks, which is true for all SERP types except *Navigation HG* in subplot (a). Either the participants using that SERP type prefer to not click a lot as is evident from Table 2.3 (fewest web result clicks by HG participants), or they chose to explore more before their first click. It has been observed in earlier studies [123, 128] that participants have a trust bias for list SERPs (they click on web results appearing higher up the ranked order). The trust bias had been found previously to be less prevalent in grid SERPs [128]. We also find evidence of similar user interaction in subplot (b) compared to subplot (a) where participants are more open to exploration before their first click. To conclude, we find for RQ3, that the interplay between SERP types and task complexity does not have a significant effect on user interactions.

2.4.4. RQ4: Perceived Experience of SERPs

Turning our attention to the post-experiment surveys, we observe little difference in participant ratings of the systems (XVIII-XXIII, Table 2.3). This is in line with both Arguello et al. [16] and Siu and Chaparro [256], who also did not find significant differences in user ratings for different interfaces. Therefore, we can confirm O8.
We also observe that web search results on average are perceived to be more useful (XVII, Table 2.3) than image or video results (XV-XVI, Table 2.3). This is in line with the click behaviour of participants. Across all SERP types, they clicked on more web results than they did on images or videos. Arguello et al. [16] also found the overall number of vertical clicks to be lower than that on web results. Image results were perceived to be more useful by SL participants followed by their HL counterparts (XV, Table 2.3), which is reflected in their behaviour as well. While the former has the most interactions with images present on the image results page (XI-XIII, Table 2.3) compared to participants in other cohorts, the latter interacted most with images present on the SERP (VII-IX, Table 2.3).

2.5. Conclusion

**Summary** In this chapter, we set out to answer the question of how four different types of SERP and four different types of tasks of varying levels of complexity affect user interaction with web, image and video results. We also explore whether observations about users and their interactions from the studies of Arguello et al. [16] and Siu and Chaparro [256] hold with contemporary SERPs. We observed the following findings with respect to our research questions.

**RQ1** The SERP has a significant main effect on the number of clicks on web results and the number of hovers on videos on the video results page, but not on other user interactions.

**RQ2** Task complexity has a significant effect on user interactions. While participants interact more with web results as the task becomes more complex, we observe significantly more interactions with image results for **Remember** tasks compared to the more complex **Analyse** or **Understand** tasks.

**RQ3** The interplay between SERP types and task complexity does not have a significant effect on user interactions.

**RQ4** There is little difference in the evaluation of the four SERP types by participants.

Out of eight observations, we found evidence to confirm two (O7, O8), with partial evidence for a further four (O2, O3, O4, O5). These findings indicate that the user interactions over different interfaces for solving tasks of varying complexity have remained mostly similar over time. However, we employed different information needs—and recruited different participants—from the prior studies. Nevertheless, the evidence contrary to O1 and O6 has interesting implications—introducing SERPs that users are not familiar with might result in a decrease in interaction. Although the grid layout can present search results in a condensed format (displaying more items in a given screen space compared to the list layout), users might still end up exploring more in the familiar list layout. Additionally, interactions with vertical results are not only dependent on the complexity of the tasks, but also the type of information need. As we observed, certain simpler tasks might warrant more interaction with vertical results than more complex tasks [265].

**Reproducing IIR studies** Several variables exist that might affect the observations of an IIR study. An unexhaustive list includes the selection of users, interfaces, and task
2.5. Conclusion

types. Although both Arguello et al. [16] and Siu and Chaparro [256] described how their respective interfaces looked, they did not point to any resources which would help us replicate them. Moreover, we believe that the more users become familiar with a particular interface, the more important it is to present a similar interface to them during a study examining their behaviours. As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, we have created templates of SERPs that resemble google.com and you.com, and released them for further use. We believe our templates will be useful for the community to eliminate confounding variables in IIR studies that might arise due to SERP presentation. Secondly, Arguello et al. [16] and Siu and Chaparro [256] did not mention the entire set of tasks used in their studies. As a result, we came up with our tasks of different complexity, as presented in Table 2.1. Two studies by Urgo et al. [285, 286] both list examples of tasks pertaining to different complexities which also offer useful resources for future IIR studies. Our tasks differ with respect to the fact that we designed tasks that specifically enticed participants to not only look at web results, but also to image and video search results as well. It is important to have a fixed set of tasks and similar interfaces to reproduce and enable reliable comparison of observations (e.g., the number of queries, documents opened, etc.) with prior IIR studies. Lastly, in most cases, it will not be possible to have the same participants while reproducing IIR studies. Crowdsourcing provides a solution for capturing user interactions as it has been shown that there is little difference in the quality between crowdsourced and lab-based studies [318]. Power analysis can be used to determine the number of participants required given the experimental conditions of a particular study. It also might be useful to release experimental logs from these studies, after careful ethical checks and considerations. This will permit future researchers to examine them closely, and use them to develop, for example, models of user interaction and search behaviour.

Recent Research Extensions and Future Work There are several areas with scope for future refinement. First, although we tried to select information needs that cover a broad range of topics, we cannot be certain that the results generalise to information needs with other characteristics. Gritz et al. [102] investigated the influence of two interface layouts, columns vs tabs for multi-modal retrieval results in an academic task on user search behavior, search efficiency, and usability. Although there were no differences between the two layouts with respect to the search behavior of the participants, the subjective usability evaluation revealed significant differences in terms of the supportiveness of the interface, which was rated significantly higher in the column layout. Similar studies need to be conducted in other domains with their own information seeking goals. Second, we did not provide querying functionality to users—and hence it will be worthwhile to explore if that has an overall effect on user interactions. Thirdly, the positions of vertical results on the main page of the SERP were fixed, and we know from previous work [249, 265] that user interactions with verticals is affected by where they are displayed on the SERP. Allen et al. [6] observed user task performance is affected by time constraint where the layout of results play a role on search outcomes and experiences under imposed time constraints. Future work can aim to investigate the effect of other constraints like screen size, lack of web searching experience etc. can have an effect on user interactions. Fourthly, the findings from this study can be further applied to designing and evaluating SERP presentations and the placement of other heterogeneous content. For example, Schultheiß [247] plan to explore how search engine marketing influences user knowledge gain as they search the
web and how task complexity might play a role. [23] recently explored how the presence of distractors like advertisements, sponsored links and clickbait affect user interactions. Taken together, all these studies pave the way for research directions which include designing search interface that help user in their search goals, helping them navigate a plethora of (often distracting) information. Finally, Balog and Zhai [31] mentions the importance of task complexity and SERP layout while building user simulation models for evaluating information access systems. Understanding and modelling user interactions will also help us work on methodologies for interface optimisation [295] and SERP evaluation, along the same veins of prior studies [24, 63, 238, 273, 315].
Active reading strategies, such as highlighting and note-taking, enhance learners’ knowledge and understanding of a topic. Previous research, mostly based on observational studies with a single document, points to these benefits. However, with web search engines now serving as the primary source for learners to find relevant content, users often lack adequate tools for effective sense-making. In the IIR community, efforts have been made to address this by providing notepad-like interfaces to track users’ search context during exploratory searches. Despite these endeavours, there is a gap in explicitly measuring the impact of such tools on knowledge and understanding in complex learning-oriented search tasks. In this chapter, we addressed this research gap by conducting a crowdsourced between-subjects study ($N = 115$), where participants were assigned to one of four conditions: (i) **CONTROL** (a standard web search interface); (ii) **HIGH** (highlighting enabled); (iii) **NOTE** (note-taking enabled); and (iv) **HIGH-NOTE** (both highlighting and note-taking enabled interface). We assessed participants’ learning with a recall-oriented vocabulary learning task and a cognitively more taxing essay writing task. We found that (i) active reading tools do not aid in the vocabulary learning task. However, (ii) participants in **HIGH** covered 34% more subtopics, and participants in **NOTE** covered 34% more facts in their essays when compared to **CONTROL**. Furthermore, (iii) we observed that incorporating active learning tools significantly changed the search behaviour of participants across a number of measures. Lastly, (iv) out of five hypotheses derived from the education literature on the effect of different active reading strategies on learning outcomes, we could confirm three in the SAL context. Our findings have important design implications for learning-oriented search systems. Learners can benefit from search interfaces equipped with these tools, but some strategies employing these tools are more effective than others.

This chapter is based on the following papers:

3.1. Introduction

The process of what is now known as Search as Learning (SAL) [67] was first formally defined by Marchionini [174] as an iterative process where learners purposefully engage with a search engine by reading, scanning and processing a large number of documents, with the ultimate goal of gaining knowledge about one specific learning objective. Learning via exploring, finding, analysing and evaluating documents [10, 183] containing information relevant to the desired learning objective is a time-consuming and cognitively demanding process. While learners often equate searching for information with searching the web [42, 197], web search engines are not equipped with tools to help users during the complex searches that are necessary in the context of learning [18, 99].

Outside of the web search scenario, active reading strategies such as annotating content (highlighting, note-taking, etc.) have been shown to have multiple benefits when engaging in long and complex learning tasks [214, 314]. These tools enable learners to limit their working memory load, as well as articulate and reformulate their thoughts. In turn, this can lead to substantial improvements in the understanding and retention of knowledge [140, 175]. Some of these work also explore different strategies by which learners use these tools and their effects on learning outcomes [35, 118, 155, 314]. Active reading tools play a number of roles in the text comprehension process. Highlighting is used for text selection, and note-taking for organisation. Both have been shown to help with the learning process—especially in recall oriented tasks, like a fill in the blanks test [218, 314], or multiple choice questions (MCQ) [37, 297]. Despite the apparent benefits of active reading tools within a learning context, highlighting and note-taking tools are not found in contemporary web search engines. Efforts have however been made to develop information organisational tools. By providing a note-taking interface, they allowed users to keep track of their search context, collect relevant articles and improve sense-making during search [39, 80]. However, none of these work explicitly measured the effect these tools had on learning. A/B testing was not conducted either, meaning no comparison of benefits could be made against a control group.

This chapter addresses the aforementioned research gap. More specifically, in this chapter, we explore the impact that active reading tools—integrated into the search interface—have on learning-oriented search tasks, with respect to behavioural and learning outcomes. Furthermore, we investigate how different highlighting and note-taking strategies (shown to be beneficial in learning outside of a SAL setup) affect learning outcomes during a complex, learning-oriented search task. We implement two active reading widgets—a highlighting tool and a note-taking tool—within an experimental search system. We conduct a between-subjects study (N = 115) where participants were assigned to one of four conditions, where the search interface contained (or lacked) the aforementioned tools: CONTROL, our control interface; HIGH, with text highlighting; NOTE, with note-taking; and HIGH+NOTE, including both tools. Participants were assigned to one of two search topics, with their learning assessed over two tasks: a recall-oriented vocabulary learning (receptive) task [189, 233]; and a cognitively demanding essay writing (critical) task [162, 260]. As such, this user study aims to address the following research questions.
Table 3.1: The five hypotheses and rationalisations used for this exploratory study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>H1</strong></td>
<td>Learners who consider highlighting to be an important active reading strategy benefit less from it than learners who do not. According to [314], learners who are less accustomed to highlighting put more effort into the act of highlighting and ultimately a better learning outcome is recorded for them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H2</strong></td>
<td>Learners directly copying considerable portions of their notes from documents they have viewed benefit less than participants who rephrase content in their own way. Copying large portions of text reduces the attention of learners to critical details [35]. Rephrasing text while note-taking leads to a deeper processing and understanding of the said text while writing summaries [105].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H3</strong></td>
<td>The number or amount of highlights by learners is not an indicator of learning outcomes. Prior studies [150, 199, 314] have shown that the amount of highlights is not an indicator of learning outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H4</strong></td>
<td>Learners who take wordier notes cover more facts in their essays. Prior works [118, 201] depict conflicting observations regarding wordy notes. For this study, we assume that wordier notes contain more facts [201].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H5</strong></td>
<td>Trained highlighters and note-takers learn significantly more than their untrained counterparts. [155] and [46] trained learners on effective highlighting and note-taking strategies respectively. They observed that the trained group of learners had significantly greater learning outcomes compared to control groups.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RQ1** To what extent do built-in highlighting and note-taking tools benefit users in learning oriented search tasks when compared to a conventional web search interface?

**RQ2** How does the presence of active reading tools affect the search behaviour of users in learning oriented search tasks?

**RQ3** What are the effects of different highlighting and note-taking strategies used by learners on their learning outcomes?

**Key findings.** (i) The integration of active learning tools within the search interface does not aid in the receptive tasks. (ii) **HIGH** participants covered 34% more subtopics and **NOTE** participants covered 34% more facts in their essays compared to **CONTROL**. Providing both tools does not improve critical learning. (iii) The type of active learning tools has a significant impact on search behaviour. We find that participants with access to the tools queried less and viewed fewer documents. At the same time, **HIGH** and **HIGH+NOTE** participants spent more time reading documents; their **NOTE** counterparts spent considerable time writing notes. (iv) Out of five hypotheses (summarised in Table 3.1), inspired from the education literature on the effects of different highlighting and note-taking strategies on learning outcomes, we are able to confirm three in the SAL context.
3.2. Related Work

The learning literature suggests that effective utilisation of active reading strategies (such as text highlighting, writing out keywords, note-taking and reflecting) helps to improve metacognitive monitoring of the learning process [83, 87, 198, 220, 297]. In turn, active reading strategies help to improve comprehension. Here, we outline prior work that have examined active learning strategies (pertaining specifically to text highlighting and note-taking), along with a wider discussion of recent, associated work in the SAL domain.

Text Highlighting

Important concepts, ideas and information within a passage of text are often explicitly marked (or highlighted) by a learner. This is one of the most common ways to self-regulate learning from text [124, 156, 314]. However, prior work have limitations. They typically examine text highlighting or other active learning tools on printed text, or a single digital document. Leutner et al. [155] found that teaching learners to use active reading strategies like highlighting—together with lessons on self-regulation—was beneficial for learning. In contrast, Ponce and Mayer [218] found that providing highlighting functionality over a single document did improve the memorisation of highlighted terms, but did not lead to improved essay writing skills for their participants (when compared to a control condition, where no highlighting tool was present). Yue et al. [314] demonstrated that the highlighting of printed text improved the recall of keywords for a fill in the blanks task. The participants were able to answer more questions correctly from texts that they had highlighted when compared against texts without highlighting.

Ben-Yehudah and Eshet-Alkalai [37] compared text highlighting in both printed and on-screen text, and compared participants’ learning here against a control setup (with no highlighting) for both mediums. They observed that highlighting helped in text comprehension (evaluated through a MCQ test), but only for printed text. The authors reasoned that under their setup, highlighting on the on-screen platform was not as convenient or natural when compared to highlighting on printed text. As a result, participants had to expend greater cognitive loads in the act of highlighting alone. The increase in cognitive load was therefore likely to harm the comprehension of the text. The authors also hypothesised that if highlighting for on-screen text were to become more convenient and natural for the learner, greater cognitive capabilities would be available for a deeper understanding and processing of the text. Liu et al. [161] observed that when used alone, text highlighting may not be beneficial. Externalising thoughts together with highlighting can however be effective. We draw on inspiration from these prior work, and examine the benefits (if any) that text highlighting provides to learners in a learning-oriented web search task.

Note-Taking

The externalisation of thoughts can be achieved through careful note-taking as learners read and comprehend information presented to them. Through qualitative interviews, Capra et al. [54] found that users in exploratory search tasks reported note-taking as one of the most common activities during the search session. However, the effects of note-taking on knowledge gain or learning was not explored. Liu et al. [161] observed that for video learning, users showed higher learning gains (compared to a control group) using their active reading tool over video transcripts—which offered text highlighting, note-taking and
questioning functionality. Camporro and Marquardt [53] conducted a study to understand user preferences between paper and on-screen note-taking, where on-screen notes were written on a tablet device. A majority of participants were found to prefer on-screen note-taking, so long as it did not increase their cognitive load by distracting them from listening to presentations. In contrast to the studies that have considered note-taking in the context of a single document or video lecture, we explore in this chapter the benefits of note-taking within learning-oriented search tasks that spans multiple webpages.

**Search as Learning**

Previous research within the SAL domain has focused on: (i) understanding user behaviours when undertaking a learning-oriented search task [47, 84, 127, 160, 163, 189]; (ii) exploring different types of users and their behaviours (e.g., novices vs. experts) [40, 84, 202, 233]; and (iii) the optimisation of retrieval functions for learning [267–269].

Liu and Song [160] observed that learners who adapted their source selection strategies (e.g., reading encyclopedia documents from *Wikipedia* for vocabulary learning tasks; or reading Q&A documents from platforms such as *Stack Overflow* for critical learning tasks, such as analysing an issue or solving a problem) showed better learning outcomes when compared to learners who did not adapt these strategies. Kalyani and Gadiraju [127] also explored the effects of cognitive complexities for learning tasks (such as remembering vs. applying knowledge) on search behaviours, and observed that more cognitively taxing tasks led to a higher number of interactions with the search interface.

Characteristics of users have also been shown to influence the amount of learning that takes place during a search session. Gadiraju et al. [95] observed that participants with little prior knowledge achieved higher learning gains than learners with at least some knowledge *a priori*. In contrast, O’Brien et al. [202] found no difference in learning outcomes (measured by essay quality) between domain experts and non-experts. Liu et al. [162] reported that participants in their study underwent knowledge changes during different stages of a search session. However, the changes did not depend on their prior knowledge about a topic. More recently, Roy et al. [233] examined when learning occurs during a search session. They observed a difference between participants with higher and lower level prior knowledge levels, with the former showing higher learning gains towards the end of the search session. In this chapter, we are interested in observing the benefits of active reading tools over two different learning tasks—a low-level, receptive vocabulary learning task, and a high-level, critical essay writing task. Since search and user characteristics have been shown to affect a user’s behaviours and learning outcomes [95, 127, 160], we explore how the inclusion of active reading tools affect search and learning behaviours during a learning-oriented search task.
3.3. Highlighting and Note-Taking

To carry out our study, we used SearchX [221], a modular open-source retrieval framework that provides out-of-the-box support for crowdsourced interactive IR experiments. The standard interface provides a series of widgets, which, when taken together, comprise the look and feel of a contemporary web search engine’s SERP. Figure 3.1 shows the interface we used for our study. Figure 3.2 shows the two widgets we implemented: highlighting and note-taking.¹

3.3.1. SearchX Interface

The SearchX interface comprises of a SERP akin to a contemporary web search engine. There are additional widgets which are provided to aid users during the searching and learning process.

Starting with 1, users are able to enter and submit queries using a standard query box. In addition, we also provide Query Autocompletion (QAC) 2 to assist users in formulating their queries. To the top right of the interface 3 is a clock indicating the elapsed time that has passed since the search task began, along with a button To Final Test. This button

¹All source code, tasks, and descriptions are available online at

https://github.com/roynirmal/searchx-front-highlighting
https://github.com/roynirmal/searchx-back-highlighting

Figure 3.1: The SearchX interface as used for this study with annotations—refer to §3.3.1. This screenshot is an amalgamation of what would have been seen over all experimental conditions; refer to §3.4.1 for details.
becomes enabled after 20 minutes of the search session and when clicked, moves the participant to the next stage in the experiment. The task description is provided at (4) to allow participants to re-familiarise themselves with the task at hand. Results are presented underneath the query box (5). Using the conventional and familiar link/URL/snippet layout, up to 15 results are presented. Clicking links (blue denoting unread; purple denoting previously examined) will open the document viewer widget, as shown in Figure 3.2a. In our experiment, pagination is not included as studies have shown that users often do not move to the second page of results or beyond [95, 189]. We also include a widget that lists queries that the participant previously issued during the session (6). The widget lists queries in chronological order, with the most recent query placed at the top. In addition, we also provide a widget that lists previously made highlights (7); it presents all documents that contain at least one highlight, as well as the corresponding highlights. Note that if highlighting is disabled for an experimental condition, this widget will simply list documents that participants decide to save. That is, participants will instead save a list of documents that are deemed to be useful to them in addressing the task. This is achieved by starring a document, as shown at (8). This is in contrast to when highlighting is present, where participants will curate a list of highlights that are created over each document examined (here, starring a document is unavailable). Lastly, we provide note-taking functionality with the Notepad button (9)—see §3.3.4.

3.3.2. SearchX Logging

The SearchX system generates fine-grained search logs, allowing us to capture a number of key behavioural measures. The system also provides a number of quality control features. As an example, participants who switched out of the search interface more than three times were automatically disqualified. This was to ensure that participants did not unduly become distracted or end up using alternative search engines to complete their task. It was also employed to ensure that participants would use our system, rather than simply running down the clock while being engaged with some other activity on screen.

3.3.3. Text Highlighting

Encapsulated within the document widget, as shown in Figure 3.2a, is the highlighting tool. When presented with a SERP, a participant identifies a document that they wish to examine in more detail. By clicking the link associated with the document, the document widget then appears on top of the SERP, with the title and document content shown within the popup that appears. Participants may then begin to highlight portions of text within the document; the highlighter is enabled by default. The participant clicks and drags over the text they wish to highlight, and let go of the mouse or trackpad they are using when they have selected what they wish to highlight. Highlights are automatically saved by the system and made available in the Your Highlights widget.

Highlights can also be deleted; this is demonstrated by the small delete button that appears at the end of the highlight in question, as shown by (a3) in Figure 3.2a. The highlighting feature can also be disabled by clicking the button at (a1) in Figure 3.2. The

---

[2] Logs include the list of snippets shown on screen, any documents that were examined, dwell times, mouse hovers, etc.
The Urban Water Cycle Watch this brief, video picture of practice that captures everyday classroom life and provides real-life examples of how students learn and think about freshwater topics.

Figure 3.2: Examples of the two new widgets introduced to SearchX for this study. (a) On the left is the document view, complete with text highlighting capabilities. (b) On the right is the note-taking widget, which is visible when Notepad is clicked. Note that these features were not available to all participants of the study; refer to §3.4.1 for more information.

The document widget can be closed by clicking Close Page at a2, which will then return the participant to the SERP.

Note that the document widget was specifically created to aid participants in highlighting text within a document. By extracting the text from the markup of the page in question, and presenting it within a plain popup (with black text on white), the complex styling of contemporary web pages is avoided, making highlighting easier to achieve and more impactful to the user.

3.3.4. Note-Taking
In addition to the text highlighting tool, we have also implemented a note-taking widget, stylised as Notepad. With experimental conditions that permit it, the note-taking widget is available initially as a non-intrusive ‘tab’-style button, as shown in Figure 3.2b at b1. When the participant clicks on this button, the note-taking widget appears to the right of the viewport, floating above all other elements of the SERP. This means that the widget is visible in any state, regardless of whether the document widget is present or not.

Once open, a participant can write whatever notes they wish as they read through snippets and documents. Text can be copied and pasted from snippets and documents into the note-taking widget. It is important to note that the highlighting widget and note-taking widget are not linked together. It was decided not to do this to grant the participants freedom in how they took notes (if any), rather than to introduce restrictions into the note-taking process. All notes are automatically saved as they are typed, and are present for the entirety of the task (i.e., they do not pertain to a specific document).

3.4. User Study Design
In this section we describe our study design and experimental conditions.

3.4.1. Experimental Conditions
To investigate how highlighting and note-taking functionality influences users during a learning orientated search task, we consider four experimental conditions:
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CONTROL The standard SearchX search interface is provided without highlighting or note-taking capabilities. As outlined in §3.3.1, users are able to save documents and becomes the Saved Documents widget.

NOTE In addition to the Saved Documents widget as for CONTROL, the note-taking widget is enabled.

HIGH In this condition the highlighting widget is enabled (i.e., as shown in Figure 3.1).

HIGH+NOTE Both the highlighting and note-taking widgets are enabled.

3.4.2. Procedure

Our study flow is illustrated in Figure 3.3. It is inspired by recent studies in the SAL domain [95, 189, 233]. Independent of the experimental condition, participants were first asked to answer seven questions (designed to prime them towards learning-oriented searches, highlighting and note-taking). We asked them to reflect the last time they made such searches and their opinion regarding the benefits of active reading tools. Next, they completed two vocabulary knowledge tests, each one covering 10 vocabulary questions on a particular topic (we also include a third topic as a participant engagement check, outlined in §3.4.3). The topic they know the least about is then chosen as the topic to learn more about during the search session. We randomly assign each participant to one of our four experimental conditions. Participants have to stay in the search phase for at least twenty minutes (hence the timer at 3 in Figure 3.1), as this has been shown to be a reasonable time for people to accrue knowledge [84, 127, 189]. After the minimum search time has passed, participants can continue to the post-test, which consists of a vocabulary test on their topic (we ask the same 10 questions as in the pre-test) as well as an essay writing assignment (with a minimum required length of 100 words). During the post-test phase, the participants can access their saved documents, highlights and notes (though editing is now prohibited). Gauging participants’ learning across receptive and critical learning tasks (§3.4.3) provides us with a more comprehensive understanding of how much a participant has learned about a particular topic than only a recall-oriented vocabulary learning task as conducted in [189, 233]. Lastly, we asked our participants seven reflective questions to gauge the perceived usefulness and ease of using our tools. These questions were restricted to participants that received one or both of those widgets.
3.4.3. Topics

In line with prior studies [162, 260], we construct two learning-oriented tasks in our experiment: one receptive learning task and one critical learning task. Receptive learning is defined as understanding, remembering and reproducing what is taught [151]. Concretely, we ask participants to provide definitions (if they can) of ten vocabulary terms relevant to the topic at hand. In contrast, critical learning includes criticising and evaluating ideas from multiple perspectives [151]. In our study, we ask our participants to analyse challenges and provide their own view of the topic. Overall, the two learning tasks encompass the lower level and higher level cognitive process dimensions of Anderson and Krathwohl’s taxonomy [300].

The two topics we used for this study along with the ten vocabulary terms that participants were asked to define in the pre- and post-test, and sub-topics corresponding to the topics were chosen from [73]. They are presented below.3 We also included the topic of sports, as an engagement check for all participants in the pre-test: if participants exhibited the same or less prior knowledge on sports compared to the other two topics, they were rejected. This is in line with [189, 233] as we expect participants to have reasonably high knowledge regarding the vocabulary terms for the sports topic.

Urban Water Cycle (UWC): Urban landscapes are host to a suite of contaminants that impact water quality, where novel contaminants continue to pose new challenges to monitoring and treatment regimes. In this task, you are required to search the web and summarise how management of water in the urban environment can help us in our daily lives. What are the implications of better management of the urban water cycle on our health and environment? You are also required to analyse the challenges that remain in this modern process of the urban water cycle. (Minimum 100 words).

Vocabulary terms: Lesoto Highlands, eutrophication, Endocrine disrupting compounds, typhoid fever, coagulation, activated carbon filtration, membrane filtration, cholera, Legionella bacteria, recontamination.
3 subtopics: benefits of water management (WM) on health, benefits of WM on environment, remaining challenges

3Note that these subtopics were used in our manual evaluation of the users’ essay content, but were not explicitly conveyed to them.
**Genetically Modified Organisms (GMO):** Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs) have become controversial as their benefits for both food producers and consumers are accompanied by potential biomedical risks and environmental side effects. Imagine in a ‘Biotechnology’ course, you chose the topic of GMOs. You intend to introduce the benefits of GMOs on modern society to your class. At the same time, you analyse why GMOs can become a potential risk on health, the economy, and society at large – and finally give your conclusion on whether we should progress our research on GMOs and their commercial use. In order to complete this presentation, you need to search for relevant information and prepare an essay for yourself. (Minimum 100 words).

**Vocabulary terms:** transgenic, genomes, selective breeding, microinjection enzyme, chromosome, plasmid, myxoma, kanamycin, severe combined immunodeficiency, Leber’s congenital amaurosis.

**5 subtopics:** benefits of GMOs, risk on health, risk on environment, risk on economy, own conclusion

**Sports:** Imagine you are taking an introductory course on Sports. For your term paper, you have decided to write about *Sports Development and Coaching*.

**Vocabulary terms:** olympics, weight lifting, karate, martial arts, aerobics, athletes, soccer, baseball, snowboarding, hockey.

### 3.4.4. **SearchX Setup**

**Search Results and QAC Suggestions**

The search session is facilitated by the Bing Search API. The API was used not only for the retrieval of search results (up to 15 per query), but also for QAC suggestions. QAC suggestions were retrieved on a per-keystroke basis, after at least three characters were present within the query box. Snippets were used in the search interface as-is from Bing.

**Document Prefetching**

As shown in Figure 3.2a, the document widget presents web pages in a heavily altered format. Page-specific styling is removed to yield the content in black text on a white background, complete with images associated with the page (but excluding images within stylesheets, for example). This is done to: (i) make it easier for participants to highlight text (without complex page layouts); (ii) observe their highlights; and (iii) reduce the likelihood of distractions. As such, presenting the document in a timely manner presented a major technical challenge.

To parse content before before being viewed, we *prefetched* the documents in the results list returned by the Bing Search API for each query issued. Web pages were accessed and crawled, and stored in a cache. As some pages may have been unavailable (through server downtime, for example), pre-warming the cache with results from previously issued queries was undertaken to minimise the risk of prolonged (5 seconds or more) delays in returning results to participants. Queries for the same topics were selected from the study by [73],...
Table 3.2: The number of participants exploring each topic in our study, together with related statistics. Two-way ANOVA tests revealed no significant differences in average number of queries between topics ($F(1,107) = 1.83, p = 0.07$). $\pm$ indicates the standard deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GMO</th>
<th>UWC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Rightarrow$ CONTROL</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Rightarrow$ HIGH</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Rightarrow$ NOTE</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Rightarrow$ HIGH-NOTE</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of queries</td>
<td>4.61($\pm$2.97)</td>
<td>5.51($\pm$2.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median number of queries</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

with the top 50 results saved to the cache. By completing this step, 60,000 documents were prefetched and stored.

**Removal of Wikipedia(-like) Pages**

One identified risk was the inclusion of Wikipedia and Wiki-style pages that comprehensively would outline the topics given. By reading a single page, a participant could then find acceptable answers for all posed questions; this would render the need to search and examine additional pages redundant. As such, a large number of Wikipedia articles (and documents from known Wikipedia clones) were removed from the search results, such as the Wikipedia article on GMOs.\(^4\) We used a curated list of known Wikipedia clones, and excluded these domains from the presented results.\(^5\) In all, 72 Wikipedia clone domains were excluded from the presented results.

**3.4.5. Participants**

Since insights from crowdsourced experiments are comparable to lab-based ones\([94, 318]\), we recruited participants for our study using the crowdsourcing platform *Prolific*\(^6\). The platform has been shown to be an effective choice for relatively complex and time-consuming interactive information retrieval experiments\([308]\). The study was undertaken over a two day period in the autumn of 2020. To ensure reliable and high-quality responses, we required our participants to have: (i) successfully completed 100 prior submissions on the Prolific platform; (ii) possess an approval rate of 90% or higher; and (iii) have native proficiency in English. Including the minimum search time of 20 minutes, the complete study took approximately forty five minutes to complete. For their time, participants were compensated at the rate of GBP£7.50 per hour.

We computed the required sample size in a power analysis for a *Between-Subjects* ANOVA using the software *G*\(^*\)Power\([89]\), resulting in the sample size of 120 participants. In all, 131 participants completed our study; 16 submissions were rejected based on our quality control criteria.\(^7\) This led to the headline figure of $N = 115$. Of the valid participants,

---

\(^4\)https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genetically_modified_organism

\(^5\)This curated list is provided by Câmara et al.\([73]\).

\(^6\)https://www.prolific.co/

\(^7\)Quality control criteria included counting browser blurring events (discussed in §3.3.2); participants should issue at least two queries, view two documents, and finish the post-test with a reasonable essay (as deemed through a manual evaluation).
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64 identified as male, and 48 identified as female—with 3 withholding their gender identity. In terms of age, participants reported a median age of 33 (youngest 18; oldest 72). A total of 37 participants reported the highest formal education level as a high school degree/diploma. 48 reported a Bachelor’s degree, with 11 possessing a Master’s degree. The remaining 19 participants reported other education levels.

Table 3.2 reports the number of participants per topic, over each of the four conditions trialled. Of the 115 participants, 71 were assigned to the GMO topic, with the remaining 44 to the UWC topic. Remember that topics were assigned to participants based on their pre-task surveys (participants received the topic they had the least knowledge about), leading to a skewing towards the GMO topic. The table also contains basic statistics on the number of queries issued which is comparable to that reported in previous studies [127, 189] and shows that participants were fairly active on our platform; refer to §3.5 for more information.

3.4.6. Measuring Learning

Realised Potential Learning (RPL)

Our vocabulary learning task is evaluated via the Vocabulary Knowledge Scale [298] which the participants use to rate their knowledge in line with prior work [69, 189, 250, 267, 268].

1. I don’t remember having seen this term/phrase before.

2. I have seen this term/phrase before, but I don’t think I know what it means.

3. I have seen this term/phrase before and I think it means ...

4. I know this term/phrase. It means ...

Importantly, the self-assessment of (3) or (4) requires participants to write down a definition of the vocabulary term in their own words. Having collected the participants’ knowledge ratings, we compute RPL $\in [0, 1]$ for each participant, which denotes what fraction of knowledge (amongst all knowledge) they could have gained (i.e., rating all terms with (4)) with respect to what they actually gained. We follow earlier work and assign a score $s_X(t_i)$ (where $X$ is either pre or post) of 0 to knowledge levels (1) and (2) for term $t_i$, a score of 1 to knowledge level 3 and a score of 2 to knowledge level 4. We first compute the Absolute Learning Gain (ALG) across all $n$ vocabulary terms as follows:

$$ALG = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \max(0, s_{post}^{pre}(t_i) - s_{post}(t_i)).$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

Note the $\max()$ function ensures that knowledge of a vocabulary term cannot drop. Given the short time-frame (20 minutes) of the search session, this is a realistic assumption. RPL then normalises ALG by the maximum possible learning potential:

$$RPL = \frac{ALG}{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} 2 - s^{pre}(t_i)}.$$

Note the $\max()$ function ensures that knowledge of a vocabulary term cannot drop. Given the short time-frame (20 minutes) of the search session, this is a realistic assumption. RPL then normalises ALG by the maximum possible learning potential:
Table 3.3: Example annotation of facts and subtopics and the computation of F-Fact and T-Depth. Note that sentences demonstrating knowledge of the topic are colour coded—each colour pertains to an individual subtopic (see the T-Depth column).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Essay</th>
<th>F-Fact</th>
<th>T-Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMOs, or GE (genetic engineering) technology provides a number of potential benefits to farmers.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Benefits of GMO = 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GE crops are bred to answer some of the pest, disease, and weed challenges producers, by adding resistance or other traits to the crops.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For instance, some crops have been modified for resistance to particular diseases or pest pressure, while others are herbicide resistant.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Risk on health = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The argument is essentially that GE crops allow for more efficient use of land, with greater yields on less acres (and with higher profit margins).</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There has been some controversy from consumers over the safety of eating GE crops, and whether they can increase levels of food allergies or affect human health.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Risk on environment = 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is also concern about the modified genes mixing with gene pools in the wild, potentially contaminating other non-GE seeds or animals.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I’m not entirely opposed to GE technology, but I think that it’s a crude tool that largely benefits big agribusiness at the cost of farmers and consumers.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Risks on economy = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additionally, GE creates the potential for insects and weeds to develop resistance to current effective controls which creates a sort of arms race of GE tech to stay ahead of the resistance.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I could go on for literal hours here... but it wouldn’t be based on the research I was doing)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Conclusions = 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Metric Score 23 \((3 + 1 + 2 + 1 + 1)/5 = 1.6\)
T-DEPTH, F-FACT AND READABILITY

For the critical learning task, we determine participants’ knowledge expressed in their essays by following the work of Wilson and Wilson [301], who proposed and compared a number of measures for this very task. Concretely, we employ F-Fact, which counts the number of individual facts present in a summary, and T-Depth, which rates to what extent each subtopic is covered in the summary on a scale of 0–3 (from not covered at all to covered with great focus), as both of these measures were shown to be good indicators of learning. Both of these measures require a manual annotation effort. A concrete example of how we annotated facts and subtopic coverage in participants’ summaries is provided in Table 3.3. Three annotators split the 115 essays among them. There were 18 essays which were analysed by all annotators; observing a Pearson correlation of 0.78 (p = 0.002) for T-Depth scores, and a correlation of 0.76 (p = 0.002) for F-Fact scores which indicates high inter-annotator agreement. Lastly, as neither of those measures is concerned with the readability of participants’ essays, we also computed the Flesch-Kincaid readability scores. A high score indicates that the text is fairly easy to read, whereas a lower score indicates that the text is fairly complex and can be best understood by university graduates.

HYPOTHESES FOR RQ3

After obtaining the essay scores, we operationalised our five hypotheses (as detailed in Table 3.1) based on our collected data as follows:

H1: Learners were asked Do you think highlighting is useful? during the pre-questionnaire. This was an open question; we manually analysed their answers and divide them into pro, unsure and anti highlighters.9

H2: We calculated how many terms from the learners’ notes are taken verbatim from the documents they read. The more terms that overlapped, the more we assumed text was directly taken from the examined documents.

H3: We divided (median-split) learners into heavy and light highlighters based on two separate conditions: (i) the total number of highlighting actions; and (ii) the total number of words highlighted.

H4: We divided (median-split) learners into heavy and light note-takers based on the total number of words written in their note-taking tool.

H5: We make two assumptions to distinguish between trained and untrained highlighters and note-takers: (i) learners who frequently engaged in highlighting and note-taking prior to the study are considered to be trained (learners were asked the open question: How often do you highlight and take notes while learning? during the pre-questionnaire);10 and (ii) based on their education level—learners having a bachelor’s, master’s or a doctorate degree are considered to be trained.

8We use textstat for computing the Flesch readability score.
9Pro - A great extent; Unsure - It’s a mild benefit to me; Anti - I don’t think highlighting itself helps me all that much.
10Trained - Almost always if I see something very new to me; Untrained - Rarely
3.5. Results

First, we need to assess the reliability of the participants self assessment regarding their vocabulary knowledge. We randomly sampled 50 answers for knowledge levels (3) and (4); labelling them as correct, partially correct, or incorrect. We found that for knowledge level (3), 38% of the answers were correct, 56% were partially correct and remaining 6% were incorrect. Out of the answers self-assessed as (4) 72% were correct, 26% were partially correct and remaining 2% were incorrect. Based on these numbers we argue that the self-assessments of the participants are largely reliable. On average participants marked 2.2±1.8 answers as knowledge levels (3) or (4). This indicates that the participants still needed to learn fair bit of the topics for our tasks.

We now turn our attention to presenting the results of our study in line with our research questions. Measures were analysed considering both the conditions and the topics used; two-way ANOVAs were conducted using these as factors; main effects were examined with \( \alpha = 0.05 \). TukeyHSD pairwise tests were used for post-hoc analysis. Note that ± values in the tables and corresponding narrative both indicate the standard deviation.

3.5.1. RQ1: Highlighting, Note-Taking and Learning

Our first research question, RQ1, considers how beneficial the highlighting and note-taking widgets are for learning-oriented search tasks, when compared to a standard web search interface. Table 3.4 presents an overview of our learning measures (amongst other behavioural measures) across our four experimental conditions. We report the RPL (III), T-Depth essay scores (IV), F-Fact essay scores (V), and Flesch essay scores (VI). We first examine the effects of highlighting and note-taking on vocabulary learning.

Our analysis shows that mean RPL scores varied between 0.11 (CONTROL) and 0.15 (NOTE), all with similar levels of variance. Indeed, our ANOVA analysis yielded no significant differences between the four conditions. The reported mean RPL figures showed that participants gained less than 20% of the knowledge that could have been acquired when considering the results of their receptive learning surveys. This finding shows that although highlighting tools have been shown to improve receptive knowledge while learning from a single document [37, 218, 297, 314], they do not aid receptive learning to a similar extent in complex search sessions. Further analysis showed a very small fraction of vocabulary terms that were present in the recorded text highlights (XVII) or notes (XXI).

T-Depth, F-Fact and Flesch essay scores, that pertain to evaluating critical learning ability, are presented on rows IV, V and VI respectively in Table 3.4. Looking first at the T-Depth essay scores, we see a general trend showing that for conditions where additional tools were available (HIGH at 1.64 ± 0.59, NOTE at 1.40 ± 0.61, and HIGH+NOTE at 1.48 ± 0.67), more subtopics were covered by participants in sufficient detail than when compared to those assigned to CONTROL at 1.22 ± 0.43. Post-hoc analysis yielded a significant difference between the CONTROL and HIGH conditions \( F(3,107) = 2.72, p = 0.04 \). Significant differences were also found between conditions CONTROL (14.56 ± 10.36) and NOTE (19.59 ± 8.53) when looking at the F-Fact scores \( F(3,107) = 2.68, p = 0.04 \). We observed higher mean F-Fact scores corresponding to HIGH, NOTE, and HIGH+NOTE when compared to CONTROL (although this difference was not statistically significant for

\[11\] An example of partially correct answer from UWC topic: an illness for the vocabulary term typhoid fever.

\[12\] An example of incorrect answer from GMO topic: Relating to plasma for the vocabulary term plasmid.
Table 3.4: Mean (± standard deviations) of RPL and search behaviour metrics across all participants in each condition. A dagger (†) denotes two-way ANOVA significance, while $^H$, $^N$, $^B$ indicate post-hoc significance (Tukey HSD pairwise test, p < 0.05) over the four conditions CONTROL, HIGH, NOTE and HIGH+NOTE respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>CONTROL</th>
<th>HIGH</th>
<th>NOTE</th>
<th>HIGH+NOTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. Number of participants</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. Search session duration (minutes)</td>
<td>23m40s (±10m26s)</td>
<td>27m53s (±9m50s)</td>
<td>20m3s (±6m46s)</td>
<td>29m17s (±15m15s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. RPL</td>
<td>0.1(±0.10)</td>
<td>0.14(±0.21)</td>
<td>0.15(±0.15)</td>
<td>0.11(±0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV. T-Depth scores of essays†</td>
<td>1.22(±0.43)$^H$</td>
<td>1.64(±0.59)$^C$</td>
<td>1.40(±0.61)</td>
<td>1.48(±0.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. F-Fact scores of essays†</td>
<td>14.56(±10.36)$^N$</td>
<td>16.55(±5.51)</td>
<td>19.59(±8.53)$^C$</td>
<td>15.92(±8.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI. Flesch scores of essays†</td>
<td>32.19(±39.78)</td>
<td>21.40(±62.71)</td>
<td>15.86(±61.54)$^B$</td>
<td>46.43(±16.75)$^N$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII. Mean #. of essay terms</td>
<td>181.56(±76.35)</td>
<td>200.83(±85.61)</td>
<td>225.86(±112.53)</td>
<td>193.00(±87.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII. Number of queries†</td>
<td>5.81(±3.54)$^{H,N}$</td>
<td>4.63(±2.68)$^F$</td>
<td>4.93(±2.53)</td>
<td>4.28(±1.74)$^B$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX. Average time between queries (seconds)</td>
<td>281.95(±271.50)</td>
<td>307.22(±265.15)</td>
<td>254.20(±148.67)</td>
<td>289.49(±206.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X. Average time between documents (secs.)</td>
<td>96.60(±49.19)</td>
<td>68.63(±174.82)</td>
<td>121.30(±65.72)</td>
<td>114.25(±174.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI. Average document dwell time (secs.)†</td>
<td>339.50(±34.74)$^{H,N,B}$</td>
<td>522.13(±38.86)$^{H,N}$</td>
<td>166.03(±26.16)$^{H,N,B}$</td>
<td>470.64(±50.80)$^{H,N}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XII. Number of unique documents viewed†</td>
<td>12.16(±5.95)$^{H,N,B}$</td>
<td>8.07(±3.95)$^F$</td>
<td>8.24(±3.57)$^F$</td>
<td>8.60(±3.50)$^B$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIII. Number of unique document snippets viewed†</td>
<td>99.72(±57.34)$^{H,N,B}$</td>
<td>72.93(±35.19)$^F$</td>
<td>87.03(±38.37)</td>
<td>71.00(±25.25)$^C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIV. Number of highlight additions</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>53.53(±38.64)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>50.56(±43.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XV. Number of highlight deletions</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>7.20(±17.56)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>4.36(±11.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVI. Number of words highlighted per highlight action</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>29.48(±17.37)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>30.30(±7.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVII. Fraction of vocabulary terms present in highlights</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.04(±0.06)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.06(±0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVIII. Fraction of essay terms present in highlights</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.38(±0.16)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.44(±0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIX. Percentage of user who took notes</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>86.2%</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XX. Number of words in note-pad</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>101.14(±2475.23)</td>
<td>379.04(±907.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXI. Fraction of vocabulary terms present in notes</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.04(±0.09)</td>
<td>0.00(±0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXII. Fraction of essay terms present in notes†</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.37(±0.25)$^B$</td>
<td>0.20(±0.28)$^N$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXIII. Ease of highlighting tool (1 (easy) - 5 (difficult))</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.48(±0.91)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.88(±1.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXIV. Usefulness of highlighting tool (1 (not useful) - 5 (useful))</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3.93(±1.33)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3.80(±1.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXV. Ease of notepad tool (1 (easy) - 5 (difficult))</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2.07(±1.28)</td>
<td>2.24(±1.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXVI. Usefulness of notepad tool (1 (not useful) - 5 (useful))</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3.76(±1.27)</td>
<td>3.08(±1.55)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HIGH and HIGH+NOTE). This suggests that participants in other conditions discussed a greater number of facts in their essays when compared to their counterparts in CONTROL.

Turning our attention to the readability of the participant’s essays, we observe that the Flesch readability scores (row VI, Table 3.3) also differ significantly between conditions. Essays written by participants subject to CONTROL on average were easier to read than HIGH and NOTE. Additionally, essays written with the NOTE condition were significantly more complex to read than those written by HIGH+NOTE ($F(3,107) = 2.64, p = 0.04$). We should also note that we observed negative Flesch scores for essays of 14 participants across all conditions. This typically happens when participants do not write complete sentences (e.g., bullet points) which renders the pieces of text to be more difficult to read.

From the above, we can see that highlighting and note-taking functionality aid different aspects of essay writing, with the former helping with subtopic coverage, and the latter with fact coverage. However, using both in tandem (HIGH+NOTE) does not lead to any significant learning outcome improvements compared to CONTROL. Our results contradict those found by Ponce and Mayer [218], who did not observe any significant differences in essay quality amongst participants with and without highlighting capabilities on the systems they used. However, it is important to note here that in the aforementioned study the participants had access only to a single document, and essays were evaluated using different measures (a presence of nine pre-defined items in the essays).

3.5.2. RQ2: Highlighting, Note-Taking and Search Behaviour of Users

RQ2 considered how active reading tools altered the search behaviour of participants. For this question, we observe that the participants having access to one or both active reading tools issued fewer queries than those in CONTROL, and significantly so for HIGH and HIGH+NOTE. Previous studies [95, 189, 233, 312] have shown that participants issuing more queries observe higher knowledge gains in the receptive vocabulary learning task. The observations in our study might explain the lack of significant difference in RPL scores. However, despite issuing fewer queries ($4.63 \pm 2.68$ vs. $5.81 \pm 3.54$, row VIII, Table 3.4), HIGH participants cover significantly more subtopics in their essays than their CONTROL counterparts ($F(3,107) = 2.68, p = 0.04$). Looking deeper, we observe that participants in HIGH spend significantly more time reading documents than those in CONTROL (row XI) ($F(3,107) = 5.63, p = 0.001$). This suggests that the highlighting tool facilitates user reflection more while reading a particular document, thereby internalising concepts more effectively than participants in CONTROL. The higher document dwell times for HIGH and HIGH+NOTE participants are in line with findings by Ben-Yehudah and Eshet-Alkalai [37], where highlighting was shown to increase reading time of documents. Comparing the highlighting behaviour of the two groups in Figure 3.4, we observe a similar trend. Most of the highlighting activities are performed at the beginning of the search session. Later, highlights decrease to below 5 on average. This is coupled with the fact that fewer participants are involved in highlighting activity.

Document dwell time is however significantly lower for participants in NOTE ($166.03 \pm 26.16$ secs.) when compared to all other conditions (e.g., $522.13 \pm 38.86$ secs. for HIGH). Although not significant, participants on average in NOTE spent more time on the SERP between reading two consecutive documents. This together with the lower number of snippets viewed indicates that participants in NOTE take notes after reading a particular
Figure 3.4: Average #highlights and average #seconds of note-taking activity in each five minute interval. The number on top of each bar shows the % of participants with 1+ highlights or 1+ seconds note-taking activity in that interval.
We also observe that a significantly large portion of essay terms come from the notes of NOTE participants compared with HIGH+NOTE participants. This can explain the significantly more complex essays (indicated by the Flesch scores) written by NOTE participants when compared to that of their HIGH+NOTE counterparts. NOTE participants also wrote the longest essays on average—albeit not significantly so. Moreover, when compared to HIGH+NOTE, NOTE participants took more notes (row XX, there was no significant difference due to the high variance). From Figure 3.4, we see that NOTE participants take more notes towards the beginning—with HIGH+NOTE towards the end. For the latter, this also coincides with the time period where they are highlighting less. Thus, spending time on taking notes can be a contributing factor for participants acquiring more knowledge—and consequently using this in their essays.

We also observe that only 52% of the HIGH+NOTE participants engage in note-taking activities, compared to 87% of NOTE participants. This might indicate that participants in general prefer highlighting over note-taking given a choice. Our findings collectively suggest that providing both active reading tools might not be optimal for all users. Considering rows XXIII - XXVI, we see that on average (albeit not significantly), the highlighting and note-taking tools were considered more useful and easy to use in the standalone interfaces compared to HIGH+NOTE. Individually, the highlighting tool was perceived to be easier and more useful than the note-taking tool.

3.5.3. RQ3: Active Reading Strategies and Learning
The basic learner statistics for each condition are shown in Table 3.4. We observe that HIGH learners cover significantly more subtopics in their essays (T-Depth, III), whereas NOTE learners write significantly more facts than their CONTROL counterparts (F-Fact, IV). Essays written by NOTE learners were also significantly more complex to read compared to HIGH+NOTE learners (Flesch, V). Incorporating both highlighting and note-taking tools does not lead to a significant improvement in learning outcomes.

**H1:** We did not observe a significant difference (Table 3.5) for Flesch scores (V) and F-Fact (III) between the three groups of highlighters belonging to HIGH and HIGH+NOTE when compared to the three groups of CONTROL. However, we observed significant differences for T-Depth ($F(2,77) = 6.44, p = 0.002$). Post-hoc tests revealed that unsure highlighters belonging to both HIGH and HIGH+NOTE cover significantly more subtopics in their essays than their CONTROL counterparts. Anti-highlighters belonging to HIGH show better learning outcomes compared to anti-highlighters belonging to CONTROL, whereas pro-highlighters belonging to HIGH and HIGH+NOTE gain no benefits. This is in line with the findings of [314] and shows evidence for our hypothesis. This might be attributed to the fact that learners who are not sure about the benefits of highlighting put more effort in the act of highlighting itself. This also indicates that highlighting makes some learners process text in a way different from how they normally would, which eventually leads to a better understanding of the text.

**H2:** From Table 3.4, we find that notes of learners from both NOTE and HIGH+NOTE on average have 10% overlap with the documents they read (row $X$). Hence, when we combine all note-takers, we see that those who have more than 10% of their notes over-
Table 3.5: **H1**: Learners are divided into *pro-highlighters*, unsure or *anti-highlighters*. † indicates two-way ANOVA significance, while $^C,^H,^B$ indicate post-hoc significance (TukeyHSD pairwise test, p < 0.05) with Holm-Bonferroni correction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CONTROL</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>HIGH</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>HIGH+NOTE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pro</td>
<td>Unsure</td>
<td>Anti</td>
<td>Pro</td>
<td>Unsure</td>
<td>Anti</td>
<td>Pro</td>
<td>Unsure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I #users</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II #words</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1529.8</td>
<td>1944.6</td>
<td>1174.2</td>
<td>1703.0</td>
<td>1826.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>highli.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(333.1)</td>
<td>(1018.2)</td>
<td>(126.6)</td>
<td>(319.0)</td>
<td>(790.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III F-Fact</td>
<td>13.1(1.9)</td>
<td>16.3(3.9)</td>
<td>13.6(3)</td>
<td>17.1(1.3)</td>
<td>14.6(1.5)</td>
<td>19.6(3.6)</td>
<td>16.2(2.4)</td>
<td>17.9(3.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2(0.2)</td>
<td>1.2(0.1)$^H,B$</td>
<td>1.2(0.1)$^H$</td>
<td>1.4(0.1)</td>
<td>1.6(0.1)$^C$</td>
<td>2.3(0.2)$^C$</td>
<td>1.2(0.2)</td>
<td>1.7(0.1)$^C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV T-Depth$^†$</td>
<td>35.7(7.7)</td>
<td>25.9(12.1)</td>
<td>37.3(15.4)</td>
<td>8.0(18.4)</td>
<td>27.3(21.7)</td>
<td>43.3(3.1)</td>
<td>48.9(5.2)</td>
<td>41.7(2.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V Flesch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.6: **H3, H4**: Learners are divided into two groups (*heavy* and *light*) based on the median values for each active reading strategy. The learning metrics are computed separately for each group. The significant differences obtained from TukeyHSD pairwise test are highlighted in **bold**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>F-Fact</th>
<th>T-Depth</th>
<th>Flesch Scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>Light</td>
<td>Heavy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. #Highlight Actions</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±1.2</td>
<td>±1.4</td>
<td>±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. #Highlighted Words</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±1.3</td>
<td>±1.3</td>
<td>±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. #Words in Note-pad</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±1.8</td>
<td>±1.4</td>
<td>±0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lapped with the viewed documents, covered significantly more facts (F-Facts) than whose notes overlapped less than 10% (*t*(38) = 2.04, *p* = 0.04), which shows evidence against our hypothesis. However, the former explored less subtopics and wrote more complex essays (although not significantly) than the latter. This shows that although copying considerable portions of text into notes might not be beneficial for certain aspects of essay writing like topical coverage, they can be useful when the essays require more factual information.

**H3**: From Table 3.4, we observe no significant difference between learners of **HIGH** and **HIGH+NOTE** when comparing learning metrics, the number of highlight actions (VII) and words highlighted (VIII). Following this, dividing learners into **heavy** and **light** highlighters, we see from Table 3.6 the amount of highlighting is not an indicator of learning since there is no significant difference between the two cohorts (I, II), thus providing evidence for our hypothesis. This indicates that the act of highlighting alone does not benefit learning—it has to be coupled with a deeper cognitive processing of the text.

**H4**: **NOTE** learners cover significantly more facts in their essays compared to their **CONTROL** counterparts (IV), cover significantly more essay terms in their notes (XI), and write more complex essays (VII) than their **HIGH+NOTE** counterparts (Table 3.4). Furthermore, albeit not significantly, **NOTE** learners write wordier notes (XI) compared to **HIGH+NOTE** learners (Table 3.4). This shows evidence for our hypothesis that wordy notes benefit learners in our given task. Table 3.6 further corroborates our hypothesis where we see that learners who take wordier notes (*heavy* note-takers) cover significantly more facts in their essays, and write significantly more complex essays (III). This indicates that taking wordy notes and having access to them while writing their essays help learners to cover more factual information.

**H5**: When we divide learners based on their prior highlighting experience, we observe a significant difference for T-Depth (Table 3.7)—untrained highlighters cover more subtopics in their essays (I). Prior note-taking experience does not benefit learners. We also do not see any significant learning difference between trained and untrained highlighters/note-takers when we divide them based on their education level. These results show evidence against our hypothesis that being trained in highlighting and note-taking benefits learners. This
Table 3.7: H5: Participants are divided into two groups (trained and non-trained) based on their self-reported highlighting and note-taking frequency and based on their education level. The learning metrics are computed separately for each group. The significant differences obtained from TukeyHSD pairwise tests are in **bold**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>F-Fact</th>
<th>T-Depth</th>
<th>Flesch Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trained</td>
<td>Non-trained</td>
<td>Trained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. Prior highlighting frequency</td>
<td>16.8 ±1.3</td>
<td>15.8 ±1.3</td>
<td>1.4 ±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. Highlighter Education Level</td>
<td>16.4 ±1.2</td>
<td>15.7 ±1.5</td>
<td>1.7 ±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. Prior note-taking frequency</td>
<td>18.9 ±1.5</td>
<td>16.6 ±1.8</td>
<td>1.6 ±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV. Note-taker education level</td>
<td>19.5 ±1.6</td>
<td>15.7 ±1.7</td>
<td>1.5 ±0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

indicates that if learners are prevented from learning using strategies they employ, the cost of prevention does not outweigh the benefits of using a highlighting or a note-taking tool. Although these results do not follow the observations from [46, 155], it needs to be considered that in those studies, the experimental groups of learners were trained specifically about efficient highlighting and note-taking strategies.

### 3.6. Conclusions

In this work, we have explored the effect of providing two active reading tools (highlighting and note-taking) with the goal of benefiting learners in learning-oriented web search tasks. To this end, we conducted a between-subjects user study, where $N = 115$.

We observed that neither the highlighting nor the note-taking tool helped participants in the receptive vocabulary learning tasks. However, participants having access to the highlighting tool only (**HIGH**) covered significantly more subtopics (34%) in their critical task essays compared to the control group (**CONTROL**). On the other hand, those with access only to the note-taking tool (**NOTE**) covered significantly more facts (34%) in their essays than the control group. Having access to both tools (**HIGH+NOTE**) did not lead to any significant learning gains in either the receptive or the critical tasks. Perhaps this is because both tools together add to the cognitive demand of the participants, which is evident from the fact that 52% of participants in condition **HIGH+NOTE** did not use the note-taking tool. This study therefore adds to a body of literature indicating that if we want people to perform better, *we need to find ways to reduce the cognitive load in search interfaces*. Our study also shows that having access to active reading tools significantly changes user behaviour when considering measures, such as the number of queries issued, the document dwell time, and the number of documents viewed. More specifically, we observe that having access to the highlighting tool leads to participants submitting fewer
queries, and spending more time examining documents.\textsuperscript{13} On the other hand, note-taking leads to participants spending less time reading documents, and taking more notes.

In our work we also investigated the extent to which five findings (i.e., our hypotheses) from the education literature [37, 46, 155, 314], with regards to effect of highlighting and note-taking strategies on learning outcomes, hold up in a SAL context. We confirmed three of those hypotheses, and showed that while engaging in complex learning-oriented search tasks on the web, the acts of highlighting and note-taking themselves may not benefit learners. Rather, it is how these tools change the way the learners scan and processes text that is more important for learning while searching.

**Recent Research Extension and Future Work** Recent follow up studies have looked into how highlighting and note-taking, together with other strategies, can help in various user-sided aspects of the SAL process like self-regulated learning [282], goal setting [283, 284], etc. and system sided aspects like query suggestions [209], tools for sensemaking [264] etc. Further analysis of behavioural log data could provide insights into the document understanding process. For example, would recorded highlights and notes indicate more relevant/interesting sections of a given document, and if so, could retrieval algorithms be manipulated to promote documents that contain these ‘hotspots’? Findings could also eventually lead to the comparison of manual and automatic tools for active reading, and automatic thought externalisation. Extensions to this study could expand the work on examining how search behaviours can act as proxies for predictive measures of learning during search [40, 41, 84, 162, 233, 301]. Few work explored the impact of other widgets (e.g., entity cards [240], idea generation tool [39], cross session, cross device search assistance [100] etc.) for learning oriented search tasks. Advances in these directions could lead to the development of an adaptive search system. The observations from this work has design implications for search interfaces, where we must consider incorporating active reading tools within web search engines.

\textsuperscript{13}These findings are reflected by Search Economic Theory (SET) [21] that indicates with similar time limits, as the number of queries issued drops, more documents will be examined (or longer will be spent on them).
Models developed to simulate user interactions with search interfaces typically do not consider the visual layout and presentation of a Search Engine Results Page (SERP). In particular, the position and size of interface widgets—such as entity cards and query suggestions—are usually considered a negligible constant. In contrast, in this work, we investigated the impact of widget positioning on user behaviour. To this end, we focussed on one specific widget: the Query History Widget (QHW). It allows users to see (and thus reflect) on their recently issued queries. We built a novel simulation model based on Search Economic Theory (SET) that considered how users behave when faced with such a widget by incorporating its positioning on the SERP. We derived five hypotheses from our model and experimentally validated them based on user interaction data gathered for an ad-hoc search task, ran across five different placements of the QHW on the SERP. We found partial support for three of the five hypotheses and observed that a widget’s location indeed has a significant impact on search behaviour.

This chapter is based on the following paper:

4.1. INTRODUCTION
Economic theory, specifically microeconomic theory, assumes that an individual or firm will tend to maximise their profit—subject to budget or other constraints [288]. Microeconomic theory can also provide us with an intuitive means to model human-computer interactions [19]. Given a demand (that may arise from factors such as the nature of the context, the underlying task, or the system used), a user will exert effort to interact with the system by expending internal resources such as their working memory, attention, or energy. Users of a system will also incur a cost by expending external resources such as time, money, or physical effort (such as moving a mouse, or typing on a keyboard) [184]. In the context of IR, interactions between the user and system may lead to benefits in terms of information obtained, or resolved information needs [26, 28]. Rational users looking to maximise profit from their interactions can do so by either maximising their benefit or by minimising their expended cost and effort—and thus subscribe to the Principle of Least Effort [317].

Assuming that searchers behave in a rational way (a reasonable assumption to make [22]), we can model their interactions with a search engine to obtain insights into the different decisions made during the interaction process. In turn, these insights can help us provide explanations as to why users behave in a certain way. Importantly, such a model allows us to generate testable hypotheses as to how user behaviour will likely change when interface designs are modified based on a cost/benefit analysis of interface elements. For example, a study by Azzopardi et al. [22] found partial support for the hypothesis that, as the cost and/or effort of issuing a query increases, users of a search system will issue fewer queries and examine more documents per query.

Traditionally, Information Seeking and Retrieval (ISR) models [34, 36, 85, 120, 143, 302] provide post-hoc explanations as to what happens during episodes of information seeking. While these models are undoubtedly useful, they cannot predict: we cannot employ them to learn what is likely to happen in terms of user behaviour when changes are made to the retrieval system in question. This predictive power is necessary, for instance, in order to simulate the effects changes to the presentation of a SERP have on user behaviour, without having to run many costly user studies. Ultimately, the goal here is to only run user studies on interface designs that have shown promise from prior simulations.

In contrast to aforementioned models of ISR, our work follows a recent line of research that focuses on building mathematical models based on SET [19, 20] which is inspired by microeconomic theory—or Information Foraging Theory (IFT) [216, 217]. These models allow us to relate changing costs (e.g., the cost of querying, or the cost of examining a search result snippet) to changing search behaviours. Prior work in this area have focused on how users interact with a ranked list [57, 187], their stopping behaviours [180, 303], the trade-off between querying and assessing [19, 20, 22], and browsing costs [27, 133]. In these aforementioned studies, the SERP typically has a simple layout: the user can submit queries and assess documents. In addition, interface components (hereafter referred to as widgets) such as Related Searches are typically considered to be placed at a fixed position, and their specific position is not part of the formal model definition. However, contemporary SERPs are complex, and widgets can appear at various positions on the SERP as shown anecdotally in Table 4.1: there is no consensus on positioning or size of the Related Searches widget across web search engines. In addition, contemporary SERPs contain direct answers (leading to good abandonment [166, 303]), advertisements, and information cards—as well
Table 4.1: The placement of (as well as the number of) text columns, and the number of entries in the Related Searches widget across ten different web search engines. Results retrieved on May 2nd, 2021 for the query chess. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Engine</th>
<th>Placement</th>
<th>#Columns</th>
<th>#Entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bing.com</td>
<td>Bottom left</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>google.com</td>
<td>Bottom left</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duckduckgo.com</td>
<td>Bottom left</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yandex.com</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ask.com</td>
<td>Upper right</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yahoo.com</td>
<td>Bottom left</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qwant.com</td>
<td>Upper right</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baidu.com</td>
<td>Bottom left</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ecosia.org</td>
<td>Bottom left</td>
<td>No columns</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dogpile.com</td>
<td>Top left</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as result lists that integrate content from a number of different search verticals.

In our work, we focus on an aspect of individual widgets on a SERP that—as already mentioned—has so far been neglected in mathematical representations of user interaction: the positioning of a given widget on a SERP. With this focus, we select one specific SERP widget to provide an initial exploration of how to incorporate widget positioning into a SET-based model. Concretely, we focus on the QHW, which is shown in Figure 2.1. It allows a user to view and thus reflect upon their recently issued queries during a search session. The widget is easy to understand for users, and involves only a small number of interactions—making it ideal as a first widget to employ for our exploration. Our main research question is therefore as follows.

**RQ1** How can we utilise the Search Economic Theory model of user interaction to refine the design hypothesis space for widget positioning?

To answer this question, we first derive a SET-based model that considers a widget’s positioning as an input variable. Based on our formal model, we derive five hypotheses as to the search behaviour users are likely to exhibit as the widget’s positioning changes. Subsequently, in order to validate our model (and therefore also the inclusion of the positioning component in the model), we conduct a user study with \( N = 120 \) participants that each complete one ad-hoc retrieval task using a SERP with the QHW—in one of five different positions.\(^1\) We observe empirical evidence that provides partial support for three of our five hypotheses which shows that: (i) a widget’s location influences search behaviour; and (ii) we are able to successfully create a formal interaction model, incorporating positioning, and mostly find evidence for our derived hypotheses.

\(^1\)An overview of the different widget positions we employ for our experiments is shown in Figure 2.1.
4.2. Microeconomic Theory and IIR

Many models of ISR have been defined in the past \([19, 34, 36, 85, 92, 120, 143, 217, 302]\). They can generally be categorised into two groups: *descriptive* models \([34, 36, 85, 120, 143, 302]\) and *formal* (mathematical) models \([19, 92, 217]\). The former provide us with intuitions and a holistic view of a user’s search behaviour (e.g., with the *Berrypicking model* \([34]\), users *pick* through information patches—analogous to people collecting berries). While they provide us with explanations of why searchers behave in a particular manner, they do not allow us to *predict* how a user’s search behaviour will change in response to changes to the SERP, the quality of the results, etc. For this step, formal models such as SET \([19, 20]\), IFT \([216]\) or the Interactive Probability Ranking Principle (iPRP) \([92]\) are required. With the increasing complexity of SERPs and the increasing amount of decisions users have to take during search episodes (and thus the ever growing number of experimental variants one would have to explore when exploring new interface variants), being able to rely on formal models to explore promising areas of the user interface design space is vital for cost-effective and efficient iterations of novel search interfaces.

A key assumption of the listed formal models (which are related to each other as shown by Azzopardi and Zuccon \([25]\)) is that users will modify their search behaviour to achieve the greatest possible net benefit from an interaction which is defined as the difference between the benefit of interaction and the cost of interaction. Thus, modelling the cost and benefit of interactions taking place on typical SERPs—and subsequently validating the designed models through user studies (or conversely finding that the proposed model is not sufficiently fine-grained enough to predict user behaviour well)—has been the focus of recent work in this area.

Specifically, Azzopardi and Zuccon \([26]\) created user-oriented cost-benefit models to analyse a number of user decisions (including the length of the submitted query, the specificity of the query, the use of query suggestions vs. query reformulation, etc.) that are made during a search session—and at what point those decisions lead to maximum user benefit. The authors focus on model creation; the developed models are not empirically validated. In a similar vein, Azzopardi and Zuccon \([27]\) developed a cost model to determine—for various *screen sizes*—the number of search result snippets that should be visible on the SERP,

![Figure 4.1: Example cost functions for two different SERP scenarios, adapted from Azzopardi and Zuccon [27]. Hypotheses can be derived from them, e.g., the optimal number of results (n per page) to show to maximise a user’s benefit in the violet scenario is at the cost function’s global minimum.](image-url)
under the assumption that a user is looking for a document, and continues looking until that document is found. The developed formal model was initialised with hyperparameter values (such as the cost in seconds of typing out a character, or clicking a link) taken from the literature. Based on the developed cost functions (idealised examples of which are shown in Figure 4.1), several hypotheses were created—though their validation through a user study remained a point for future work. While this work already hinted at a distinction between desktop and mobile search (via the very different number of visible results in the viewport), Verma and Yilmaz [291] explicitly tackled this challenge and empirically determined (with 193 search sessions over $N = 25$ participants) to what extent existing user cost-benefit models are applicable (without change) to the mobile setting. The authors found that the parameters between desktop and mobile settings vary widely, and existing cost functions (with fixed hyperparameters, tuned to desktop search—and not adapted to the mobile setting) do not correlate very well with user satisfaction.

Using SET as their theoretical underpinning, Ong et al. [204] recently investigated the relationship between typing speed and search behaviour, both formally as well as empirically. While the authors did indeed observe a relationship between the two, they did find discrepancies between the observed user behaviours and those predicted by their model, conjecturing that their approximation of the model’s query cost (by typing speed) does not capture all important aspects of the query cost component. A similar methodology was used by Maxwell and Azzopardi [177]. Here, the authors derived five different hypotheses about how temporal delays (both query response delays and document download delays) affect search behaviour. These hypotheses were derived from SET- and IFT-based models, respectively. Empirically (with $N = 48$ participants), three of the five hypotheses on user behaviours held.

Prior work have successfully employed formal models to derive testable hypotheses of search behaviours. To the best of our knowledge, none of the prior work have however considered the position of a user interface widget as important enough to include in the derived model. In our work, we focus on this very issue: how does the position of a search interface widget impact the search behaviour our model predicts, and to what extent do those predictions hold when examining interaction data derived from a user study?

### 4.3. Considering Widget Positioning

In this section, we first discuss—at a high level—how to incorporate the positioning of a widget within an interface in a SET-based model. We then introduce our implementation of the $QHW$ in more detail, and present the cost functions for our specific widget use case. We conclude this section with a number of hypotheses we derive from our mathematical model regarding the influence of the $QHW$ position on a user’s search behaviour.

#### 4.3.1. Positioning based on Fitts’ Law

One way to consider the positioning of widgets within an interface—in a microeconomic cost model of interaction—is to estimate the time it will take for a user to find the widget on an interface/SERP from a given starting position. One way to approximate this is by using Fitts’ Law [90]—an established, robust model of human psychomotor behaviour which has been frequently applied to computer and mobile interface design [132, 159, 266]. It states that
Let us now turn our attention to QHW, the interface widget that we developed the position-aware cost functions for. Shown in the callout in Figure 2.1, the QHW lists all previously issued queries in a search session. Our model considers the following scenario. A user, after inspecting a retrieved list of documents presented on a SERP, decide to issue a different query. Do they: (a) reissue an old query (i.e., a query submitted earlier in the same search session, perhaps because they wish to find a document from earlier); or (b) issue a new query (i.e., a query not yet submitted in the same search session, potentially leading to a new set of documents)? If the user decides to issue a new query, they will head to the query box (QB), and type the new query. If the user decides to reissue an old query, they must then decide whether to: (a) re-type the query in the QB; or (b) scan the QHW, find the old query, and click it. A flowchart of the process described is shown in Figure 4.2.
In this chapter, we focus exclusively on the scenario where the user has decided to reissue an old query. We assume that the user knows they have issued this particular query in the past (a reasonable assumption, given that we only consider queries from a single search session), and expects to find it in the QHW. We develop a formal model in order to predict and understand the scenario where they will choose to re-type this old query in the QB, or when they will select it from the QHW instead—all conditional on the position of the QHW on the SERP. Note that this work does not focus on the reasoning behind re-issuing a query from earlier. We leave this for future work. Rather, we aim here to integrate positional information within a SET-based interaction model.

**Specifying Costs**

The total cost $C_{\text{Reissuing}}$ (in seconds) of re-issuing an old query (that consists of $m$ characters, and is listed at position $q$ inside the QHW) can be represented as three constituent components, as shown in the following equation.

$$C_{\text{Reissuing}} = C_{\text{Finding}} + C_{\text{Assessing}} + C_{\text{Issuing}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

$C_{\text{Finding}}$ is the cost of finding either the QHW or the QB. We approximate the cost in terms of time taken (in seconds). According to Fitts’ Law [90], the movement time of the mouse cursor from some starting position on a display to some target (in this case, either the QHW or the QB) is equal to $a + b \log_2 \left( \frac{D}{H} + 0.5 \right)$ [55, 136], where $D$ is the distance to the centre of the widget from the starting position of the cursor, $H$ is the height of the widget (in 2D interfaces, the smallest value from the target’s height or width is considered [170]), and $a, b$ are constants that are empirically determined. Intuitively, the further the widget is from the starting position, the more time it will take for the users to find the widget.

$C_{\text{Assessing}}$ is the cost of assessing a widget. For QB, this cost is zero as users do not have to check a list of options. For QHW, it involves two actions: scrolling and checking. For example, consider that a user wants to find the $q^{th}$ query (our target query) in the QHW. We associate a constant cost $c_{\text{scr}}$ with scrolling over one query. Similarly, we associate a constant cost $c_{\text{chk}}$ with checking whether a query is the target query or not. Given that the QHW displays $t$ queries above the fold (e.g., in our experimental interface, as illustrated in Figure 2.1, we fixed $t = 4$), if $q \leq t$, then users do not incur any scrolling cost—and only the cost of checking to see if the query matches what they are seeking, or $q \times c_{\text{chk}}$. However, if $q > t$, users then have to scroll until the desired query is visible. This cost can be estimated by $(q - t) \times c_{\text{scr}} + q \times c_{\text{chk}}$, in line with [27].

$C_{\text{Issuing}}$ is the cost associated with entering the query. For QB, it is the cost of typing the query of length $m$; this cost is $c_{\text{clk}} + (m + 1) \times c_{\text{typ}}$, where $c_{\text{clk}}$ is the cost of clicking on the QB, $c_{\text{typ}}$ is the cost of typing one character and $+1$ is included to account for the pressing of the Enter key. For QHW, it is the cost $c_{\text{clk}}$ of clicking on the desired query link.2

**When to use QHW**

Based on the previous section, we can now write the cost functions $C_{\text{Reissuing}}^{QB}$ and $C_{\text{Reissuing}}^{QHW}$: re-issuing an old query by typing into QB, and by selecting a query from the QHW.

---

2While we have not yet described our implemented QHW widget in detail, we note that each old query is represented as a hyperlink; clicking a hyperlink reissues the query and displays the results for it on the SERP.
respectively. Based on our assumption of a rational user, we argue that a user will choose QB if the cost of using QB is less than the cost of using QHW. For completeness, we present both cost functions in Equations 4.2 and 4.3 below, as well as a short definition of the corresponding symbols. For simplicity and neatness, we suppress the subscript from \( C_{\text{Reissuing}}^{QB} \) and \( C_{\text{Reissuing}}^{QHW} \) for now on, referring these costs simply as \( C^{QB} \) and \( C^{QHW} \), respectively. Rational users should choose QB over QHW if \( C^{QB} < C^{QHW} \).

\[
C^{QB} = a + b \log_2 \left( \frac{D_{QB}}{H_{QB}} + 0.5 \right) + c_{dk} + (m + 1) \cdot c_{typ} \tag{4.2}
\]

\[
C^{QHW} = \begin{cases} 
    a + b \log_2 \left( \frac{D_{QHW}}{H_{QHW}} + 0.5 \right) + q \cdot c_{chk} + c_{clk}, & \text{if } q \leq t \\
    a + b \log_2 \left( \frac{D_{QHW}}{H_{QHW}} + 0.5 \right) + (q - t) c_{scr} + q \cdot c_{chk} + c_{clk}, & \text{if } q > t
\end{cases} \tag{4.3}
\]

| \( D_{QB} \) | Distance of QB from starting position |
| \( H_{QB} \) | Height of query box (in pixels) |
| \( m \) | Query length (in characters) |
| \( c_{typ} \) | Cost of typing one character |
| \( D_{QHW} \) | Distance of QHW from starting position |
| \( H_{QHW} \) | Height of QHW (in pixels) |
| \( q \) | Position of the target query in QHW |
| \( c_{chk} \) | Cost of checking a query in QHW |
| \( c_{scr} \) | Cost of scrolling over a query in QHW |
| \( c_{clk} \) | Cost of clicking a hyperlink in QHW |

**Constants**

In our model, the above inequality depends not only on the positioning of QHW, but also on the value of a few constants. These are: the cost of clicking \( c_{clk} \); scrolling \( c_{scr} \); typing \( c_{typ} \); checking \( c_{chk} \) queries; the sizes of both QB \( (H_{QB}) \) and QHW \( (H_{QHW}) \); the number of queries above the fold \( (t) \); the distance from the bottom of the screen to QB \( (D_{QB}) \); and the considered starting point of the cursor. In order to derive meaningful hypotheses from our inequality and use the model to predict actual user behaviour, we need to provide meaningful estimates of these constants. We can either estimate them directly from the interaction logs we collect in our user study, or fix their values based on studies reported in the literature in line with [25, 27]. For example, the typical values of pertaining are shown in Table 4.2 where we take \( c_{typ}, c_{scr}, c_{clk} \) and the hyperparameter \( b \) from the literature. We note that \( a \)—defined in Equations 4.2 and 4.3—is cancelled in our comparison, and thus is ignored. In order to make use of the model, we also need to define certain other constants like distance of QB, or the height of QHW, etc.—which we also report in Table 4.2. We need these precise values to predict real world behavior by calculating the exact cost of each decision. We leave this as future work. In this chapter, we focus on using the general intuition behind the model equations to derive hypotheses of user interaction.
### Table 4.2: Overview of the model’s constants and values used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constant</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taken from the literature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_{typ}$</td>
<td>0.28 [22, 55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_{scr}$</td>
<td>0.1 [28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_{ck}$</td>
<td>0.2 [22, 55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>0.1 [55, 136]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defined for our experiments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{QB}$</td>
<td>1000px</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{QB}$</td>
<td>50px</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{QHW}$</td>
<td>130px</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_{ck}$</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cursor starting position</td>
<td>End of search result list at bottom of screen, © from Figure 2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.4. Hypotheses

Having defined our model in Equations 4.2 and 4.3—along with all associated constants, we now derive five hypotheses pertaining to the query issuing behaviour that the model describes, and how position can influence search behaviours.

**H1** *As the length of query $q$ to be reissued increases, a user will be more likely to reissue the query via $QHW$.*

This first hypothesis follows from Equation 4.2. As $m$ (the length of query $q$ in characters) increases, $C_{QB}$ increases. At the same time, $m$ does not influence $C_{QHW}'$.

**H2** *If the number of queries to check in $QHW$ increases, a user’s likelihood of using $QHW$ increases if its distance to the starting point decreases.*

In Equation 4.3 we see that, if $q$ increases, $D_{QHW}$ has to decrease to keep the overall cost of using $QHW$ lower than that of $QB$.

**H3** *The lower the distance of the $QHW$ to the starting point, the more likely users will use it.*

This follows from Equation 4.3 where everything else being constant, the cost of reissuing a query is lowest when $D_{QHW} = 0$.

**H4** *Users who type slower are more likely to use the $QHW$ irrespective of where it is located.*

In §4.3.2, we provided fixed estimates for various constants in our model. One of those estimates is the cost of typing a character. Since the typing speed of users might vary to a considerable degree [204], the typing cost should be subject to further scrutiny. A user with slower typing will have a higher cost of typing queries, which will likely affect what widget they will use to reissue a query. For slow typing, $c_{typ}$ is high, and $C_{QB}$ becomes
higher than $C^{QHW}$ for all reasonable values of $D_{QHW}$ and $q$. Hence, with slow typing, the positioning of $QHW$ is less crucial—or how many queries are present in it, as a user is more likely to use $QHW$ anyway.

**H5** *A user’s attention follows a F-shaped gaze pattern.*

This pattern has been observed on heterogeneous SERPs in the past [82] and should be reflected in the amount of attention users pay to the $QHW$ in different positions. Specifically, the interface with $QHW$ in the top right corner of the screen is likely to receive more attention than $QHW$ positioned at the bottom right corner. Similarly, $QHW$ in the bottom left corner is likely to receive less attention than $QHW$ in the top left part of the screen.

### 4.5. User Study Design

In order to examine whether there is support for our hypotheses, we conducted a between-subjects user study. Participants were presented with a SERP that was complemented with the $QHW$ in different positions, depending on the condition they were assigned.

#### 4.5.1. System, Corpus, Topic and Task

For our user study we employed SearchX [222], a modular, open-source search framework which provides quality control features for crowdsourcing experiments. We integrated the LogUI framework [182] into SearchX to allow us to accurately capture all keyboard events and mouse events (including hovers and clicks) over $QB$, $QHW$, and results.

SearchX was configured to use the TREC AQUAINT corpus. The corpus consists of over one million newspaper articles from the period 1996 – 2000. Articles were gathered from three newswires: the Associated Press (AP), the New York Times (NYT), and Xinhua. Using a traditional test collection provided us with the ability to easily evaluate the performance of participants where required. We index the collection using Indri, and use its own snippet generator for the summaries presented to participants. We employed Indri’s Dirichlet prior smoothing model (with $\mu = 2500$).

We used the wildlife extinction topic (topic number 347) from the TREC 2005 Robust Track [292]. A total of 165 relevant documents were identified by TREC assessors for this topic within AQUAINT. This topic was selected as it has been successfully employed in prior user studies [22, 177]; the topic remains relevant to this day, and is likely to be of some interest to our participants.

We instructed our participants to identify documents that they perceived to be relevant to the TREC topic description that we provided to them. We primed our participants by asking them to imagine that they were to write an essay on the topic, and would use the identified documents as potential references at a later time.

#### 4.5.2. Interface and Incentives

Our search interface is presented in Figure 4.3. It contains: the standard query box $QB$ (without autocompletion features) ①; a task timer and a bookmarked-documents counter ②; six search results per page (RPP) ③; functionality to mark documents in the form of a toggle icon ④; and $QHW$ ⑤.
4.5. User Study Design

As we were looking to incentivise participants to reissue existing queries, special considerations needed to be made to this effect—along with considering that the search interface used should be kept simple to avoid any undue attention given to components that were not considered by our model defined in §4.3.2. We evaluated our incentives in a small pilot study before deploying them to our study participants. Results from the pilot study are not included in our final analysis.

Participants were instructed that they could mark no more than six documents at a time. The marked documents counter helped participants to keep track of their number of marked documents. The idea behind this was that a strict limit on how many documents could be marked would incentivise participants when issuing queries later on in their search session (either via QB or QHW) to unmark previously marked documents (by toggling the icon)—and mark new ones that they perceived to be more promising. Participants were incentivised further by the potential for a bonus being awarded to the top six participants who achieved a high accuracy.

Before the study commenced, the participant’s screen resolution was checked—a resolution check ensured that the resolution of the browser was 1920×1080 or greater. This resolution was found to show (with a high degree of certainty) that the entire search interface could fit on the participant’s screen without the need for scrolling, meaning all six RPP were displayed, with none hidden below the fold. It also helped us to estimate the value of $D_{QB}$ as presented in Table 4.2. There is also no pagination enabled on the SERP. These are due to the fact that our model does not include page scrolling or pagination, factors that could alter user behaviour. To this end, we also removed any hyperlinks to documents. To compensate, we increased the number of lines for each summary snippet from the established two to four. While longer snippets have been shown to increase confidence in decisions of relevance at the expense of accuracy [181], it was decided that additional surrogate text in this instance would help participants in judging documents without access to the full text.

Footnote: It does however consider scrolling costs within QHW.
4.5.3. Operationalising the QHW

We operationalised the QHW as shown in the callout in Figure 4.3. The widget measures 450 x 130 pixels. At the top of the widget is the Recent queries title. Each query issued by the participant during the study is then prepended to the list shown in the lower portion of the widget. Queries are listed in reverse chronological order, with the most recently issued query appearing at the top.

As the QHW has a fixed width and height on the SERP, the widget could display at most four queries at a time, matching \( t = 4 \) as outlined in §4.3.2. Participants who wished to see more queries could scroll using their trackpad or mouse wheel to reveal older queries. All queries listed in the QHW were displayed as the standard blue hyperlink text—which underlines when hovered over—to provide a proximal cue [61] that they were hyperlinks that could be clicked. A click on the listed query then submits the listed query to the search engine, and displays the top six ranked documents.

In terms of positioning within the SERP, we trialled five different positions which are demonstrated in Figure 4.3 with blue boxes. Anecdotal evidence as presented in Table 4.1 suggests that there is no clearly defined position for widgets on a SERP (beyond the search results and entity cards), and thus we evaluated the major positions. Each of our five QHW positions (three on the left rail and two on the right) are represented in our user study as a unique condition.

**TOP-LEFT** Positioned at the top left, before the first result.

**MIDDLE-LEFT** Positioned on the left rail, below the third result.

**BOTTOM-LEFT** Positioned at the bottom left, immediately after the sixth and final result.

**UPPER-RIGHT** On the right rail, this condition positioned QHW underneath the clock; it is top-aligned with the first result. This position would be analogous to where an entity card sits on a contemporary web search engine’s SERP.

**LOWER-RIGHT** On the right rail, this condition positioned QHW under the clock; it is aligned at the bottom with the last result.

4.5.4. Post-Task Survey

Inspired by the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ-S) [114, 149], we asked participants five questions after the completion of the search task which. Questions explored the usage experience of the QHW. All questions were answered using a 7-point Likert scale, considering negative to positive responses. For example, to understand to what extent a widget positioning was unexpected for the participant, we ask "What did you think about the position of the query history widget?", with the scale ranging from unexpected (1) to expected (7). Additionally, we ask about the support, ease of use, efficiency & clarity of the widget. Participants also received an open question for general comments and feedback about the interface.

4.5.5. Crowdsourced Participants

Participants for our study were recruited from Prolific, a crowdsourcing platform which has been shown to be an effective choice for complex and time-consuming Interactive
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Information Retrieval (IIR) experiments [308]. In order to obtain high-quality and reliable data, we imposed the following constraints: (i) participants needed to have at least 100 prior Prolific submissions; (ii) have an approval rate of 95% or higher; and (iii) have native proficiency in English. The complete study took approximately fifteen minutes, which included the minimum search time of 10 minutes. For their time, participants were compensated at the rate of GBP£8.00 per hour.

Overall, a total of 125 participants took part in our study. From this total, we had to reject five as they did not comply with our quality checks. Our final cohort of 120 participants included 40 female and 80 males ones, with a reported average age of 35 years (youngest 18; oldest 77).

4.6. Results

We now discuss the empirical validation of each of our five hypotheses which were introduced in §4.4. Recall that our research question asks whether widget positioning information can be meaningfully incorporated in a SET-based model.

A comparison of the main search behaviour indicators across conditions is shown in Table 4.3. On average, participants issued 12 queries (28 characters long)—and marked six documents, hitting the imposed limit. 114 participants reissued 5 queries on average, while six did not reissue any queries (either via QB or QHW). On average our participants spent 12 minutes on the search task. We collected, on average, 2148 log events per participant.

Additionally, we also measured how the participants behaved regarding marking documents. On average, participants marked 2.60 relevant documents during their session, and 5.10 non-relevant documents. As expected, participants also unmarked documents over their session, indicating that they were actually reflecting on what they had marked. On average, participants unmarked 1.70 documents, where 1.15 of these were non-relevant.

The results of our post-task survey indicate that our interface was easy to use (Table 4.3, row XV: on average a score above 5 on a 7-point Likert scale), and the purpose of the QHW was clear (row XVII: on average a score above 5). Apart from MIDDLE-LEFT, which received a comparably low and significantly worse expected position score than almost all other variants (the only exception being LOWER-RIGHT), the QHW variants were positioned at somewhat expected locations (Table 4.3, row XIII: on average a score above 4 on the 7-point Likert scale).

These numbers indicate that our task design (which encouraged the reissuing of queries) was successful. Finally, we point the reader to Figure 4.3 for examples of actual queries our participants submitted (as visible in the QHW callout). We also considered © from Figure 4.3 as the expected starting point where the cursor is positioned after they have scanned the search results. From this location, they move the cursor to QHW or QB to (re)issue queries. We argue that it is reasonable to expect individuals to examine all six results on the SERP before moving on. Coupled with the known correlation of eye gaze and cursor positioning on the screen [60], this assumption allows us to make estimations of $D_{QB}$ and $D_{QHW}$ in Equations 4.2 and 4.3.

---

4Our quality checks required that participants did not change the browser tab more than three times during the study, issued at least two queries, and marked at least two documents during their search session.
Table 4.3: Mean (± standard deviation) of search behavior metrics across all participants in each variation of the M interface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>TOP-LEFT</th>
<th>MIDDLE-LEFT</th>
<th>BOTTOM-LEFT</th>
<th>LOWER-LEFT</th>
<th>UPPER-RIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ANOVA and post-hoc tests were conducted to determine significance. "§" denotes significance with a p-value < 0.05, "†" denotes marginal significance (0.05 < p-value < 0.10) with Bonferroni correction (over conditions). Upper Right vs. Lower Left, Upper Left vs. Lower Right, TOP-LEFT vs. MIDDLE-LEFT, BOTTOM-LEFT vs. LOWER RIGHT.
4.6. **Results**

4.6.1. **H1: Query Length**

Hypothesis H1 states that as the length of some query to reissue increases, the likelihood of reissuing the query via QHW—indeed of the widget’s position—increases. To investigate H1, we consider all 590 reissued queries across all participants and conditions. Queries were partitioned into four groups (with boundaries at the 25th/50th/75th percentiles), according to their length \( m \) in characters—[1, 18], [19, 25], [26, 33] and [34, ∞]—and determined the fraction of queries reissued via QB and QHW. Results are shown in Figure 4.4. We find that for the shortest reissued queries (with \( m < 19 \)), 74% of queries are reissued via QHW, while this percentage rises to 94% for the longest (\( m > 33 \)) queries. This trend provides support for H1: participants prefer to use QHW for reissuing queries, and do so with a greater likelihood as query length increases. In order to observe if the trend is significant, we sampled one random reissued query from each participant to make the observations in the four query groups independent. A Chi-square test revealed that there is significant difference across the four query groups (\( \chi^2(3,N = 114) = 10.58, p = 0.01 \)). Post-hoc tests showed that there were significant differences in the number of queries issued via QHW between queries belonging to the 3 larger size groups when compared to the group representing smaller queries. However, there was no significant difference among the three groups representing larger queries. We therefore find partial support to our hypothesis that people are more likely to use the QHW to reissue queries as query length increases.

4.6.2. **H2: Query Positioning in the QHW**

H2 centres around the number of queries in QHW. The hypothesis states that as the number of issued queries increases, the likelihood of a participant using QHW increases.
as the widget’s distance to the starting point (\( \odot \) in Figure 4.3) decreases. We rank the five \( \textit{QHW} \) positions (conditions) we explore empirically according to their distance from the point on the screen where we expect the participant’s cursor to be after they have scanned all six results. This information is shown in row \( \text{II} \) of Table 4.3. The positions are ranked as follows: (1) \textbf{BOTTOM-LEFT}; (2) \textbf{MIDDLE-LEFT}; (3) \textbf{LOWER-RIGHT}; (4) \textbf{TOP-LEFT}; and (5) \textbf{UPPER-RIGHT}. From our interaction logs, we also calculated the position in the \( \textit{QHW} \) for a reissued query. As discussed in §4.5.3, queries are displayed in reverse chronological order, which means if users have to scan further down the list, they are looking for an older query to reissue. We collected the ranks of all reissued queries (590 queries in total), and divided them into two groups based on how many queries are displayed above the fold in \( \textit{QHW} \)—reissued queries with a position of four or less (340 queries) and those with a rank greater than four (250 queries). Table 4.3, row \( \text{XI} \) shows that on average, participants are more likely to reissue a query when it is present \textit{below the fold} from the conditions where \( \textit{QHW} \) was positioned closer to the starting position (as observed in row \( \text{II} \)). Moreover, when participants want to reissue a recent query (displayed above the fold in \( \textit{QHW} \)), they are on average less likely to reissue it from the respective \( \textit{QHW} \) conditions compared to when participants want to reissue an older query (displayed below the fold), as shown in Table 4.3, rows \( \text{XI} \) and \( \text{XII} \). The only exception is the farthest variant \textbf{UPPER-RIGHT}, where the likelihood of reissuing is similar for both recent and older queries. To observe if this trend showing evidence for our hypothesis is significant, we conducted a Chi-squared test following a similar approach to \textbf{H1}. We sample two reissued queries (one above and one below the fold of \( \textit{QHW} \)) from each participant, and observe that for queries lower down the list (below the fold) in \( \textit{QHW} \) (row \( \text{XI} \)), there is a significant difference for the fraction of time it was reissued via \( \textit{QHW} \) across conditions \((\chi^2(4, N = 89) = 9.14, p = 0.02)\). Post-hoc tests revealed significant differences between \textbf{BOTTOM-LEFT} and \textbf{MIDDLE-LEFT} in comparison to the \textbf{UPPER-RIGHT} condition. There was no significant difference when the query was present above the fold in \( \textit{QHW} \) \((\chi^2(4, N = 114) = 3.86, p = 0.42)\). Since we do not find a significant difference across all variants for queries reissued via \( \textit{QHW} \) below the fold, we can only claim our hypothesis has been partially supported.

4.6.3. H3: Distance of the QHW

\textbf{H3} states that with decreasing distance of the \( \textit{QHW} \) to the starting point, the higher its usage. As mentioned in \textbf{H2}, row \( \text{II} \) of Table 4.3 shows the distance of each condition of \( \textit{QHW} \) from where we expect a participant’s mouse cursor to be after scanning results (\( \odot \) from Figure 4.3). We observe from row \( \text{IV} \) of Table 4.3 that there is no significant difference \((F(4, 115) = 0.544, p = 0.7)\) in the number of reissued queries via \( \textit{QHW} \) between the conditions. We do however observe a trend: participants in the two conditions closest to the starting point (\textbf{BOTTOM-LEFT} and \textbf{MIDDLE-LEFT}) issued on average more than five queries via \( \textit{QHW} \); in the other three conditions, participants issued on average fewer than four queries via \( \textit{QHW} \). Finally, our \( \textit{QHW} \) widget has the intended effect: reissued queries are far more likely to come via \( \textit{QHW} \) than \( \textit{QB} \) whose usage for reissued queries is shown in row \( \text{V} \) of Table 4.3. On average, fewer than one reissued query per participant is submitted via \( \textit{QB} \). Based on these results we cannot argue in favour of \textbf{H3}, even though the data trend is aligned with our hypothesis, the differences are not significant.
4.6.4. **H4: Slow Typing**

H4 states that participants who type slower incur a higher typing cost, and are likely to prefer to use QHW irrespective of its position on screen. From our interaction logs, we computed the mean typing speed of our participants (we considered 114 users who reissued at least one previous query) by averaging the total time they took to type a query by the query length. We then performed a median split (0.323 seconds per character) of our participants based on their mean typing speed, and categorised them as Slow and Fast.

In rows IX and X of Table 4.3, we report the fraction of times reissued queries were issued via QHW by Slow and Fast participants, respectively. Across all conditions, we find, on average, Slow participants relied on QHW more often than those in Fast. For example, in the UPPER-RIGHT condition, 95% of reissued queries on average were submitted via QHW over Slow; the value was 78% for Fast. The smallest difference in behaviour is observed for the BOTTOM-LEFT condition: here, Slow reissue on average 93% of queries via QHW, while Fast reissue 90% via QHW. In addition, we find Fast to exhibit more diverse behaviour than Slow as indicated by the standard deviations reported in rows IX and X of Table 4.3. This shows that participants in Slow rely on QHW more consistently than Fast. There is no significant difference for the fraction of time a query was reissued via QHW by Slow (row IX). Although this finding is in line with our hypothesis, we do not see any significant difference over Fast (X). We thus cannot claim to have support for H4.

4.6.5. **H5: F-Shaped Gaze Pattern**

H5 is not derived from our formal model, but instead based on prior work that have found users to pay attention to SERPs in a particular manner: the top-left part of the SERP receives the most attention, and attention decreases as one goes down the SERP on the left rail, and to the right rail. We hypothesise here that we can find a similar attention pattern for the different positions of QHW.

Contrasting to Dumais et al. [82] where gaze patterns were recorded via eye trackers, we did not perform webcam-based eye tracking and thus have to rely on other interaction logs to estimate attention. As found by Rodden et al. [227], eye gaze and mouse movements are correlated. We thus approximate how much attention participants were paying to QHW variants via the mean number of hover and scrolling events over QHW based on our interaction data.\(^5\) We only consider hover events that spanned at least 500ms. We make this choice as variants MIDDLE-LEFT and TOP-LEFT, due to their location, would fall ‘in the way’ of participants performing other tasks, like marking a document, or moving to QB—considering all hover events would have skewed the interaction data. We observe significant differences across QHW variants for these two hover-based ($F(4,115) = 41.4$, $p = 0.003$) and scroll events ($F(4,115) = 39.6$, $p = 0.01$) which are reported in Table 4.3 (rows VII and VIII). Post-hoc tests revealed that the UPPER-RIGHT condition receives significantly fewer hovers or scrolls (and thus less attention) than MIDDLE-LEFT, TOP-LEFT and BOTTOM-LEFT. Thus, attention decreases as we move to the right. In contrast, we do not confirm our hypothesis that attention decreases as users move down the screen: the TOP-LEFT and BOTTOM-LEFT conditions do not significantly differ in terms of our hover/scroll measures.

\(^5\)We are aware of more advanced approaches to estimate gaze patterns from mouse movements, e.g., [103]—but leave this exploration for future work.
Overall, we have partial evidence for hypothesis H5: participants pay less attention to the right side of the screen as approximated by our hover/scroll measures, but this attention decrease is not observed as we move towards the bottom of the screen. Of course, it should be noted that we designed the interface in such a way that participants were able to see the entire SERP at once without the need to scroll and see below the fold.

4.7. Conclusions

In this work, we set out to answer the question of how to incorporate interface positioning information in a SET-based model. To this end, we derived a position-aware interaction model of search behaviour. We focused on the QHW, and formulated a model that can predict search behaviour related to the reissuing of queries from the same search session. We used Fitts’ Law [90] to approximate the cost of finding the widget based on its five different positions on the screen. Based on our model and prior work, we developed five testable hypotheses. We conducted a between-subjects user study with $N = 120$ participants. We evaluated the impact of the position of QHW on search behaviour.

Of our five hypotheses, we found partial support for three.

H1 As the length of the to-be-reissued query increases, a user will be more likely to reissue the query via the QHW.

H2 If the number of queries to check in the QHW increases, the likelihood of users using the QHW increases as its distance to the starting point decreases.

H5 A user’s attention span follows a F-shaped gaze pattern.

For the remaining two hypotheses—considering the relationship of the distance of QHW to the starting point and the widget’s usage (H3), as well as the impact of typing speed on QHW’s usage (H4)—we observed trends aligned with our hypotheses. However, those trends were not statistically significant. Our empirical study therefore did not provide support for them.

Overall we argue that we successfully developed a position-aware interaction model of search behaviour. We did find that widget positioning plays a role and changes a user’s search behaviour, and thus position matters—and should be incorporated into formal interaction models. Our model is purposefully simple and does not capture every possible facet of user interaction with a SERP and its widgets. Several additions and modifications can be made.

Generalisation We focused on a simplified use case of a single widget (the QHW). However, a modern search interface often contains multiple complex widgets simultaneously. Therefore, we aim to extend our work by creating user interaction models for more complex decisions pertaining to other widgets.

Cognitive effort Currently, our model ignores the cognitive cost of typing a query or looking for a query from a list present in the QHW. Modelling cognitive costs is not trivial and depends on, amongst other factors, the search phase the user is currently in, a user’s prior knowledge—and task difficulty.
4.7. Conclusions

**Layout and Graphics** We have assumed that only the location of the QHW and QB impact the cost of finding these widgets. However, it has been shown that during web navigation, there is a difference between ease of finding a graphical widget (e.g., a shopping basket in an e-commerce website or a search box) versus one that is textual (e.g., various text hyperlinks in navigation menus) \[115, 130\]. The graphical properties of these widgets, like size, shape, colour, and highlights, can also impact the efficiency in finding links and widgets \[115, 131, 212, 270\]. They likely provide certain cues \[61\] that users latch onto.

**Usability and Aesthetics** Based on our current model, a widget that takes 90% of the SERP would be straightforward for a user to find. However, it would also make the whole user experience unpleasant at best. Therefore, modelling user interactions with multiple widgets could help us strike a balance to optimise the complete user experience. Prior work focusing on developing aesthetic measures (i.e., based on colour and symmetry) for widgets can also help develop a more nuanced model \[195, 316\].

**Input Devices** Our model assumes that the user interacts with a search engine in a standard browser, using a mouse and keyboard. However, this is not always the case. Extending our model to other types of interfaces like mobile and voice search (building on existing work \[139\]) is another interesting research venue to explore in future work.
The creation of relevance assessments by human assessors (often nowadays crowdworkers) is a vital step when building IR test collections. Prior work has investigated assessor quality and behaviour, as well as tooling to support assessors in their tasks. We have a few insights, though, into the impact of a document’s presentation modality on assessor efficiency and effectiveness. Given the rise of voice-based interfaces, we investigated whether it is feasible for assessors to judge the relevance of text documents via a voice-based interface. We ran a user study (n = 49) on a crowdsourcing platform where participants judged the relevance of short and long documents—sampled from the TREC Deep Learning corpus—presented to them either in the text or voice modality. We found that: (i) participants were equally accurate in their judgements across both the text and voice modality; (ii) with increased document length, it took participants significantly longer (for documents of length > 120 words, it took almost twice as much time) to make relevance judgements in the voice condition; and (iii) the ability of assessors to ignore stimuli that are not relevant (i.e., inhibition) impacted the assessment quality in the voice modality—assessors with higher inhibition were significantly more accurate than those with lower inhibition. Our results indicate that we can reliably leverage the voice modality as a means to effectively collect relevance labels from crowdworkers.

This chapter is based on the following paper:

5. Voice Modality and Relevance Judgment

5.1. Introduction

Document relevance assessments by human assessors—with respect to a given set of information needs—is a vital step in the building of an IR test collection [125, 254]. Depending on the corpus, documents are represented in a variety of forms—including text (the most common form at TREC), images [75, 190], or videos [98, 167]. Prior work have investigated assessor quality, their behaviour, and tooling to support assessors—most often in the context of text documents [11, 142, 228, 245, 246]. Given the prevalent nature of text corpora, we continue in this vein and focus on an aspect that has received little attention so far: the presentation modality of the text documents during the judging process.

Thanks to the development of voice-based conversational search systems, people have become accustomed to being presented search results that are read out to them, an approach that is very different from the presentation of text on-screen. We posit that by utilising such audio-based devices, we can increase the scope for collecting relevance judgements for text documents in a number of ways. For example, assessors can contribute by judging documents on their smartphones [7, 287], if they have visual impairments [224, 290, 319], or if they come from a low-resource background [9, 224].

Two important aspects of collecting relevance judgements are: (i) the quality of assessments [245]; and (ii) the time taken by assessors to make their judgements [257]. Since relevance judgements are used to train and evaluate Learning to Rank (LtR) systems, the quality of judgements impacts the effectiveness of such systems [66, 307]. The time taken by assessors to judge relevance may not only affect the quality of judgements, but also contribute to the cost of building (and maintaining) test collections. NIST assessors [71, 72] and crowdworkers [8, 144] are often paid by their time spent on a task (e.g., as on Prolific). The longer it takes assessors to judge, the costlier it becomes. There are a number of factors—not limited to topic difficulty [74, 245], document familiarity [246], or relevance judgement session length [246]—that have been shown to affect the quality of (and the time taken for) judging relevance.

In our work, we focus on two such factors in our pursuit to examine the feasibility of using the voice modality for text-document relevance assessments: document length [91, 241, 246, 255] and an assessor’s cognitive abilities [242, 245] expressed in terms of working memory and inhibition. Our selection of factors is motivated by a range of prior work. The serial [146] and temporal [243] nature of the voice medium makes it more difficult for listeners to “skim” back and forth over a piece of information as compared to reading it on-screen [191, 306, 311]. Voice interfaces also demand greater cognitive load when compared to text interfaces for processing information [146, 253, 281]. These are exacerbated as the amount of information to be conveyed increases in size [200, 251]. Understanding how these factors affect the relevance judgement process can help us design tasks for assessors with a wide range of abilities and for different document presentation modalities. While there exists various measures for cognitive abilities, we selected two—working memory (someone’s ability to hold information in short-term memory) [78] and inhibition (someone’s ability to ignore or inhibit attention to stimuli that are not relevant) [78]—which have been shown to play an important role in speech understanding [101, 236, 261]. We posit that they will also be crucial in the relevance judgement process, especially when documents are presented in the voice modality. Taken together, we investigate the following research questions.
5.2. Related Work

RQ1 How does the modality of document presentation (text vs. voice) affect an assessor’s relevance judgement in terms of accuracy, time taken, and perceived workload?

RQ2 How does the length of documents affect assessors’ ability to judge relevance? Specifically, we look into the main effect of document length and the effect of its interplay with presentation modality.

RQ3 How do the cognitive abilities of an assessor (with respect to their working memory and inhibition) affect their ability to judge relevance? Specifically, we look into the main effect of the cognitive abilities of assessors and the effect of its interplay with the presentation modality.

To answer these questions, we conduct a quantitative user study (n = 49) on the crowdsourcing platform Prolific. Participants judged the relevance of 40 short and long documents sampled from the passage retrieval task data of the 2019 & 2020 TREC Deep Learning (DL) track [71, 72]. Our findings are summarised as follows.

- Participants judging documents presented in the voice modality are equally accurate as those judging them in the text modality.

- As documents got longer, participants judging documents in voice modality takes significantly longer than those in text modality. For documents of length greater than 120 words, the former took twice as much time with less reliable judgements.

- We also find that inhibition—or a participant’s individual ability to ignore or inhibit attention to stimuli that are not relevant—impacts relevance judgements in voice modality. Indeed, those with higher inhibition are significantly more accurate than their lower inhibition counterparts.

Overall, our results indicate that we can leverage the voice modality to effectively collect relevance labels from crowdworkers.

5.2. Related Work

5.2.1. Relevance Judgement Collection

The general approach for gathering relevance assessments for large document corpora (large enough that a full judgement of all corpus documents is not possible) was established by TREC in the early 1990s [107]. Given a set of information needs, a pooled set of documents based on the top-k results of (ideally) a wide range of retrieval runs are assessed by topic experts. This method is typically costly and does not scale up [8] once the number of information needs or k increases. In the last decade, creating test collections using crowdsourcing via platforms like Prolific or Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) have been shown to be a less costly yet reliable alternative [8, 144, 246, 318]. While the potential of crowdsourcing for more efficient relevance assessment has been acknowledged, concerns have been raised regarding its quality—as workers might be too inexperienced, lack the necessary topical expertise, or be paid an insufficient salary. In turn, these issues may lead them to completing the tasks to a low standard [134, 172, 213]. Aggregation methods (e.g., majority voting) can be used as effective countermeasures to improve the reliability of judgements [117, 126].
There are a number of factors that have been shown to affect the relevance judgement process. Scholer et al. [245] observed that participants exposed to non-relevant documents at the start of a judgement session assigned higher overall relevance scores to documents than when compared to those exposed to relevant documents. Damessie et al. [74] found that for easier topics, assessors processed documents more quickly, and spent less time overall. Document length was also shown to be an important factor for judgement reliability. Hagerty [106] found that the precision and recall of abstracts judged increased as the abstract lengths increased (30, 60, and 300 words). In a similar vein, Singhal et al. [255] observed that the likelihood of a document being judged relevant by an assessor increased with the document length. Chandar et al. [58] found that shorter documents that are easier to understand provoked higher disagreement, and that there was a weak relationship between document length and disagreement between the assessor. In terms of time spent for relevance judgement, Konstan et al. [141] and Shinoda [252] asserted that there is no significant correlation between time and document length. On the other hand, Smucker et al. [258] found participants took more time to read, as document length increased (from ~10s for 100 words, to ~25s for 1000 words).

5.2.2. Voice Modality

Voice-based crowdsourcing has been shown to be more accessible for people with visual impairments [290, 319], or those from low resource backgrounds [224]. It can also provide greater flexibility to crowdworkers by allowing them to work in brief sessions, enabling multitasking, reducing effort required to initiate tasks, and being reliable [113, 289]. However, information processing via voice is inherently different compared to when it is presented as text. The use of voice has been often shown to lead to a higher cognitive load [192, 293]. Individuals also exhibit different preferences. For example, Trippas et al. [279] observed that participants preferred longer summaries for text presentation. For voice however, shortened summaries were preferred when the queries were single-faceted. Although their study did not measure the accuracy of judgements against a ground truth, what participants considered the most relevant was similar across both conditions (text vs. voice presentation). Furthermore, the voice modality can leverage its own unique characteristics for information presentation. For instance, Chuklin et al. [64] varied the prosody features (pauses, speech rate, pitch) of sentences containing answers to factoid questions. They found that emphasising the answer phrase with a lower speaking rate and higher pitch increased the perceived level of information conveyed.

Concerning the collection of relevance assessments, Tombros and Crestani [276] found in their lab study that participants were more accurate and faster in judging relevance when the list of documents (with respect to a query) were presented as text on screen as compared to when they were read out to the participants—either in person, or via telephone. It should however be noted that this work was conducted more than two decades ago—barely ten years after the invention of the Web, when the now common voice assistants and voice-enabled devices were long to be developed.

The work closest to ours is the study by Vtyurina et al. [293], who presented crowdworkers with five results of different ranks from Google—either in text or voice modality. The asked their participants to select the two most useful results and the least useful one. The relevance judgements of participants in the text condition were observed to be
significantly more consistent with the true ranking of the results than those who were presented with five audio snippets. The ability to identify the most relevant result was however not different between the two cohorts. This study did not consider the effect of document length or cognitive abilities of participants on their relevance judgement performance, which is what we explore.

5.2.3. Cognitive Abilities
Prior work have explored how the cognitive abilities of assessors impact relevance judgements. Davidson [76] observed that openness to information—measured by a number of cognitive style variables such as open-mindedness, rigidity, and locus of control—accounted for approximately 30% of the variance in relevance assessments. Scholer et al. [245] found that assessors with a higher need for cognition (i.e., a predisposition to enjoy cognitively demanding activities) had higher agreement with expert assessors, and took longer to judge compared to their lower need for cognition counterparts. Our work focuses on working memory and inhibition.

Working Memory (WM) refers to an individual’s capacity for keeping information in short-term memory even when it is no longer perceptually present [78]. This ability plays a role in higher-level tasks, such as reading comprehension [168] and problem solving [299]. MacFarlane et al. [169] observed that participants with dyslexia—a learning disorder characterised by low working memory—judged fewer text documents as non-relevant when compared to participants without the learning disorder. They posited that it might be cognitively more demanding to identify text documents as non-relevant for the cohort with dyslexia. With regards to processing speech, High WM has also been shown to be helpful in adapting to distortion of speech signals caused by background noise [101]. Rudner et al. [236] and Stenbäck [261] observed high WM individuals perceived less effort while recognising speech from noise.

Inhibition (IN) refers to the capacity to regulate attention, behaviour, thoughts, and/or emotions by overriding internal impulses or external ‘lure’—and maintaining focus on what is appropriate or needed [78]. To our knowledge, prior studies have not investigated the effect of IN on the relevance assessment process. High IN has been shown to help in speech recognition, especially in adverse conditions like the presence of background noise [261, 262].

A significant number of prior work have explored various aspects related to the process of relevance assessment. This work however considers the novel effect of document length and the cognitive abilities of assessors to explore the utility of the voice modality with regards to judging relevance.

5.3. Methodology
To address our three research questions outlined in §5.1, we conducted a crowdsourced user study. The study participants were asked to judge the relevance of Query/Passage (Q/P) pairings, where passages were presented either in the form of text (i.e., a piece of text) or voice (i.e., an audio clip). In our study, passage presentation modality is a between-subjects variable. We also controlled the length of passages; this is a within-subjects variable to ensure that participants judged passages of varying lengths. The independent variables
working memory and inhibition allow us to estimate the impact of the cognitive abilities of the participants on the accuracy of their judgements, time taken and perceived workload.

### 5.3.1. Study Overview

Figure 5.1 presents a high-level overview of the user study design. The diagram highlights the main tasks that study participants undertook. Lasting approximately 32 minutes for text and 40 minutes for voice, the study consisted of four main parts: (i) the pre-task survey; (ii) the cognitive ability tests; (iii) the judgements; and (iv) the post-task survey.

After agreeing to the terms of the study, participants completed a pre-task survey. This survey included demographics questions, including questions about their familiarity with voice assistants—as reported in §5.3.6. Participants would then move onto two psychometric tests; as outlined in §5.3.3, these tests measured their cognitive abilities with respect to working memory and inhibition. Participants undertook a short practice task to help them familiarise themselves with the interface for each test.

After the psychometric tests, participants moved to the main part of the study: judging Q/P pairings. The experimental system first assigned the participants to either text or voice randomly (§5.3.4). Based on the assigned condition, participants then judged a total of 42 Q/P pairings presented to them in a random order to mitigate the effect of topic ordering [245, 246]—40 were selected from the 2019 and 2020 TREC Deep Learning (DL) track, and the remaining two acted as a sanity check (SC). The 40 passages belonged to different answer length buckets (§5.3.2). Finally, the participants would be taken to the post-task survey.

---

1Note that circles refer to superimposed labels on the illustration in Figure 5.1.
5.3. Methodology

5.3.2. Query/Passage Pairings

As mentioned, we obtained the Q/P pairings from the 2019 and 2020 TREC DL track—specifically the passage retrieval task [71, 72, 171]. The test partition of the datasets contain 43 and 54 natural language queries with passages that are judged by NIST assessors. Using a graded relevance scale, passages for each query were judged by assessors as: (i) perfectly relevant when the passage is dedicated to the query, containing an exact answer; (ii) related when the passage appears somewhat related to the query, but does not answer it completely; or (iii) non-relevant, when the passage has nothing to do with the provided query [71, 72]. We note that an additional relevance category exists (highly relevant). However, we ignore judgements of this category in our work (similar to [144]) in order to have a clear distinction between the different categories.

Sampling Procedure  From the available test queries, we sampled 40 (due to budget constraints). As RQ2 states we are interested in how passage length affects assessments, we next determined five different buckets of passage length: from very short to very long (more details follow below). We randomly assigned the 40 queries to these five buckets, leading to eight queries per passage length bucket. For each query, we sampled three passages from the QRELs, with the additional condition that the sampled passages must fall into the query’s passage length bucket: one perfectly relevant, one related, and one non-relevant passage. And thus, each bucket contains 24 passages pertaining to eight queries. Table 5.1 demonstrates three Q/P examples, each coming from a different length bucket.

Sanity Check (SC)  We also created two additional Q/P pairings to act as a sanity checks in order to perform quality control of the relevance judgements by our participants, as suggested by Scholer et al. [246]. We did not consider the SC Q/P pairs in our data analysis.

Judgements per Participant  We presented all our participants with the same set of 40 queries + 2 SC queries in order to mitigate effects arising due to differences in queries [74]. Each participant judged one randomly sampled passage—out of the three available ones—for each of the 40 queries (ignoring the SC queries). We thus collected relevance judgements on a total of 40 × 3 = 120 Q/P pairs. Each participant judged 13 passages per QREL.

Passage Length Buckets  To add more detail to our passage length bucketing procedure, we chose five types of length buckets: XS (Very Short); S (Small); M (Medium); L (Long); and XL (Very Long). They corresponded to the 0–5, 5–50, 50–75, 75–99 and 99+%ile of the lengths of all judged passages of the 97 test queries in our TREC-DL datasets. We selected the percentiles to have a range of 20 to 30 words per passage length bucket. The concrete word ranges for each passage length bucket can be found in Table 5.2.

---

2The sanity check questions were: (i) Who was the lead vocalist of Queen?, with the answer passage being perfectly relevant; and (ii) What is the difference between powerlifting and weightlifting?, with the answer passage being non-relevant.

3The list of collected Q/P pairs are available here.
Table 5.1: Examples of Query/Passage (Q/P) pairs for different passage length categories. The (Qid) is taken from the TREC datasets. We also provide links to [audio] clips of the respective passages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passage Length</th>
<th>Query (Qid)</th>
<th>Ground Truth Relevance &amp; Passage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Short (XS)</td>
<td>What metal are hip replacements made of? (877809)</td>
<td>RELEVANT Some prosthesis, like hip and knee joints made of cobalt chrome, contain some trace of nickel and for patients with allergies to this may have to go with Titanium joints. <a href="#">Audio</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (S)</td>
<td>Who has the highest career passer rating in the nfl? (1056416)</td>
<td>SOMEWHAT-RELEVANT Wilson is the only quarterback in NFL history to post a 100-plus passer rating in each of his first two seasons, and he’s already won a Super Bowl. Dan Marino is really the only quarterback you could argue was better out of the gate. <a href="#">Audio</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long (L)</td>
<td>What is the appearance of granulation tissue? (1133579)</td>
<td>NON-RELEVANT The protective outer layer of the plant. Everything needs skin, or at least some sort of a covering, for plants, it’s a system of dermal tissue. Which covers the outside of a plant and it protects the plant in a variety of ways. Dermal tissue called epidermis is made up of live parenchyma cells in the non-woody parts of plants. Epidermal cells can secrete a wax-coated substance on leaves and stems, which becomes the cuticle. Dermal tissue that is made up of dead parenchyma cells is what makes up the outer bark in woody plants. <a href="#">Audio</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**From Text Passage to Audio Clip** We processed the passages to remove any unwanted punctuation, leading and trailing whitespace, and corrected a few spelling errors. These cleaning steps were necessary as we did not want the participants to be distracted by unclean text, and to create legible audio clips for the voice interface. We used Amazon Polly—an open-source text to speech system with an array of options for language and voice types—to generate the audio clips for the voice results. Specifically, we chose Matthew, a male US English voice, with a speed of 95% as the authors unanimously agreed that this particular setting (among other evaluated voice options) had the clearest pronunciation, in particular of difficult words that might appear in the passages. Lastly, we ran a pilot study (n = 5) where participants were asked to rate the pace, accent, and length of our generated

---

4https://aws.amazon.com/polly/

5Difficult words in this context include words from languages other than English (e.g., “...and include Gruyère, Emmental, Tête De Moine, Sbrinz...”), words specific to a domain (e.g., “...the manubrium, sternabrae, and xiphoid cartilage.”), etc.
audio clips on a seven-point scale. They reported an average score of 6.3, confirming the high quality of the audio clips for our task. Table 5.2 shows the minimum, maximum, and average length of the audio clips in seconds for the passages belonging to the five length buckets.

### 5.3.3. Cognitive Ability Tests

In order to measure the cognitive abilities of our participants with relation to judging the presented Q/P pairings, we chose two established psychometric tests that examine both an individual’s working memory and their inhibition. Prior work [101, 236, 261] has shown that working memory and inhibition play an important role in speech understanding.

#### Working Memory

To measure working memory capacity, we used the *Operation-word-SPAN (OSPA*N test) [280] that has also been used in prior *Interactive IR (IIR)* work [62]. The OSPAN test measures an individual’s ability to recall letters displayed in sequence, while concurrently completing simple secondary tasks. Participants completed eight trials of varying lengths. During each trial, participants were shown a sequence of 3 – 7 letters, and were then asked to recall the letters in their original order from a grid display. Additionally, during each trial, participants completed simple mathematical problems between each letter shown in sequence (e.g., “is 8+6=15?”). The final score was equal to the sum of sequence lengths of all trials perfectly recalled. A higher score in the OSPAN test indicates a participant’s greater ability to hold information (the letter sequence in correct order) in short-term memory when it is no longer perceptually present.

#### Inhibition

To measure inhibition, we used the *Stroop test* which was first introduced in 1935 [263]. As an example, the Stroop test has been used to measure inhibitory attention control in learning [96, 129] and speech processing [261]. We used a computerised version of the test that was also used in the IIR study undertaken by Arguello and Choi [14]. During the Stroop test, participants were shown a sequence of words indicating one of four colours: red, green, yellow, or blue. Some of the words displayed are congruent (e.g., the word “blue” displayed in blue font), and others are incongruent (e.g., the word “blue” displayed in red font). For each word, participants had to indicate the *font colour* of the word as quickly

---

6Audio clips for all the passages are released [here](#).
Participants provide their judgement of the passage here

Figure 5.2: Composition screenshot of both the text and voice interfaces used by participants for judging query-passage pairs. Circled numbers correspond to the same in the narrative, found in §5.3.4.

as possible by clicking on the correct option presented as a list (the trial continued until the correct colour was chosen). Participants had to complete 48 correct trials (similar to the study by Arguello and Choi [14]), of which 24 are congruent and 24 are incongruent. The final score is equal to the participant’s average response time (in milliseconds) for the incongruent trials, minus the average response time for the congruent trials. Response times are typically slower for the incongruent trials, an effect referred to as the Stroop effect. Lower scores are better for the Stroop test, with higher scores indicating a greater difficulty in focusing on the relevant stimulus (the colour of the word) and ignoring the non-relevant stimulus (the word itself).

5.3.4. Assessor Interface

Our study interface is shown in Figure 5.2, as a composition of both the text and voice interfaces. The text-specific components are highlighted in blue; voice-specific ones in orange. For each Q/P pairing they were required to judge, participants were presented with a static query box 1 which could not be altered; it displayed the query for which the participant was to judge the passage for. Only one passage was shown 2; depending on the condition, this was either presented as text (for text), or a series of buttons to control the audio clip (for voice). In the case of voice, the participant had to press the Play Answer button to listen to the audio clip. They could also pause and restart the audio clip by pressing the Pause Answer and Restart Answer buttons respectively.

Once they had read or listened to the answer passage, participants then moved to the underlying form located at 3 to provide their judgement of the passage. Participants could choose between ‘Relevant’, ‘Somewhat relevant’, ‘Non relevant’, and ‘I do not know’. We included the final option to ensure that participants were not forced to make a relevance decision in the case that they were not sure as it has been shown that assessors are not always certain of their judgements [2]. We did not provide the participants with the option to skip parts of the audio clip or adjust the speed. Certain checks were in place to ensure reliability of relevance judgements of participants, in addition to the two SC pairings as outlined in §5.3.2. For text, the form for marking relevance 3 appeared after five seconds. For voice, the form for marking relevance 3 appeared after 50% of the audio clip had been played. Participants could also proceed to judge the next query/passage pair by clicking the Next Query button 4 which was enabled only after a participant made their judgement. Once participants moved on to the next pairing, they could not go back to revise earlier judgements. No time limit was imposed on participants during the judging process.
5.3. **Methodology**

5.3.5. **Outcome Measures**
In addition to the use of the two psychometric tests outlined in §5.3.3, we used interaction logging apparatus and additional surveys to capture both behavioural and experience data respectively.

**Measuring Participant Behaviours** We added the JavaScript library LogUI [182] into our web-based judgement interface; it allowed us to capture a variety of different behaviours and events such as: (i) when the page was loaded; (ii) clicks on the form to record the judgement made by a participant; and (iii) clicks on the Play/Pause/Restart buttons (for voice). From these events, we could compute the amount of time taken for an individual to make a judgement—that is, from when the page loaded (showing the query/passage pairing) to when the Next Query button was clicked (Figure 5.2). In turn, this allowed us to compute the time per relevance judgement, as reported in our results.

**Measuring Participant Experiences** After completing the relevance judgements, participants completed the post-task survey. Participants were asked about their perceived workload based only on their perceived experiences of the relevance judgement tasks. To measure workload, we used five questions from the raw NASA TLX survey, as proposed by Hart and Staveland [108]. This instrument has been used (in slightly different forms) in several prior IIR studies (e.g., [14, 16, 232]). The five selected questions from the NASA TLX are designed to measure perceived: (i) mental demand; (ii) effort; (iii) temporal demand; (iv) frustration; and (iv) performance. We omitted the ‘physical demand’ question from the survey as it was not relevant to our task. Participants responded to the five NASA TLX questions using a seven-point scale (from “poor” to “good” for performance and from “low” to “high” for the remaining four).

**Measuring Participant Performance** We also computed the accuracy of our participants in the relevance judgement tasks. Accuracy was calculated in terms of how many Q/P pairs participants judged correctly—that is, their relevance judgement matching the ground truth from the QRELs. We also aggregated relevance judgements of participants on each Q/P pairing based on majority voting, as done by Kutlu et al. [144] to observe if collective judgements are more accurate. We used Krippendorff’s alpha (α) to measure inter-annotator agreement (as used by Damessie et al. [74]). Lastly, we calculated Cohen’s kappa (κ) [17, 29, 56] which measures the agreement of judgements with ground truths by considering chance.

5.3.6. **Participant Demographics**
We conducted an a-priori power analysis using G-power [88] to determine the minimum sample size required to test our RQs. The results indicated that the required sample size—to achieve 95% power for detecting an effect of 0.25, with two groups (modality) and five measurements (passage length)—is 46. As such, we recruited 50 participants from the Prolific platform. We disqualified one participant as they failed to correctly judge our sanity check Q/P pairs (§5.3.2). Our n = 49 (25 for text, 24 for voice) participants were

---

7 This was also done in prior studies, such as the study reported by Vtyurina et al. [293]
native English speakers, with a 98% approval rate on the platform—a minimum of 250 prior successful task submissions, and self-declared as having no issues in seeing colour. Participants were required to use a desktop/laptop device in order to control for variables that might affect results of the Stroop and OSPAN tests on other (smaller) devices. From our participants, 22 identified as female, 24 as male, with 3 declining to disclose this information. The mean age of our participants was 38 (min. 22, max. 69). With respect to the highest completed education level, 28 possessed a Bachelors (or equivalent), nine has a Masters (or equivalent), ten had a high school degree, and two had a PhD (or equivalent). We also asked participants how often they used a smart speaker to search for information, and listening to the provided answer—to which 13 reported daily usage, 20 said usage on a weekly basis, and 16 said never. Participants were paid GBP £11/hour.

5.4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents the results of our experiments pertaining to our three RQs. First, we provide details on the statistical tests we conducted, and how we utilised the cognitive ability tests to divide participants into low- and high-ability groups.

Statistical Tests For our analyses, we conducted a series of independent sample t-tests with Bonferroni correction ($\alpha = 0.05$) to observe if the modality of presentation has a significant effect on our dependent variables—accuracy of relevance judgements, the time taken to judge, and the perceived workload (RQ1). We also conducted a series of mixed factorial ANOVA tests (where modality of presentation is a between-subjects variable, and passage length is a within subjects variable) to observe if presentation modality, passage length, or the interaction between them have a significant effect on accuracy of relevance judgement and time taken (RQ2). Lastly, we conducted a series of three-way ANOVA tests to observe if the two user dispositions—working memory and inhibition—or their interaction with modality of presentation have a significant effect on the three dependent variables (RQ3). For RQ2 and RQ3, we followed up the ANOVA with pairwise Tukey tests with Bonferroni correction ($\alpha = 0.05$) to observe where significant differences lay. In the case where no significant difference was observed between the two conditions, we used equivalence testing between conditions through the two one-sided t-tests (TOST) procedure. The upper and lower bounds for the TOST was set at 7.5% ($-\Delta L = \Delta U = 7.5$) for accuracy, as Xu et al. [307] observed that LtR models were robust to errors of up to 10% in the dataset (we used 7.5% for conservativeness). For each scale of NASA-TLX, we set $-\Delta L = \Delta U = 2.04$, following Lee et al. [152], who used a bound of ±18 on a 100-point NASA TLX. For our seven-point scale, it translates to ±2.08 according to the formula of Hertzum [112].

Cognitive Ability Scores and High vs. Low Ability Groups To examine the effect of a participant’s cognitive abilities on relevance judgement accuracy (RQ3), we performed a median split of the scores obtained by the participants in the OSPAN (min. 0, max. 50, mean = 25.4(±12), median = 22) and Stroop test (min. = −300, max. = 650, mean = 171.25(±184), median = 170) respectively. The mean scores of our participants for working memory and inhibition were within one standard deviation of the reference mean scores as reported

---

8 All data and code pertaining to our analyses are released.
Table 5.3: RQ1: Effect of modality of passage presentation on accuracy of relevance judgement, time taken per judgement in seconds and perceived workload (IV-VIII) per participant. We also report Krippendorff’s $\kappa$ and Cohen’s $\kappa$ for accuracy. † indicates significant difference in between the two conditions according to independent sample t-test. * indicates the corresponding metric is equivalent for both conditions based on the TOST procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>text</th>
<th>voice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I Accuracy</td>
<td>68.40 (±9.15)%</td>
<td>65.94 (±8.56)%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha, \kappa$</td>
<td>0.41, 0.61</td>
<td>0.37, 0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Majority Voting Acc.</td>
<td>79.1%</td>
<td>75.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa$</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III Time/Rel. Judge. (sec.)</td>
<td>17.56 (±9.08)</td>
<td>29.54 (±7.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV Mental demand*</td>
<td>4.68 (±1.60)</td>
<td>4.83 (±1.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V Effort*</td>
<td>4.88 (±1.88)</td>
<td>4.00 (±1.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI Temporal Demand*</td>
<td>4.04 (±1.86)</td>
<td>3.08 (±1.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII Frustration†</td>
<td>3.96 (±2.07)</td>
<td>1.83 (±0.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII Performance†</td>
<td>4.16 (±1.93)</td>
<td>5.67 (±0.70)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4.1. RQ1: Modality of Passage Presentation

Table 5.3 presents the main results for RQ1. There was no significant difference in judgement accuracy (row I, Table 5.3) between participants in text and those in voice ($t(47) = 0.97, p = 0.33$). TOST revealed that accuracy of judgements across both conditions were equivalent ($p = 0.02$). The inter-annotator agreement ($\alpha$) was slightly higher in text. When using majority voting to aggregate relevance judgements (on average we had eight judgements per Q/P pair in each condition), we found that the accuracy increased from 68% and 66% to 79% and 76% respectively for text and voice (II, Table 5.3). This observation is in line with prior work [144], which shows that aggregating judgements from several assessors is more reliable than a single untrained assessor. Cohen’s $\kappa$ also increased with majority voting for both experimental conditions, indicating an increase in judgement reliability. Participants also showed similar trends of relevance judgement accuracy per relevance label category for both experimental conditions. As shown in Figure 5.3, participants in both conditions were most accurate in judging ‘relevant’ passages (in line with findings by Alonso and Mizzaro [8]), followed by ‘non-relevant’ passages. ‘Somewhat relevant’ passages were most difficult to judge as participants in both conditions judged them correctly about half the time. With respect to the time taken to judge (III, Table 5.3), judgements in text were made significantly faster ($t(47) = -4.93, p < 0.001$) than in voice.

In terms of workload measured using NASA-TLX, there was no significant difference in [14], validating our methodology. Participants were thus divided into a high- and low-ability group for each of working memory (based on OSPAN test scores) and inhibition (based on Stroop test scores). Note that for inhibition, a low test score indicates high ability. Prior studies have also analysed the effects of different cognitive abilities by dividing participants into low/high ability groups using a median split [3, 14, 62, 245].
in averages between the two cohorts in terms of perceived mental demand, effort, and temporal demand (IV-VI, Table 5.3). The TOST procedure revealed equivalent scores ($p < 0.05$) provided by participants for these three items of the NASA-TLX scale. For the other dimensions of NASA-TLX questionnaire, participants in text reported they felt significantly more frustrated (VII, Table 5.3) while performing the task than those in voice ($t(47) = 4.69, p < 0.001$). Participants in voice also reported significantly higher perceived performance (VIII, Table 5.3) when compared to the former ($t(47) = −3.60, p < 0.001$).

Overall, we found that participants listening to voice passages were equally accurate to their text counterparts. Vtyurina et al. [293] also observed that the probability of participants to identify the most relevant document was the same for both text and voice conditions. However, the authors implemented a different task design to ours. Their participants were presented with a list of results, and were significantly better at identifying the correct order of relevance when the summaries were presented in text modality. Insofar as to acknowledging the difference in task design, our observations with regards to the accuracy of participants with respect to relevance judgements across modalities are found to be partially in line with those of Vtyurina et al. [293]. We also observed that voice participants perceived a lower or equal workload when compared to those of text, in contrast to the other study’s findings [293]. This can be attributed to their study setup. Contrary to ours, their presentation modality was a within-subjects variable. Our results indicate the proficiency of participants with both modalities for the given design of the task.

### 5.4.2. RQ2: Passage Length

Table 5.4 presents results related to RQ2. Like modality of presentation, passage length or its interaction with presentation modality did not have a significant effect on the relevance judgement accuracy (comparing rows Ia and Ib, Table 5.4). The TOST procedure revealed that for XS ($p = 0.01$) and L ($p = 0.001$) passages, judgement accuracy was equivalent across both conditions. Aggregating judgements via majority voting increased relevance judgement accuracy across all passage lengths for both text and voice conditions (comparing...
Table 5.4: RQ2: Effects of passage length and presentation modality on accuracy of relevance judgements (with Krippendorff’s α, Cohen’s κ) and time taken. A bold number indicates that the metric for the corresponding presentation modality is significantly more than that for the other modality for the particular passage length. \(x_{S,M,L,XL}\) indicates significant difference (within the same experimental condition) compared to XS, S, M, L, XL passage lengths. * indicates equivalence between the two conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Passage Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>XS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Accuracy (%)</td>
<td>text</td>
<td>66.7(±19.0)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>α, κ</td>
<td>0.37, 0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>voice</td>
<td>67.7(±21.9)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>α, κ</td>
<td>0.39, 0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Maj. Voting Acc. (%)</td>
<td>text</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>κ</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>voice</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>κ</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III Time Taken (sec.)</td>
<td>text</td>
<td>14.11(±6.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>voice</td>
<td>17.3(±5.0)(^{m,l})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
rows Ia-IIa and Ib-Ib, Table 5.4). However, for XL passages (IIa-IIb, Table 5.4), the difference in accuracy after majority voting was more than 10% (with text being more accurate). We also observed a higher difference in Cohen’s $\kappa$ and Krippendorff’s $\alpha$ for XL passages between the text and voice conditions. These results indicated a higher inter-annotator agreement and reliability of judgements for text compared to participants in voice with regards to XL passages.

With respect to the time taken for judging, we have already seen (Section 5.4.1) that presentation modality significantly affected the time to judge. Mixed factorial ANOVA showed that passage length had a significant main effect ($F = 21.6, p = 3.3e^{-15}$) on the time taken to assess. A post-hoc test revealed a significant difference in the time taken to judge of the following pairs of passage lengths (with the latter passage length category taking more time): XS–M ($p = 0.02$), XS–L ($p < 0.001$), XS–XL ($p < 0.001$), S–XL ($p < 0.001$) and M–XL ($p = 0.001$). There was also a significant interaction effect between passage length and presentation modality on the amount of time taken. Pairwise Tukey test revealed that except for XS passages, judging relevance in voice took significantly longer for participants as compared to doing the same in text (bold numbers, row III, Table 5.5). In voice (IIIb, Table 5.5), it took participants significantly longer to judge relevance, as passages (audio clips) increased in length. Superscripts (in Table 5.4) indicate which pairs of passage length were significantly different in voice in terms of time taken per judgement.

In summary, we did not observe a significant difference in relevance judgement accuracy across different passage lengths in both conditions. We observed judging relevance of XS passages was equivalent in terms of accuracy and time taken across both text and voice. However, for XL passages, relevance judgements in text were more reliable (indicated by majority voting accuracy, $\alpha$ and $\kappa$ when compared to that in voice). There was no clear trend between passage length and assessor agreement observed in contrast to findings from [58], possibly due to differences in the type of documents assessed. Although it took longer on average to judge a lengthier passage in text, there was no significant difference in terms of the time taken to judge relevance of different passage lengths (a similar trend as observed in [141, 252]). For longer passages, participants in voice took significantly longer to judge relevance than in text. For XL passages, we found that participants were taking twice as long in voice when compared to text.

Why does it take longer for participants to judge longer passages in the voice condition? In order to control for confounding variables, we did not let participants speed up the audio clips, nor did we provide them with a seeker bar to skip ahead. We found evidence that participants moved on to the next Q/P pairing as soon as they were satisfied with their assessment. Indeed, they did not wait for the audio clip to finish playing before moving on to the next Q/P pair for longer passages (Figure 5.4 (a)). We also let participants mark the relevance of a passage in voice only after 50% of the audio clip had been played (Section 5.3.1). However, as seen from Figure 5.4 (b), participants took longer to judge relevance (rather than right at the 50% mark). For XL passages, it was at the 66% of the audio clip on average. This suggests that it indeed took more time for participants in voice compared to text to assimilate the information and come to a judgement decision for longer passages.
5.4.3. RQ3: Assessor Cognitive Abilities

Table 5.5 contains the results for our third research question. Here, ✓ indicates a significant effect ($p < 0.05$) on the particular dependent variable, and ✗ indicates no significant effect.

None of the independent variables—modality of passage presentation (PM), working memory (WM), and inhibition (IN)—had a significant main effect on judgement accuracy. The interaction between the IN of participants and presentation modality (IN x PM) had a significant effect on the accuracy ($F = 4.89, p = 0.03$). Pairwise Tukey test revealed that in voice participants with higher IN performed significantly better than those with lower IN (70.5 ± 7.2% vs. 59.5 ± 4.8%). The post-hoc test ($p = 0.01$) also revealed participants with low IN performed significantly better in text than those in voice (70.0 ± 9.5% vs. 59.5 ± 4.8%). We found significant main effects of PM on the time taken to judge relevance ($F = 22.17, p < 0.001$), reaffirming findings from Section 5.4.1 and Section 5.4.2.

With respect to the perceived workload, working memory had significant main effects on perceived temporal demand ($F = 7.88, p = 0.01$). A post-hoc test ($p < 0.001$) revealed that participants with high WM reported significantly less temporal demand as compared to those with low WM (2.5 ± 1.3 vs. 4.6 ± 1.7 respectively). IN also had significant main effects on perceived temporal demand ($F = 7.4, p = 0.01$). A post-hoc test ($p < 0.001$) revealed that participants with high IN reported significantly less temporal demand as compared to those with low IN (2.74 ± 1.4 vs. 4.59 ± 1.9, respectively). Presentation modality had significant main effects on perceived frustration ($F = 8.36, p = 0.008$) and performance ($F = 5.83, p = 0.02$)—confirming observations from Section 5.4.1—with participants in voice reporting a lower workload. Lastly, the interaction between WM and presentation modality (WM x PM) had a significant effect on perceived effort for the task ($F = 5.1, p = 0.03$). Post-hoc tests revealed that participants with high WM felt that judging using text required significantly more effort when compared to those in voice ($p = 0.001$).

In summary, we found that IN is a more important trait than WM, specifically for
Table 5.5: RQ3: Summary of main effects of Presentation Modality (PM), Working Memory (WM), Inhibition (IN), and effects of the interaction of WM and IN with PM on accuracy of relevance judgement, time taken, and perceived workload. A ✓ indicates significant effect of a 3-way ANOVA test ($p < 0.05$) on the particular dependent variables and ✗ indicates no significant effect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PM</th>
<th>WM</th>
<th>IN</th>
<th>WM×PM</th>
<th>IN×PM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I Accuracy</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F = 4.89</td>
<td>p = 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Time Taken</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(sec.)</td>
<td>F = 22.17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III Mental</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV Effort</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = 5.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p = 0.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V Temporal</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand</td>
<td>F = 7.88</td>
<td>F = 7.39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p = 0.01</td>
<td>p = 0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI Frustration</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = 8.36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p = 0.008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII Performance</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F = 5.83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p = 0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.5. Conclusions

relevance judgement accuracy in the voice modality. Low IN participants in the voice condition were less accurate—since we did not control for the audio device of the participants, and consequently not for the background noise they were subjected to, low IN participants in voice were less effective in focusing on the passages while judging relevance [261, 262]. We leave exploring the effect of background noise as future work. In our study, the interplay between cognitive abilities and modality of presentation on perceived workload had different effects. High IN and WM participants felt less temporal demand. High WM in text felt more perceived effort compared to those in voice. Our results imply that we should design tasks for collecting relevance assessments to match the preference and abilities of crowdworkers [9, 206].

5.5. Conclusions

We explored the feasibility of using voice as a modality to collect relevance judgements of query-passage pairs. We investigated the effect of passage length and the cognitive abilities of participants on judgement accuracy, the time taken, and perceived workload.

RQ1 On average, the relevance judgement accuracy was equivalent across both text and voice. Participants also perceived equal or less workload in voice when compared to text.

RQ2 For XS passages, the performance and time taken for relevance judgements was equivalent between both voice and text. As passages increased in length, it took participants significantly longer to make relevance judgements in the voice condition; for XL passages voice, participants took twice as much time and the judgements were less reliable compared to text.

RQ3 Inhibition impacted the relevance judgement accuracy in the voice condition—participants with higher inhibition were significantly more accurate than those with lower inhibition.

Our results from RQ1 suggest that we can leverage the voice modality for this task. RQ2 points to the possibility of designing hybrid tasks, where we can use the voice modality for judging shorter passages and text for longer passages. The results of RQ3 showed that selecting the right participants for the relevance judgement task is important. We should be mindful to personalise the task to match the preference and abilities of crowdworkers [9, 206].

Future Work There are several open questions for future work. We did not provide participants with the option to speed-up voice passages—does letting them speed-up or skip passage parts reduce time for longer passages without reducing accuracy? We also did not test the limit of length—how long can documents be for equal accuracy in the text and voice modality? Future work should also explore mobile devices for playing voice passages—can we collect relevance judgements by offering more flexibility to crowdworkers? Lastly, since asking to provide rationales for judgements has been shown to improve relevance judgement accuracy of crowdworkers in the text modality [144], exploring the effects of rationale in voice-based relevance judgements should be a worthwhile endeavour.
In this thesis, we conducted four studies to deepen our understanding of user interactions with Information Retrieval (IR) systems on four different aspects of Interactive Information Retrieval (IIR)—(i) effect of Search Engine Results Page (SERP) layout and task complexity on user interactions; (ii) the influence of learning tools on user interaction and learning outcomes during a learning-oriented search process; (iii) modelling user interaction; and (iv) effect of document modality on the collection of relevance judgments. In this chapter, first, we summarise our main findings from the four chapters of our thesis, where we revisit our broad research questions and provide several potential future work directions that follow directly from those research questions. In the second part, we discuss the broader directions of future work in IIR.

6.1. (Re)-examining User Interactions

In Chapter 2, we looked into the effect of SERP layout and task complexity on user interactions. As the SERP layout of search systems has evolved considerably over the last decade, in this chapter, we looked into to what extent user search behaviour has changed during this time. We reproduced the experimental setup of prior two studies—Arguello et al. [16] (published in 2012) as well as Siu and Chaparro [256] (published in 2014)—that both investigated how the presence or absence of heterogeneous content, the layout of the SERP (list vs. grid), and task complexity influence user interactions on the SERP. Specifically, we examined how many of the eight observations from the two studies still hold today (2022). To this end, we asked,

**B-RQ1**: How do the layout of the SERP and the complexity of the task at hand affect user interaction? To what extent has user interaction with web search engines changed in the last ten years?

To answer **B-RQ1**, we conducted a user study with 41 participants where the layout of the SERP and task complexity were the primary dependent variables. We experimented with four different SERP layouts and four different levels of task complexity. We found
that both SERP layout and task complexity significantly affected various aspects of user interaction with web search results. Firstly, we observed that participants had significantly more clicks on web results when they were present in the list layout as compared to the grid layout of the SERP. This observation was contrary to what [256] observed in their work. Secondly, participants interacted more with web results as the task became more complex, partially in line with observations from [16, 256]. Thirdly, we observed significantly more interactions with image results for the simpler Remember tasks compared to the more complex analyse or Understand tasks contrary to what [16] observed. Lastly, we did not find significant differences in how users perceived the different SERP layouts regarding usability, aesthetics, etc. This observation was aligned with that from [16, 256]. Overall, we found evidence to confirm two, with partial evidence for a further four observations from the studies.

One of our goals in this chapter was to reproduce the setup of [16, 256] to the best of our ability to identify critical factors that can play an essential role during reproducing past IIR studies. We pointed out that interfaces, task descriptions and participant cohorts are crucial, among other things. Releasing resources/code to replicate the interface design will help eliminate confounding variables that are possible because of a different implementation. In this chapter, we created templates of SERPs that resemble google.com and you.com and released them for further use. IIR studies should also mention the entire list of search tasks/topics they employ together with study descriptions. It is essential to have a fixed set of tasks and similar interfaces to reproduce and enable reliable comparison of observations (e.g., the number of queries, documents opened, etc.) with prior IIR studies. Two studies by Urgo et al. [285, 286] list examples of tasks of different complexities, which also offer helpful resources for future IIR studies. Lastly, since it is challenging to have the same cohort of participants, crowdsourcing with power analysis (to determine the number of participants required given the experimental conditions of a particular study) can form a reliable alternative [318]. These will help us with the reproducibility of IIR studies and enable reliable comparison of results.

**Future Work** We limited the functionalities of the SERP offered to the participants—we did not let them query and provided them with static pages resembling SERP and clickable results. Do our observations still hold when users can issue their queries? Furthermore, we fixed the positions of vertical results on the SERP in our study. We know from previous work [249, 265] that user interactions with verticals are affected by where they are displayed on the SERP. Understanding how user behaviour changes with the position of SERP components is the motivation behind our research question in Chapter 4, and we highlight future work in this regard in Section 6.3. Understanding and modelling user interactions will also help research on methodologies for interface optimisation [295] and SERP evaluation. Prior work [111, 153, 248] have inferred search goals from user search behaviour like clicks on documents and querying behaviour. Do user interactions with all modern SERP components, widgets and vertical results help us better infer user search goals? Understanding search goals can also help us design adaptive SERP interfaces tailored to specific search goals. Can we modify the SERP layout based on the complexity of the task undertaken? Do such modifications affect user performance?

With the ever-increasing innovation in the development of modern devices (e.g., mobile...
6.2. Search As Learning

In Chapter 3, we explored to what extent two active reading tools for highlighting and note-taking affect user search behaviour and learning outcomes during a learning-oriented search process. These tools have been shown to help in offline or classroom learning scenarios. Previous work has looked into various aspects of the SAL domain, like understanding user behaviour, optimising retrieval functions for learning, etc. However, they do not explore the impact of active reading tools in the SAL process. Hence, in this chapter, we asked:

**B-RQ2**: How do active reading tools affect user interactions and learning outcomes during a learning-oriented search (SAL) process?

To this end, we conducted another user study with 115 participants observing the effect of two active reading tools (highlighting and note-taking) on their learning outcomes and search behaviour. We implemented a highlighting tool and a note-taking tool built into the search interface. We measured their learning over two tasks: a recall-oriented vocabulary learning task \[189, 233\] and a cognitively demanding essay writing task \[162, 260\]. We observed that neither the highlighting nor the note-taking tool helped participants in the vocabulary learning tasks. However, access to only the highlighting or note-taking tool helped them write better essays than the participants without the tools. We also explored how different highlighting and note-taking strategies help their learning outcomes. We showed that while engaging in complex learning-oriented search tasks on the web, merely highlighting and note-taking may not benefit learners. Instead, how these tools change how the learners scan and process text was more important for learning while searching.

**Future Work** This work explored user interaction with web search results and their highlighting and note-taking behaviour during the SAL process. As we observed that highlighting and note-taking strategies and various characteristics of learners affect their
learning outcomes, future work can examine how highlighting and note-taking behaviour can be used as proxies for their learning outcomes. Since, for an actual search system designed for learning, evaluating users’ learning gain by conducting vocabulary or essay tests might not be a practical option, developing more implicit learning measures is also an open research direction. With reliable proxies of learning outcomes, we can also adapt retrieval functions to satisfy individual learners. Prior work have looked into optimising retrieval functions for learning [267–269] based on the documents clicked by a user. Analysis of highlighting and note-taking log data could provide a deeper understanding of the document understanding process. User behaviour while watching MOOC videos has been employed to evaluate the quality of video-based lectures and identify essential parts of such videos [148, 294]. Similarly, do highlights and notes indicate more relevant/interesting sections of a given document? Do they give a better idea of the topics the user learns? If so, could retrieval algorithms be manipulated based on their highlights or notes to promote documents? Possible research directions involving adaptation of the retrieval pipeline can look into (i) query expansion/suggestion based on highlighting/note-taking, (ii) learning to infer the knowledge state of users from their queries and highlighting/note-taking behaviour, (iii) fine-tuning transformers/LLMs for re-ranking of retrieved results based on the inferred knowledge state; (iv) learning to summarise retrieved answers (retrieval augmented generation [158, 173]) based on the inferred knowledge state.

Recently, social media applications like TikTok, Instagram, YouTube, etc. have become a significant source of accessing information on complex topics [93, 223, 259]. Video creators publish videos on various topics (from COVID-19 to improving snowboarding skills). These contents are searched and consumed by users to learn about those topics. Although there have been a few studies on how the presence of heterogeneous content (images, videos, etc.) affects user behavior [16, 186] and learning during web search [189], there are open research questions to understand the SAL process in these applications. To what extent user behaviour during searching and learning from such applications is different from that on a standard web search engine? How can we incorporate active reading tools to help learners in their sensemaking and knowledge-gaining process in such scenarios? Do those tools help them?

6.3. Modeling User Interactions
In Chapter 4, we asked a more holistic question on the design of web search interfaces. An IIR practitioner/designer looking to incorporate a widget (e.g., note-taking tool) on a SERP has numerous potential options regarding the widget’s location and other visual features (e.g., length/breadth, font size, etc.). However, they cannot run A/B tests on all possible options regarding the widget position due to budget constraints. Hence, in the thesis, we leveraged Search Economic Theory (SET), based on microeconomic theory, to build a model of user interaction that incorporates, for the first time, positional information of widgets. With such a user model, we can derive hypotheses of user behaviour based on the positioning of a widget. The ultimate goal is to select, based on the derived hypotheses, potential candidates for widget positions for running A/B tests. Previous work has utilised

1https://www.tiktok.com/
2https://www.instagram.com/
3https://www.youtube.com/
SET to develop models for predicting user interaction under various circumstances where widgets on the SERP are typically considered fixed, and their position is not part of the user model definition. Hence, our third research question in this thesis was,

**B-RQ3:** How can we utilise the Search Economic Theory model of user interaction to refine the design hypothesis space for widget positioning?

To this end, in Chapter 4, we derived a position-aware interaction model of search behaviour. We focused on the query history widget (**QHW**), as the widget is simple and easy to understand for users and involves only a small number of interactions—making it ideal as the first widget to employ for our exploration. We formulated a model to predict search behaviour related to reissuing queries from the same search session. We used Fitts' Law to approximate the cost of finding the widget based on its five different positions on the screen. Based on our model and prior work, we developed five testable hypotheses. We conducted a between-subjects user study with 120 participants. We evaluated the impact of the position of **QHW** on search behaviour. We did find that widget positioning plays a role and changes a user’s search behaviour. We observed that users are likelier to use the **QHW** as query length increases. However, if the number of queries to check in the **QHW** increases, the likelihood of users using the **QHW** increases as its distance to the starting point decreases. Thus, position matters and should be incorporated into formal interaction models. Overall, we found partial support for three of the five hypotheses derived from our user model. This indicates that our model forms an acceptable starting point. However, we need to refine our model by incorporating new costs or having more realistic estimates of cost values from the study logs.

**Future Work** A natural extension of our work is to improve the realism of the user models by considering different search tasks of varying complexity, other widgets and other aspects of widgets (in addition to their position) like their shape, format, functionalities offered, etc. Graphical properties of widgets play an essential role in the amount of cognitive effort spent by the users and their perceived usability [115, 131, 270] consequently impacting their performance. Hence, modelling cognitive costs and user interactions with multiple widgets could help us strike a balance to optimise the complete user experience. Novel interface designs is an important topic, especially in the context of supporting learners on the web [52, 73]—it will also be worthwhile to research if incorporating various features of widgets like their position, size, functions, etc., in user models help select the optimal interface for learners.

Much work remains to determine how we can understand and subsequently model the cognitive processes and factors that influence how individuals behave when searching, especially in the presence of various widgets and other heterogeneous content on the SERP. The cognitive process and user behaviour also depend on (among other things) the device they use to search their prior topic knowledge. Thus, studies need to be conducted on building device-specific user models. What are the device-specific costs that are different from a desktop search? How do we estimate them? It also remains an open question about how realistic these user models can be or should be. It is important to note that the user models do not need to be perfect mirrors of human behaviour during a search scenario, but instead need to be **good enough**. By this, we mean that user models incorporating widget
position (or other) information should be able to help researchers derive helpful hypotheses of user behaviour that we can ultimately use to run A/B tests. In this regard, an important research direction is to evaluate how good a particular user model is before employing it for deriving such hypotheses. We need to ask, what are the essential characteristics of a good user model? Does a user model need to satisfy some properties to qualify to be a good one? What are those properties?

Developing user models can also enable us to run simulations of user interaction [52, 178, 179]. Such simulated data obtained from user models that incorporate information about SERP widgets can allow designing adaptive user interfaces—interfaces that can autonomously change the content, layout, or style depending on the user’s search context, capabilities and interests. These interfaces can provide significant user benefits by planning sequences of adaptations that gracefully lead them through gradual changes in their search process. An adaptive system must decide what to adapt and when or when not to make changes. They have been studied in the broader field of human-computer interaction, where methods like reinforcement learning have been employed to make these decisions on interface adaptations [147, 313]. In IIR, work has been done to adapt retrieval algorithms based on users’ prior and acquired knowledge during a SAL process [68]. It remains an open question on how to adapt SERP interface components to support users at various stages of their search journey. Estimating the utility or usefulness of an adaptation to the user is required for selecting an adaptation. Unfortunately, utility is complex to estimate accurately during a search process, both at design time and interactively from the kind of data these systems might have access to, such as clicks or document viewing duration. Moreover, in adaptive interaction, utility is also non-stationary. That is, the skills and interests of the user evolve. A change that would make sense in the beginning when the user is a novice to the design may be devastating for an experienced user. Open research questions in adaptive user interfaces include—what are the various cost and utility components while building user models for adaptive interfaces? How do we represent and estimate those components (that vary throughout the search journey of a user)? What tasks and search contexts can we apply and use such adaptive search interfaces? How can we evaluate the quality of the user model and, consequently, the effectiveness of the adaptations derived from those user models?

6.4. **Relevance Judgement Collection**

In the first three broad research questions, we primarily dealt with text documents and results. In Chapter 5, we focused on the voice modality in collecting qrels for test collection. As audio-only devices are getting popular, we explored to what extent we can leverage voice modality while building test collection using judgements from crowdworkers. While previous work have explored various factors (e.g., document length, topic difficulty, priming effects, etc.) affecting the relevance judgement effectiveness of crowdworkers, none of them has examined the impact of presentation modality of documents. Hence, in this thesis, we asked:

**B-RQ4**: How does the presentation modality of documents, text (reading on screen) vs. voice (listening to audio clips) affect the relevance judgement process of assessors?
How do the cognitive abilities of assessors and their interplay with presentation modality affect the effectiveness of relevance judgment?

To answer B-RQ4, we conducted our last user study (Chapter 5) with 49 crowdworkers where we measured their relevance judgements effectiveness in terms of accuracy and time taken. We also measured their perceived workload using the NASA-TLX survey. We explored the effect of the cognitive abilities of assessors on their judgement effectiveness. Each crowdworker had to judge the relevance of query-passage pairs either by reading the passages on-screen or listening to audio clips of the passages. We found that judgement accuracy was equivalent between crowdworkers reading the passages and those listening. However, as passages increased in length, it took participants significantly longer to make relevance judgements when listening to them than those reading them. Our results suggest that we can leverage the voice modality for this task and the possibility of designing hybrid tasks, where we might use the voice modality for judging shorter passages and text for longer ones.

**Future Work** There are multiple open avenues to extend the research conducted in this chapter. Asking to provide rationales for judgements has been shown to improve the relevance judgement accuracy of crowdworkers in the text modality [144], a natural extension to our work can be exploring the effect of the same in the voice modality. Future work should also explore whether the voice modality can be used for judging the relevance of long documents. In our study, we found evidence that crowdworkers often tend not to listen to the entirety of the presented audio clips of the passages. Does this decrease relevance judgement effectiveness in the case of long documents? Does the position of the relevant portion (beginning, middle, end) of the answer in the document affect relevance judgement effectiveness, especially in the voice modality of presentation? Another future research direction is considering domain-specific documents (e.g., medical, legal, etc.) with domain-specific vocabulary. Does the modality of presentation affect relevance judgement effectiveness regarding these documents? Lastly, we did not provide speed control for listening to audio clips or a seeker bar to skip segments of the clip. Future work can explore how to adapt the speed of audio clips depending on the abilities of the crowdworkers and if providing speed control lets them judge longer documents faster without hurting the accuracy. Can LLMs summarise longer documents and then let crowdworkers judge their relevance? If possible, it will address the problem of crowdworkers taking longer to judge longer documents in the voice modality of presentation.

**6.5. Common next steps**

There are certain next-steps which are required to generalise the findings of our studies. In this section, we list a few areas of generalisation that are common to all the studies we conducted. Firstly, we recruited participants via a crowd-sourcing platform. We limited our participants to native English speakers and paid compensation according to the Prolific platform’s suggested compensation rate. We acknowledge that the participants come from a limited geographical distribution. Nonetheless, reproducing our studies with different groups of users (e.g., users speaking other languages, users with hearing/visual disabilities, etc.) is a crucial step to generalise the results beyond the population of crowdworkers we
employed. Secondly, in our studies, we instructed the crowdworkers to search on a fixed number of topics. Observing if our results generalise to other topics is also an important step to consider for the future. For example, asking participants to learn/search about topics with multiple perspectives (Should schools mandate uniforms for their students?) might lead to different observations in our studies. Finally, we only allowed crowdworkers to participate in our studies using a desktop. Controlling the device was essential to eliminate the confounding effects of different devices. To what extent our results hold beyond the desktop interface is an open question. Crucial aspects of our studies, e.g., the design of note-taking and highlighting tools in Chapter 3 or the user model in Chapter 4, are specifically tailored towards web search on desktop. Hence, one important next step is to consider different devices in the context of our research questions. We list potential open research questions concerning search devices and interfaces beyond the desktop:

- **Chapter 2**: Are particular layouts more suitable for different devices (e.g., list layout for mobile devices or grid layout for devices like Echo Show, Nest Hub)? What is an effective way to incorporate results from different verticals on the SERP interfaces of different devices?

- **Chapter 3**: Prior work [104, 185, 296] have shown that user performance decreases when the search interface is complex as it increases their cognitive load. Thus, we can ask, how does incorporating highlighting or note-taking tools for web search in smaller devices like mobile phones affect their learning outcomes or search behaviour? What is an efficient way of providing users with the advantages of these tools on such devices? What do highlighting or note-taking tools look like for SAL using voice-based search tools like Alexa, Siri, etc.?

- **Chapter 4**: Do we need a different user model when considering user interaction in other devices like mobile? How different are the costs associated with such devices? To address these research directions, we have to answer questions like, is the cost of querying in a mobile interface different than that in a desktop one? Is the cost of finding a past query in a QHW designed for the mobile interface different than the desktop version? Answering these questions will let us develop device-specific hypotheses of user interaction by incorporating widget information.

- **Chapter 5**: Can crowdworkers judge relevance on-the-go using voice-based devices [278, 279] while performing a secondary task like driving or commuting? Such devices will play both the query and the passages in voice modality (contrary to our study, where the crowdworkers saw the query on their desktop). In such a scenario, what is the effect of answer length and their cognitive aspects on the relevance judgement accuracy? Can we help crowdworkers with visual impairments perform the relevance judgement task using voice-based devices?

### 6.6. Broader Research Directions

Generative AI is now mainstream. We can generate high-quality text, images and audio using generative models like **Large Language Models** (LLMs). How might this reshape...

---

the questions we have posed in this thesis? Based on the discussion of the findings of this thesis, we provide several areas for future work in the broader field of IIR.

### 6.6.1. LLMs and User Interaction

Recently, LLMs such as GPT-3 [49], ChatGPT (GPT3.5 and GPT-4) [205], LLama [277], with billions of parameters and pre-trained on a massive amount of data, have been released. They have demonstrated an excellent ability to generate semantically correct and coherent texts, images, audio and video. They can provide direct and concise answers to queries that users typically search on commercial web search engines like Google or Bing. Users have found it as a useful tool for learning and coding, summarising and scanning through reading materials while asking questions and even assisting tasks requiring creativity, brainstorming ideas and presenting information.\(^6\) While enthusiasts have claimed ChatGPT might replace traditional web search engines entirely because of the concise and direct nature of the answers, several real-life examples have also revealed that chatGPT is often incorrect (hallucinates answers), makes mistakes while sounding plausible and reasonable [121]. The pros and cons of applications like ChatGPT provide numerous scopes for future research in various aspects of IIR, including but not limited to SAL, user modelling, and collection of relevance judgment.

Recently, Microsoft introduced Bing Chat where LLM-powered chat assistance like ChatGPT is present with a traditional SERP.\(^7\) Using such LLM-based tools to aid their web search will result in different user interactions than in a more traditional setup of commercial search engines like Google or Bing. An example is the kind of queries users tend to pose—in the former, due to its conversational nature, users pose questions in the form of natural language sentences instead of keyword queries as is done in the latter. Users also expect answers instead of links to documents. Users can browse links while asking complex questions to find comprehensive answers and summarised information from the chat assistance. Thus, studies need to understand user behaviour and performance using these new web search tools. New user models also need to be developed that consider new dimensions (e.g., cost of querying or assessing an answer is different in a conversational interface where users search for information by asking questions to an LLMs) of search introduced by these tools.

### 6.6.2. Search As Learning

LLMs can be used for educational purposes, providing explanations and answers to questions and asking adjunct questions to learners to assess their current knowledge state. Thus, learners can use them for active learning, sensemaking, and goal-setting during the SAL process. Essential questions in this context are how and when to incorporate LLMs as a learning tool during the SAL process. Furthermore, with these tools, the learning process and search can be personalised based on the searcher’s learning capabilities and prior knowledge. A learner can use the system prompt to provide their current knowledge on a topic, which can be used to tailor answers according to their need. However, this requires the learners to clearly articulate their current knowledge state and understand what they do not know—but this is often not the case [312]. Hence, in an ideal system, the knowledge

---

6 ChatGPT reached one million users five days upon its release
7 https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/edge/features/bing-chat?
state of a user must be inferred from the conversation. Systems like ChatGPT offer a crude solution to this—they keep track of the information provided during a conversation as context and use it to answer questions posed by the user. The question of how to effectively track the learning progress of a student through their online interaction with teaching materials has been addressed in the domain of knowledge tracing [1, 97, 210]. However, how to employ LLMs to explicitly trace the knowledge state of learners based on their interactions is still an open question. Liu et al. [164] used GPT-2 to ask programming questions to learners and estimated their knowledge state from the submitted code. Several open questions in this regard include: Can we use LLM-generated questions to estimate user knowledge state in other domains as well? How and when can those questions be generated? How do we represent the knowledge state of a user? How do we modify answers based on the inferred knowledge state?

While these tools have the advantage that they can free up the cognitive load of learners by simplifying complex topics during a SAL process, wrong information can also end up being counterproductive to the learning process. For example, LLMs can automatically summarise a document that a learner reads, rendering it unnecessary for them to take notes. However, it needs to be examined to what extent automation of processes, like note-taking, assists learners during the SAL process. It has been shown in education literature that active learning methods like note-taking are more beneficial as compared to providing the students with lecture slides [137, 154] or just listening to lectures [207, 239]. Hence, when provided with LLM-generated notes, can learners still comprehend texts and make sense of them in a similar/better way as they would have done if they were taking the notes (e.g.,) themselves? Furthermore, what happens if there are factual mistakes in the summaries? Users tend to overestimate the truthfulness of direct answers given by a system (such as those by ChatGPT) [219]. Are learners able to detect them? Users who are satisfied with the answers provided by such generative models can be tempted to skip significant parts of the actual reading process. How does that impact their learning outcomes? To what extent and when do learners end up learning/internalising the mistakes in factual information in those generated answers? Another critical question, especially when users try to search on topics with multiple perspectives (e.g., whether schools should mandate uniforms), is how to deploy these tools during the search process such that they foster critical thinking and prevent confirmation bias or filter bubbles.

6.6.3. Relevance Judgement Collection

Lastly, developing LLMs has opened up new possibilities (and concerns) for collecting relevance judgements [86] of text documents. A decade ago, employing crowdworkers to collect relevant judgements helped us scale up the costly annotation process of collecting them from experts. The scaling up led to the creation of more extensive test collections (e.g., MSMARCO [196], DBpedia-Entity v2 [109], Hotpot QA [271, 310] etc.) with the compromise in the quality of judgements. With LLMs, history may repeat itself: they open up the possibility of annotating a massive amount of data. However, what about annotation quality? Recent work showed that LLMs could be effective, with accuracy as good as human labellers [275]. Additionally, collecting relevance judgements using LLMs is faster than collecting them using humans; they can judge the relevance of documents without being affected by documents they have seen before (contrary to crowdworkers [245] and with no
boredom or tiredness. Furthermore, they have much more information on a topic than a human and can process multiple languages, which will also help us create multilingual corpora. This raises the question: Can LLMs entirely replace humans in the judgment process? For what tasks should human assessors not be replaced by machines [70, 119]? However, we must also acknowledge how we must understand the potential limitations and negative externalities of using generative models for automated relevance label generation. Important open questions include—if and how biases in LLMs [70, 119] may also manifest in relevance labelling? For example, a biased model can underestimate the relevance of longer documents [116]. This bias might manifest more systemically when relevance labels are solicited from these models rather than crowdworkers. Do LLM-generated relevance labels show bias towards ranking models that themselves employ LLMs? Does optimising towards LLM-based labels make us susceptible to the risk of falling into the trap of over-fitting to the peculiarities of the LLM rather than towards improving actual relevance? LLM-specific quality assurance methods will need to be developed, and research needs to be conducted on how to facilitate collaboration between humans and generative models about this task—how to employ LLMs, as well as other generative models, to aid human assessors in devising reliable judgments while enhancing the efficiency of the process?

6.7. **Final Remarks**

The insights gained from these studies hold practical significance for IR system developers, user interface designers, and researchers in IIR. The findings can guide the development of innovative interfaces, interactive tools, and personalised user experiences, fostering a more effective information retrieval process. Additionally, our research opens avenues for further investigations, such as exploring novel cognitive-driven interactive approaches, integrating machine learning techniques into IIR, and evaluating IIR in emerging technologies like LLMs and user contexts.
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